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1. BACKGROUND & INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background To The Study

The uMfolozi Municipality enlisted the services of Black Balance Projects to assist the municipality with the review of the existing
SDF and preparation of a detailed Spatial Development Framework (SDF) for the entire municipal area. The uMfolozi Municipality
requires an SDF which will seek to establish a sound strategic and innovative approach which is realistic, collaboratively informed
and providing sound land management guidance. Such an approach deviates from the traditional norm of creating SDFs which are
descriptive of the status quo and lacking in strategic direction which hinders implementation. From the terms of reference it is
understood that the required SDF should as a minimum document:













The broad brush mapping of the existing kinds of ownership across the municipal area;
Development pressures;
Spatial possibilities for densification
Analyse the possibilities for an approach to development of private land.
Access and barriers to services;
Existing planning initiatives within the study area;
Socio-economic trends;
Possible tourism potential;
Stakeholder needs analysis;
Existing land uses;
Landscape and spatial syntax issues;
Opportunities of sharing boarders with all municipalities with an emphasis on areas along boarders that can be jointly
developed;



strengthening of primary and secondary nodes and corridors where appropriate; and




Other strategic information the Municipality, Service Provider and Steering Committee may feel will inform the SDF.
An analysis of the institutional, social, economic and ecological environment which is essential to the development of a
sustainable SDF. This may include a SWOT analysis where appropriate.
Core Mapping and any model based analysis that the team may feel will add value to and assist in developing a
creative and innovative SDF;
Sound empirical analysis of the coastal and inland character of the area analysis; and
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1.2.

Any other factors that the Municipality, Service Provider and Steering Committee considers to be important to the
Analysis Phase of the project.
Purpose

The Spatial Development Framework is a statutory document prepared as part of the integrated development planning process.
Municipalities have a mandate to prepare the SDF as per the legislative requirements contained in chapter five of the Municipal
Systems Act (No.34 of 2000). The uMfolozi Municipality SDF has the key role of guiding decision-making of spatial planning and
development within the entire municipality.
Section 21 of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (No. 16 of 2013)outlines the contents of an SDF to includes
amongst other things, a written and spatial representation of a five-year spatial development plan for the spatial form of the
municipality; identify current and future structuring and restructuring elements of the spatial form of the municipality; include a
strategic
assessment
of the environmental pressures and opportunities within the area; identify areas where more detailed planning is required as well as
the determination of a capital expenditure framework for the Municipality’s development programmes, depicted spatially
The review of the uMfolozi SDF also offers an opportunity to plug any legislative and strategic loopholes which may have been
identified by the MEC in her assessment of the previous uMfolozi Municipality SDF, as well as the alignment of the SDF with new
policies and spatial thinking which may have emerged over the past years.
1.3.

Context of Study

The uMfolozi municipality is one of five local municipalities within the District of King Cetshwayo. Initially King Cetshwayo
comprised of 6 local municipalities which are namely: Ntambanana, Mthonjaneni, Nkandla, Umlalazi, uMhlatuze and uMfolozi.
However Ntambanana will from August 2016 dissolve into three of its surrounding local municipalities which resulted in an extra
ward for uMfolozi LM leaving the district with five local municipalities
Since the initial process of demarcating wards in KwaZulu-Natal uMfolozi Municipality has had many amendments. The
municipality started with a total of 13 wards, however since its inception it has managed to demarcate another 4 wards, the last one
being the aforementioned ward 17 from Ntambanana. Map 2: Contextual Plan indicates the addition of ward 17 on the western
boundary of the municipality, furthermore it’s important to note that wards 14 to 16 resulted from a structural change within the
existing municipal boundary they were not inherited from neighbouring municipalities like ward 17.
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The municipality is located on the northern coastal plain of KwaZulu-Natal which boasts the view of the Indian Ocean towards the
east which also compliments its temperate climate and good annual average rainfall. Mtubatuba and Hlabisa LM are located
towards the northern boundary of the municipality, while Mthonjaneni borders the west and lastly Mhlathuze towards the south
home of one of the countries largest harbours (Richards bay Harbour). Map 1: Base Plan depicts that the N2 Traverses the
Municipality on a north-south direction which leads to iLembe DM and Ethekwini Metropolitan Municipality (consists of the second
most busiest manufacturing hub in Durban after Johannesburg).
The landscape of uMfolozi Municipality is predominantly rural consisting of an impoverished population which depend on
traditional forms of living such as subsistence farming and the burning of fossil fuels to make ends meet. A number of perennial
rivers originate within the municipality providing water for the communities as well as their livestock and natural vegetation such
as the high dunes along the coastal plain.
1.4.

Study Objectives

The main objective of the project is to review and update the uMfolozi Municipality SDF which will address spatial, environmental
and economic issues confronting the district, especially in the rural areas. An SDF that will facilitate implementation of the IDP and
all government intentions to fight poverty and facilitate rural development is required.
Furthermore it aims to create a credible SDF that meets the required standards set by the responsible provincial government
through the implementation of the Comprehensive SDF Guidelines developed by DRDLR in 2014. This objective shall be achieved by
the development of a rural-specific SDF in compliance with the provisions of these guidelines.
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Map 1: uMfolozi Locality within King Cetshwayo District Municipality
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Map 2: Contextual plan
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1.5.

Study Approach

The approach and execution of this study is guided by the following key principles;
1. Rural specific: Considering, promoting and developing the rural character of the municipality, while ensuring a co-ordination
between the urban-rural continuum and the interdependencies of the rural economies and the urban and peri-urban centres.
2. Integration: Using the spatial basis of the study for
a) the integration of development intention between the municipality and surrounding municipalities including the district
municipality,
b) the physical integration of fragmented areas within the municipality towards improved economic inputs and service delivery
and
c) sectoral integration of various public and private contributors and departments toward co-ordinated development of individual
projects.
3. Strategic Direction: Providing strategic analysis and direction to the effective utilisation of land within the municipality towards
social, economic and environmental development while address current and historic deficiencies and providing future spatial
direction within the context of the unique spatial structure of the municipality.
4. Land Use Management: Ensuring that the SDF serves as an effective intermediate between the development intentions within
municipality and the practical and responsible management of land uses. Thus providing sufficient intended land use direction
to the further development of the land use management system and future planning schemes within the municipality.
1.6.
Objectives of Spatial Planning Process
The following is a list of six objectives that were used to inform the spatial planning process for the uMfolozi Spatial Development
Framework:
Objective 1

Visionary

Objective 2

Wide-ranging

Objective 3

Participative

this involves setting out a clear, distinctive and realistic vision of how an area will develop and
change;
going beyond a narrow land-use focus to provide a mechanism for delivering sustainable
development objectives by addressing social, environmental and economic issues and relating
them to the use of land;
based on strengthened mechanisms for community involvement to consider the needs, issues
and aspirations of communities and stakeholders within an area, to provide a basis for making
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Objective 4

Integrating

Objective 5

Responsive

Objective 6

Deliverable

1.7.

difficult choices and to build commitment to delivery;
an integrated approach which informs, takes account of and helps deliver other strategies and
policy;
a flexible approach, informed by monitoring, that can respond to developments in wider policy,
degree of progress with implementation, development pressures and changes on the ground;
and
Focusing on implementation, setting out delivery mechanisms, including development control,
and identifying how the plan will be delivered with and through other organisations with the
powers and resources to make a difference.

Methodology

The approach to this uMfolozi Local Municipality SDF was informed by SPLUMA principles which include Spatial Justice, Spatial
Sustainability, Efficiency; Spatial Resilience and Good Administration. The local context, authority requirements and the ideas put
forward by stakeholders also informed the method. The methodology used acknowledges that the key to sustainability lies in
enhancing the resilience of geo-spatial and socio-ecological systems, not in optimizing isolated components of the system. The
method applied in the analysis focussed on human processes and their linkage with environmental sustainability as a means to
create a basic understanding of the complex systemic implications of society’s activities for planning.
1.7.1. Desk-top Data Review
The SDF as a sector plan of the IDP is located firmly within the practice of integrated development planning. It aligns with the
national, provincial and district strategic plans, and employs these to inform approaches to local spatial development challenges.
Documents that were reviewed as part of this process could be categorised as follows:






Key national spatial development policies and programmes, e.g. National Spatial Development Perspective etc.
KZN strategic spatial plans including the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy (PGDS), development programmes as
implemented by different government departments; etc.
uMfolozi Municipality and King Cetshwayo District IDPs, and the associated sector Plans. The latter includes King Cetshwayo
Strategic Environmental Assessment, King Cetshwayo Spatial Development Plan, King Cetshwayo Human Settlement
Strategy, King Cetshwayo Coastal Management Programme, uMfolozi Town Planning Scheme etc.
Research reports and papers dealing with spatial planning and environmental management.
SDF for comparable municipalities as a means to benchmark and establish best practice.
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1.7.2. Stakeholder Interviews
Interviews will be were conducted with several of stakeholders such as key sector departments with spatial interests in uMfolozi
municipality. The interviews will be mainly structured yet informal in nature, touching on a range of specific issues, and serve as
the main method to collect factual data, perceptions and record indigenous knowledge.
1.7.3. Stakeholder workshops
Workshops will form an important means of harnessing knowledge, sharing information, and building consensus regarding the
aims and objectives set out for this planning process. Workshops will be held with councillors, traditional councils, and members of
staff from uMfolozi Municipality.
As part of coordinating and aligning spatial planning as a District level, presentations will also be made to the IDP Representative
Forum to collect relevant data at different stages of the SDF review process.
1.7.4. Consultation of Traditional Leaders
Consultation sessions with all traditional councils (TC) within uMfolozi Municipality will be held where issues to be discussed will
include basic service delivery, localised environmental problems, land allocation and its impacts on spatial form, justification of
existing nodes and potential nodes, and any other areas that require attention in terms of spatial planning.
1.7.5. Nodal Land Use Surveys
Broad land use surveys will be undertaken in selected development nodes using aerial photography. The results of the surveys will
be used to undertake an analysis of the structure, role and character of these nodes.
1.7.6. Use of GIS
Geographic Information System (GIS) will be used as the mapping tool. Aspects of its usage will include overlaying of information
and generate options for strategic spatial plans, concepts and land use activities. This will include the use of the recently introduced
digital criterion for the development of layers. The format used is in line with the requirements of COGTA and the municipality.
1.7.7. Limitations to the Study
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The formulation of the uMfolozi SDF comes at a time when the municipality will be amalgamated with ward 6 of Ntambanana
Municipality, Although the final SDF is intended to take a long term view of future development, the subsequent amalgamation
would signifies the formulation of the new SDF. It is therefore envisaged that this SDF Review will be able to bring forth strategic
decisions which remain beneficial to the spatial development of uMfolozi even after the amalgamation with Ntambanana.
Secondly, the scope of the project will be limited to the legal requirements as defined in the MSA regulations as referred to in the
Terms of Reference. Although However, due to the promulgation of the Spatial Planning and Land Use management Act afterwards,
this SDF will be formulated with limited consideration to Section 21 of the Act due to timeframes governing the project and the lack
of required information in fulfilment of all the elements of Section 21., but it requires refinement through the preparation of Area
Based Plans, Precinct Plans for development nodes and policy framework for the introduction of a wall-to-wall scheme.
2. POLICY ENVIRONMENT
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Act 108 of 1996) local government was conceived as “the local sphere of
government with the constitutional mandate to carry out a number of developmental duties”. In Chapter 7, it states that it is the
object of local government to “encourage the involvement of communities and community organizations in the matter of local
government”.
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (1996) mandates local government to:
 Provide democratic and accountable government for local communities.
 Ensure the provision of services to communities in a sustainable manner.
 Promote social and economic development.
 Promote a safe and healthy environment.
 Encourage the involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local government.
Local government must also promote the Bill of Rights, which reflects the nation's values about human dignity, equality and
freedom, and uphold the principles enshrined in the Constitution.
The government (national, provincial and local) has introduced a number of policies and legislation in line with the Constitution to
govern different aspects of spatial and land use planning. At national and provincial levels, these deal with issues such as
environmental and natural resource management, land tenure and land administration, land use planning and land use
management, and human settlement and service delivery. Local government structures on the other hand, have consolidated their
developments in Integrated Development Plans, and some have developed by-laws in support of their regulatory function. Although,
each of these is assigned to a relevant government department or organ of state and is often implemented in isolation, together they
create a normative framework for land use planning and land development. This section presents an outline of these principles. It
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opens with a brief overview of the role and purpose of spatial planning, land use management and land development at a local level,
and concludes with clear implications for uMfolozi Municipality.
The first is the widely felt resistance to the idea of uncontrolled land development and the second is the commonly expressed wish
by particular sectors in society to promote various types of desirable land development. The resistance to uncontrolled development
is motivated by a number of concerns, the precise mix of is determined by the particular social, economic and political contexts of
different places. In uMfolozi Municipality, these concerns include the following:
 Environmental concerns: uncontrolled development of land can have adverse effects on natural habitats, cultural
landscapes and air and water quality.
 Health and safety concerns: uncontrolled development can lead to overcrowding and unsafe building construction. Certain
land uses could be detrimental to the health and safety of neighbours.
 Social control: the control of land uses has long been a means of exerting social control, particularly through the exclusion
of certain types of person, household or economic activity from certain areas through the application of particular
development controls limiting, for instance, plot sizes, plot coverage and home industries.
 Efficiency of infrastructure provision and traffic management: increasingly it has become clear that the granting of
development permissions is not coupled with the provision of adequate infrastructure and traffic management which can
result in severe consequences. Similarly, where infrastructure is provided, generally at high financial cost, without taking
into account likely and relevant land-use and settlement patterns the opportunity costs to society are very high.
 Determination of property values for purposes of rating: the market value of land is the basis on which property valuation
is determined and the extent and nature of the development permitted on the land is a key factor in that determination.
 Aesthetic concerns: the control of land development enables government to prescribe certain design parameters for
buildings.
The wish to promote desirable development is also driven mainly by two concerns. Firstly, the land development needs of the
market seldom match precisely the social and political needs of government: government may well want to promote a type of land
development in an area that the market neglects.
Changing the applicable land-use management instruments is often seen as a prerequisite for attracting certain types of investment
to certain areas. This can take the form of both relaxing controls in those areas and increasing controls in other areas, which might
be more favoured, by the market. These strategies are likely to be linked to local economic development initiatives.
An important conceptual shift is that in the new system the primary role of government – and especially local government – in
relation to spatial planning, land use management and land development is no longer merely the control of development (although
that remains an essential function). The facilitation of appropriate development is an important new responsibility. Two aspects
require particular attention: firstly, there is a need to allow for uMfolozi Municipality to be pro-active; and secondly, there is a need
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to strengthen the power of the municipalities’ to negotiate development for the private sector, rather than simply applying a yes-orno approach to land development.
Alignment of government policies and plans is crucial in strategic planning. Therefore the relevant binding and non-binding national
and provincial legislations including policies, programmes and strategies need to be considered in the municipal development
planning process and interventions. Also included are resolutions from key stakeholders engagements conducted in the recent past
as these should also inform our analysis and proposed interventions.
The King Cetshwayo Spatial Development Plan highlights the necessity to take cognisance of the following national and provincial
policies which speak to the district and underlying local municipalities such as uMfolozi Municipality:








National Development Plan
National Spatial Development Perspective
Strategic Integrated Programmes
Provincial Growth and Development Strategy
National Environmental Management Act (NEMA Act 107 of 1998)
Subdivision of Agricultural Land Act (Act No. 70 of 1970)
Municipal and planning legislation stemming from the Municipal Systems Act.

2.1.

National Policies

2.1.1. State of the Nation Address
The State of the Nation Address is an annual address to the nation by the President of the Republic of South Africa as the Head of
State. The 2018 State of The Nation Address was presented by President Cyril Ramaphosa at a joint sitting of the two Houses of
Parliament (National Assembly and National Council of Provinces) on 16 February 2018. The 2018 theme for the SONA is
"Parliament entrenching people-centred democracy in achieving development goals".
The address highlighted the following key areas:



enhancing support for destination marketing in key tourism markets and taking further measures to reduce regulatory barriers
and develop emerging tourism businesses.
accelerating land redistribution programmes not only to redress a grave historical injustice, but also to bring more producers
into the agricultural sector and to make more land available for cultivation
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intensifying engagements with all stakeholders on the Mining Charter to ensure that it is truly an effective instrument to
sustainably transform the face of mining in South Africa.
Processing of the MPRDA Amendment Bill through both houses of parliament is at an advanced stage, with an indication by
Parliament that the Bill will reasonably be finalised during the first quarter of 2018.
establishing a Digital Industrial Revolution Commission, which will include the private sector and civil society, to ensure that
our country is in a position to seize the opportunities and manage the challenges of rapid advances in information and
communication technology.

The three ills identified in the National Development plan (High Unemployment, Inquality, and poverty) remain the overaching
issues in the progression and transformation of South Africa, especially in rural areas such as uMfolozi Municipality. The president
noted that faster growth is required in order to achieve the eradification of the underlying issues. However the economy has not
performed well in the recent years, hence the perceived failure to achieve the aspirational target growth of 5% by 2019 which was
highlighted in the NDP. Land Reform and land claims remain a major issue in the municipality, the introduction of more flexible
policy, and programmes for skills development will asure the sustainability of land and well being once land claims pull through.
2.1.2. National Development Plan Vision 2030 (NDP)
The National Development Plan is the overarching plan which supersedes all development plans on all spheres of government. It
aims to alleviate the three ills which were caused by Apartheid planning laws, these are namely: the elimination of poverty, reducing
inequality and resolving issues of unemployment.
Since the first democratic elections in 1994 a number of policies have been introduced to resolve the social imbalances of the past,
however two decades later South Africa still consists of a highly unequal society, which is highly impoverished and over populated
by unemployed individuals. Apartheid spatial segregation is still evident on most landscapes, continuing to determine the life
opportunities for the vast majority. The NDP attempts to redress these issues through promoting faster growth of the economy,
gender equality and ensuring that young people in particular get access to educational, social and economic opportunities.
The following are the objectives of the NDP which might contribute to the development of uMfolozi Municipality.
ECONOMY AND EMPLOYEMENT



Reduce the cost of living for poor households and costs of
doing business through microeconomic reforms.
Remove the most pressing constraints on growth, investment and job creation, including energy generation and
distribution, urban planning etc.
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ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE





2

3

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND RESILIENCE







5

An additional 643 000 direct jobs and 326 000 indirect jobs in the agriculture, agro- processing and related sectors by
2030.
Create tenure security for communal farmers, especially women, investigate different forms of financing and vesting of
private property rights to land reform beneficiaries that does not hamper beneficiaries with a high debt burden.
Rural economies will be activated through improved infrastructure and service delivery, a review of land tenure,
service to small and micro farmers, a review of mining industry commitments to social investment, and tourism
investments.

TRANSFORMING HUMAN SETTLEMENTS





Upgrade all informal settlements on suitable, well located land by 2030.
More people living closer to their places of work
Strong and efficient spatial planning system, well integrated across the spheres of government.

IMPROVING EDUCATION, TRAINING AND INNOVATION





6

Improved disaster preparedness for extreme climate events.
Increased investment in new agricultural technologies, research and the development of adaptation strategies for the
protection of rural livelihoods and expansion of commercial agriculture.

INCLUSIVE RURAL ECONOMY



4

Ensure that all people have access to clean, potable water and that there is enough water for agriculture and industry,
recognising the trade-offs in the use of water.
The proportion of people who use public transport for regular commutes will expand significantly. By 2030, public
transport will be user- friendly, less environmentally damaging, cheaper and integrated or seamless
Competitively priced and widely available broadband.

Make early childhood development a top priority among the measures to improve the quality of education and longterm prospects of future generations.
Eradicate infrastructure backlogs and ensure that all schools meet the minimum standards by 2016.
Provide 1 million learning opportunities through Community Education and Training Centres

HEALTH CARE FOR ALL






Increase average male and female life expectancy at birth to 70 years
Deploy primary healthcare teams provide care to families and communities
Everyone must have access to an equal standard of care, regardless of their income.
Fill posts with skilled, committed and competent individuals.
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SOCIAL PROTECTION





8

Ensure progressively and through multiple avenues that no one lives below a defined minimum social floor.
Address problems such as hunger, malnutrition and micronutrient deficiencies that affect physical growth and
cognitive development, especially among children.
Provide income support to the unemployed through various active labour market initiatives such as public works
programmes, training and skills development, and other labour market related incentives.

FIGHTING CORRUPTION



A corruption-free society, a high adherence to ethics throughout society and a government that is accountable to its
people.

As a consequence of the Apartheid Policies uMfolozi municipality is home to the poorest of the poorest with a landscape
characterised by urban sprawl and a housing typology of detached, single family housing. The policies created fragmented and
isolated communities located far from job opportunities and community services with inefficient public transportation systems. This
form of growth in rural/urban spaces results in issues of environmental degradation (use of traditional methods of burning solid
fuels for cooking), safety, security and health hazards (lack of services which regulates wastewater, storm water etc).
2.1.3. Strategic Integrated Programme
In the year 2012 the Presidency gave a mandate to the Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission (PICC) to plan and
coordinate a National Infrastructure Plan. This National Infrastructure Plan is a key priority of the National Development Plan which
aims to transform the structure of the economy into a more employment-friendly, equitable and inclusive trajectory. The PICC
phased and integrated the investment plan across 18 Strategic Infrastructure Projects (SIPs) which had five core functions:






Unlock opportunities
Transform the economic landscape
Create new jobs
Strengthen the delivery of basic services and;
Support the integration of African economies.

The figure below is an illustration of where the concentrated population in under-serviced areas are located within KwaZulu-Natal.
The PICC has recognized the areas marked in orange as highly constrained in services and lacking sufficient economic opportunities
thus forcing rural-urban migration. Currently existing economic centres are being over populated causing the demand for services
to be higher than the supply capacity of the municipalities which results in dilapidated infrastructure.
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The National Infrastructure projects will attempt to decentralise and balance economic growth and development across the country
while simultaneously adhering to the constitutional mandate of providing basic services to everyone. As indicated with a blue arrow
in the figure below, uMfolozi Municipality lies within the areas which require strategic and innovative infrastructure assistance.
The following is a list of the SIPs which have a more social and economically viable outcome to Mfolozi Municipality:







SIP
SIP
SIP
SIP
SIP
SIP

1: Unlocking the northern mineral belt with Waterberg as the catalyst
8: Green energy in support of the South African economy
6: Integrated municipal infrastructure project
7: Integrated urban space and public transport programme
11: Agri-logistics and rural infrastructure
18: Water and sanitation infrastructure

Figure 1: Map depicting concentrated people in underserviced areas in KwaZulu-Natal

uMFOLOZI
MUNICIPALITY

National Infrastructure Plan: 2016
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2.2.

Provincial Policies

2.2.1. State of the Province Address 2016
The 2018 State of the Province Address (SOPA) emanates from the State of the Nation’s Address which was delivered by President
Cyril Ramaphosa. In highlighting the priorities set by the National Development Plan, SOPA is based on the theme, “Through Unity
in Action, we can move KZN to a prosperous future”. The provincial address confirmed the priorities of the province are as outlined
in the recently reviewed and adopted, Provincial Growth and Development Strategy. Whilst the PDGS remains the strategic driver of
development in the Province, the Premier of KwaZulu-Natal Mr ES Mchunu raised a few intervention areas that would require
specific attention.
The premier indicated that as the province moves into the next five year cycle of the NDP and the PGDP, there needs commitment to
Key National Priorities namely:







Creation of more jobs, decent work and sustainable livelihoods for inclusive growth;
Rural development, land reform and food security;
Improved quality basic education;
A long and healthy life for all South Africans;
Fighting crime and corruption; and in particular
The implementation of the 9 Point plan to grow the South African Economy.

UMfolozi municipality is located in close proximity to uMhlathuze Municipality, home of one of two Special Economic Zones
implemented in the province. The Richardsbay Industrial Development Zone is a milestone which has been achieved as stipulated
above. The project will trickle down into uMfolozi along the N2, intensifying job opportunities and improving the overall social and
economic development of the municipality. SOPA speaks mainly to municipalities such as uMfolozi, due to the low levels of
employment, high poverty and HIV infections as well as the unresolved land restitution and reform claims.
2.2.2. Provincial Growth And Development Strategy
The Provincial Growth and development Strategy supersedes all provincial strategies in achieving growth and development in the
Province to the year 2030. The PGDS attempts to provide the province with a rational strategic framework for accelerated and
shared economic growth, through catalytic and developmental interventions. Furthermore its strategy accommodates an equitable
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spatial development architecture, which is people-centred with specific attention to the impoverished majority, as well as
sustainable communities, livelihoods and living environments.
The PGDS indicates that uMfolozi Municipality is a tertiary node, however it has not been mentioned in the priority intervention
areas within the province. As a tertiary node its function is to provide services to the sub-regional economy and consist of nodes
which serve as centres where the highest synergies between public and private investment occurs.
The PGDS informs the Provincial Growth and Development Plan, which is an implementation action plan to achieve the goals of the
PGDS for the year 2030.
2.2.3. Provincial Spatial Development Framework
The PGDS is built on the following principles:
Principle
of The Principle of Sustainable Communities promotes the building of places where people want to live and work.
sustainable
Again the sense of Quality of Living refers to the balance between environmental quality, addressing social need
communities
and promoting economic activities within communities. Often communities within the rural context of KwaZuluNatal are not located in the areas with perceived highest economic potential. Where low economic potential exists
planning and investments should be directed at projects and programmes to address poverty and the provision of
basic services in order to address past and current social inequalities towards building sustainable communities.
Principle
of The Principle of Economic Potential aims to improving productivity and closing the economic performance
economic
gap between the various areas of KwaZulu-Natal towards economic excellence of all areas. Rapid economic
potential
growth that is sustained and inclusive is seen as a pre-requisite for the achievement of poverty alleviation.
The principles further promotes the consideration of spatial needs for Economic Competitiveness (Potential) by
proposing an asset based spatial approach based on unique advantages and opportunities within various areas.
An essential component of this principle is the engagement of the private sector in the refinement and spatial
economic needs of any particular zone / area.
Principle
of The Principle of Environmental Planning (Bioregional Planning) refers to understanding and respecting the
environmental
environmental character (potential and vulnerability) and distinctiveness of places and landscapes and promoting
planning
balanced development in such areas. The PSDF supports environmental planning as the fundamental
methodology on which spatial planning should be based. Thus, rather than being a reactionary barrier to
commenced development, the environment is seen as an enabling primary informant to spatial planning and
development. Environmental planning can be defined as land-use planning and management that promotes
sustainable development. The environmental planning methodology involves the use of Broad Provincial Spatial
Planning Categories to reflect desired land use.
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Principle
sustainable
rural
livelihoods

of The Principle of Sustainable Rural Livelihoods considers rural areas in a way which is integrated with other
decision making associated with the Sustainable Livelihoods framework. This principle requires that spatial
planning consider the locality and impact of human, physical, natural , financial and social capitals of an area
and spatially structure these in support of each other. Another aspect of this principle is promoting spatial
planning in a continuum where rural areas are not addressed as completely separate entities to urban centres,
but rather a gradual change in landscape with the potential progression of rural areas to more closely resemble
the service standards and quality of living achieved in some urban contexts.
Principle
of The Principle of Spatial Concentration aims to build on existing concentrations of activities and infrastructure
spatial
towards improved access of communities to social services and economic activities. In practical terms this
concentration
promotes concentration along nodes and corridors with multi-sectoral investment i.e. roads, facilities, housing
etc. This is envisaged to lead to greater co-ordination of both public and private investment and result in higher
accessibility of goods and services to communities while ensuring more economic service delivery. This principle
will further assist in overcoming the spatial distortions of the past. Future settlement and economic development
opportunities should be channelled into activity corridors and nodes that are adjacent to or link the main growth
centres in order for them to become regional gateways.
Principle
of The Principle of Local Self-Sufficiency promotes locating development in a way that reduces the need to travel,
local
self- especially by car and enables people as far as possible to meet their need locally. Furthermore, the principle is
sufficiency
underpinned by an assessment of each areas unique competency towards its own self-reliance and need to
consider the environment, human skills, infrastructure and capital available to a specific area and how it could
contribute to increase its self-sufficiency.
Principle of co- The Principle of Co-ordinated Implementation actually projects beyond spatial planning and promotes the
ordinated
alignment of role-player mandates and resources with integrated spatial planning across sectors and localities.
implementation Essentially the principle suggests that planning-implementation becomes a more continuous process and that
government spending on fixed investment should be focused on planned key interventions localities. This
principle ultimately also proposes a move towards more developmental mandate definitions of the various
departments away, from single mandates to enable the spatial alignment of growth and development investment.
Principle
accessibility

of The Principle of Accessibility simply promotes the highest level of accessibility to resources, services,
opportunities and other communities. This is intrinsically linked to transportation planning and should consider
localised needs for the transportation of people and goods by various modes of transport as guided by the scale
and function of a region. At a provincial level there is a strong correlation between the most deprived areas and
poor regional accessibility to those areas. In addressing accessibility at provincial and local level, the need for
possible new linkages, the upgrade in the capacity of existing linkages and the suitable mix of modes of transport
should be considered.
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Principle
of The Principle of Balance Development promotes the linking of areas of economic opportunity with areas in
balanced
greatest need of economic, social and physical restructuring and regeneration at all spatial scales. In practical
development
terms the principles sought to find a balance between the potentially competing land uses by understanding the
relationship and integration between major dimensions within the province and promoting a synergetic mixture
of land uses in support of each other at various spatial scales.

uMfolozi Municipality

Figure 2:King Cetshwayo District Municipality: KwaZulu-Natal SDF
uMfolozi Municipality: The PSDF identifies KwamBonambi town as an Economic support area. uMfolozi Municipality consists of
spatial disparities due to the apartheid spatial planning systems. This phenomena has resulted in people living far from social and
economic opportunities. The PSDF acknowledges the urgency to redress the past imbalances and stimulate growth within the
sectors of the provincial economy to reduce poverty and inequality and ensure shared growth. These sectors are namely:
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Agriculture-Including Agri-industry
Industry including heavy and light industry and manufacturing
Tourism including domestic and foreign tourism
Service sector including financial, social, transport, retail and government

KwaMbonambi Town is the only formal town within the municipality and therefore should provide key strategic interventions which
can help decentralize services to its local region. These Interventions are as follows:





focus investment in areas of poverty concetrations;
promote integration (green agenda),
Improve transportation linkages to nodes and
Eradicate backlogs and promote basic service infrastructure and delivery.

Richards bay: According to the PSDF Richardsbay is an Economic Value Adding Area which means it is economically driven and
has great potential in empowering and contributing highly to the provincial Gross Domestic Product. According to the King
Cetshwayo IDP 2015/2016 Richardsbay is the third most important area in the province of KwaZulu-Natal in terms of economic
production and contributes 9.1% to the total GDP and 8.5% of the total employment (formal and Informal) in 2010.
Empangeni: The PSDF identifies Empangeni as an Economic Value Adding Area due to its role as an industrial, commercial and
service centre to the settlements within and around its periphery. Empangeni and Richards bay are the major economic
contributors within uMhlathuze Local Municipality (41.8%).
Richards bay and Empangeni are both Economic Value Adding Areas who perform the following Key Interventions in the region:




Priority Socio-Economic Development Spending
Promote as a primary node in support of Corridor development
Promote focused investment and Managed Growth and promote economies of scale for effective and affordable service
delivery.

uMfolozi Municipality is located in close proximity to Richards bay and Empangeni. This can result in higher accessibility of goods
and services to its town and surrounding wards while ensuring more economic service delivery and greater coordination of both
public and private investment. The Industrial Basin in Empangeni has contributed highly in counteracting the unemployment rate
in places such as uMfolozi Municipality and the surrounding communities.
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2.3.

Relevant Policies and Legislation

The main legislative piece requiring the development of a Spatial Development Framework is the KwaZulu-Natal Municipal Systems
Act, 2000 (Act No. 32 of 2000) and Municipal Systems Act Regulations 2001. Among these are the Planning and Development Act,
2008 (Act 6 of 2008) and Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (Act 16 of 2013), which provide guidance to process and
content in order to produce credible and realistic development direction for municipalities.
Table 1: Relevant Policies and Legislation
LEGISLATION
RESPONSIBLE DEPARTMENT
Municipal Systems Act, 2000 (Act No. 32 of 2000) Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs
and Municipal System Act Regulations 2001.
KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development Act, 2008 Department of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs
(Act No. 6 of 2008)
Subdivision of Agricultural Land Act, 1970 (Act No. Department of Agriculture
70 of 1970)
National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act Department of Environmental Affairs
No. 107 of 1998); Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations
National Water Act, 1998 (Act No. 36 of 1998)

Department of Affairs

Communal Land Rights Act, 2004 (Act No. 11 of Department of Rural Development and Land Reform
2004)
National Land Transport Act, 2009 (Act No. 5 of Department of Transport
2009).
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3. DISTRICT, LOCAL AND SECTORAL PLANNING CONTEXT
3.1.

Municipal Development Vission

3.1.1. Status Of The IDP On District And Local Levels
The table below depicts the documents being utilised as the basis of analysis for the new uMfolozi Spatial Development Framework.

Table 2: Sector Reports Adopted
King Cetshwayo District The document was reviewed as part of the 2011-2012 review process and it has been adopted.
Municipality
IDP
(2011/2012-2015/2016)
uMfolozi Municipality IDP The document was reviewed as part of the 2011-2012 review process and it has been adopted.
(2011/2012-2015/2016)
3.1.2. Spatial Alignment between District and Local Development Mission
“An economically viable district with effective Infrastructure that supports job creation through economic growth, rural development and
promoting of our heritage”
The visions of the district and local authority, aligns in the sense that both visions expresses explicitly that they wish for an
economically viable region. The local authority has more specific components that can be spatially manifested such as sustainable
development, whilst the District Municipality refers to general development through effective infrastructure and rural development
which relates to improving and balancing the quality of life.
The District goes as far as attempting to promote the districts heritage which is often the driving force towards tourism development
in rural areas.
Physical needs of a community always precede social needs. The SDF will direct development to develop the community to the
highest potential possible with the existing resources available in the municipality.
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3.2.

Municipal Development Mission

The uMfolozi Municipality strives towards providing services that will meet the needs of all people by:







Promoting social, economic and spatially sound development
Providing and maintaining affordable services
Efficient and effective utilization of resources
Transform and Marketing the municipality locally and globally
Establishing the municipality as a tourist destination
Strengthening stakeholder partnerships and promoting public participation.

The mission of the Municipality refers to certain spatial aspects that need to be considered when planning provision of services and
identifying nodal development points. These are briefly discussed below.


When analysing the aforementioned six points which make up the mission of the municipality you find that they are
premised around two major pointers, ‘Providing and maintaining affordable services & Transform and Marketing the
municipality locally and globally.

Providing and maintaining affordable services: As was discussed under heading 3.1.2: Spatial Interpretation of the IDP Vision
the necessity to provide services in a manner which is cost effective is crucial in the sustainable development of the municipality.
The provision of services should be within the financial capacity of the municipal budget which relates highly to the efficient and
effective utilization of resources. Furthermore when the provision of services doesn’t exhaust the financial resources of the
municipality, professionals are able to allocate the funds evenly to promote social, economic and spatially sound development.
Transform and Marketing the municipality locally and globally: It was mentioned earlier that uMfolozi Municipality was and
still is highly deprived which answers why the development has been so stagnant since the first democratic elections in 1994. The
municipality understands that in order to attract investment it needs to put its self on the pedestal and promote itself not only on a
local level but also globally. The notion of establishing the municipality as a tourist destination is a key intervention for
attracting foreign development investment within the area. The coastal belt alone is a very significant feature for marketing the
municipality, once this area has been constructively exploited a number of economic opportunities will flourish within the
municipality. KwaZulu-Natal and South Africa as a whole promotes people-centred development due to the social breakdown of the
apartheid era. That became the impetus for the development of Integrated Development Plans which provides development solutions
at grass root level. Therefore it’s essential to strengthen stakeholder partnerships and promoting public participation to ensure
that the people get what they most desire to avoid conflict which often leads to mass protests.
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3.3.

Sectoral Strategies With Spatial Manifestations

To ensure the realisation of the vision and Mission Statements, the uMfolozi Municipality developed certain strategies, which are
linked to the five national Key Performance Areas (KPA's) which are:






Basic Service Delivery;
Local Economic Development (LED);
Good Governance and Public Participation;
Institutional Development and Transformation; and
Municipal and Management.

These KPA’s and their corresponding strategies implemented to address the KPA is outlined below.
Table 3: KPA’s
KPA
Goal
Good
Ensure
Governance & meaningful
and
Public
structures public
Participation
participation
Local
Promotion
of
Economic
Local
Economic
Development
Development
Financial
Extend
a
Viability
municipal
revenue base and
ensure its proper
expenditure
Institutional
Ensure unified &
Development
prudent
Transformation administration
that recognises its
internal
&
external
stakeholders
Basic
Service Equal distribution

Objective
Facilitation of fully functional public participation structures system

Improve Contribution to King Cetshwayo DM and Provincial Economy
Develop & implement an effective and efficient financial management system

Streamline and capacitate organisational and administrative structures

Provide basic services infrastructure
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Delivery

of basic services
Customised social Better Social Welfare Services
welfare services
Proper Land Use Improve Security of Tenure System
& Environmental
Protection

The streamlining of administrative processes and the capacitation of officials will ensure the proper integration and efficient cooperation between the various departments (internal and external) to the Local Authority. Promotion of interdepartmental/governmental relations is key to successful implementation of development projects, as different departments are
responsible for funding, social facilities, infrastructural provision etc.
The key performance area of Basic Service Delivery touches on a few points that have already been discussed under heading, with
regards to the cost effectiveness, and motivations for equal distribution of services, and the provision of Better and affordable social
Services. The distribution per se is not the issue, but the level of provision and the costs involved is affecting service delivery. Social
services can also refer to care for the elderly, or orphanages, hospices for HIV/AIDS patients etc., and is also very dependent on the
government funding. The provision of such facilities will obviously have to be located within areas that is easily accessible and can
be serviced with electricity, water etc. It will therefore be located within developed nodes.
Through investigation of existing high level environmental studies, the SDF should aim to protect the environment through
prescriptive measures. The SDF will not be able to give in depth prescriptive environmental protection measures, as environmental
impact assessments are site specific studies. It will however aim to limit proposed developments within areas that have already been
identified as endangered environmental areas. In relation to the previous point, the SDF will propose certain land uses more
suitable to be developed within certain areas, but actual land use protection is done through land use rights and regulated by town
planning schemes, or land use management schemes.
Security of tenure, although land based, is not a function of the SDF, as the SDF has no legal standing, and cannot protect rights to
ownership. Acts such as the Extension of Security Tenure Act (ESTA) or the Interim Protection of Informal Land Rights Act (IPILRA)
is the applicable legislation governing land tenure security.
The extension of a municipal revenue base is not only the development of an effective Financial Management System. The fact that
taxes are collected from residents implies that there are services being delivered. This is therefore an integrated process, whereby
Institutional Development & Transformation will have to take place, to enable the municipality to provide services. Only after proper
services are being provided, will the residents pay taxes without complaining.
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The main goal of any Economic Development effort is to reduce the prevalence of poverty in a municipal area. By capacitating
emerging entrepreneurs in terms of skills and knowledge, but also through assistance, such as market analysis and information
local economic development initiatives can be made to be successful.
The locality of projects plays an important role, to enable them to utilise comparative advantages presented to the entrepreneurs
through the presence of external factors that needs to be targeted. On municipal level, the spatial development framework will assist
on a high level to determine the most suitable places for economic investment.
3.4.

Local Economic Development

The uMfolozi Municipality adopted a LED Strategy in March 2016. The key competencies of the Local Economic Development key
performance area included:






Community Skills development;
Business development;
Job creation;
Tourism; Heritage and Culture; and agriculture development; and
SMME‟s and Cooperatives development.

As means to accelerate Local Economic Development through optimizing available resources and enhancing linkages, the uMfolozi
Local Municipality initiated the Local Economic Development Strategy. The Municipality seeks to ensure that economic
opportunities are sufficiently harnessed and translated into improving the livelihoods of local populations within the municipal
borders. The Municipality also seeks to align its economic objectives with those of the King Cetshwayo District, the province and the
National Growth Path. This LED strategy accounts for these kinds of alignments.
3.4.1. SWOT Analysis
Table 4: Detailed SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS
WEAKNESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Location of the Municipality at close Lack of sufficient institutional capacity to uMfolozi Municipality has a coastline which
proximity to an export point (Richards implement LED
could be exploited
bay)
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Reliable “connectivity‟ network, the Settlements
are
scattered
across
the Relatively young population which could be
N2 which easily links uMfolozi to Municipality, making it highly challenging to easily skilled
Richards bay and Durban
deliver basic services
Crèches and schools are well Health facilities and community halls are not
distributed throughout the municipal sufficiently distributed and therefore some
area
areas lack these facilities (although there is no
data on mobile clinics)
Lack of enough sports facilities especially on
the North-western part of the Municipality,
notwithstanding the young population.
Poor water quality in the Western side of the
Municipality

The uMfolozi and uMhlathuze rivers as well
as lake Nhlabane and lake Eteza provide an
opportunity for irrigation
Ground water is of good quality, and
therefore boreholes can be considered
High potential agricultural land in the East
of the N2

Manufacturing industries in uMhlathuze place
high demand on water systems around the
area
The coastline is largely inaccessible from the
N2

Good air quality which provides an
opportunity for formal residential area
expansion
Potential for Industrial development and
expansion on the south Western border of
the Municipality
Only 15% of the land is owned privately (and The economy over-relies on manufacturing
just along the N2 corridor), and over 60%
(even along the coastline) is owned by
Ingonyama Trust
Only 5.39% of municipal land area has been Environmental degradation practices such
settled following land claims
as overgrazing

4. SPATIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
4.1.1. Statistical Variations
The Analysis of uMfolozi Local Municipality was conducted through the use of the 2001 & 2011 SA Census Stats.
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4.2.

Available Base Information

According to the uMfolozi IDP, the following reports/strategies have been prepared and will be taken in to consideration during the
development of the Spatial Development Framework. The table below lists these reports, and highlights information (available from
the report) that has spatial implications.
Table 4: Available Sector Reports
SECTOR PLAN
Local
Muni
cipali
ty
Disaster
Management YES
Plan
Housing Sector Plan
YES
Waste Management Plan
YES

District
STATUS
Municipality
Completed
Adopted In 2014
To be reviewed in 2016/17

King Cetshwayo District
Municipal IDP & SDF,
2015
King Cetshwayo District
Growth and Development
Plan, 2015

YES

Completed

YES

Completed

King Cetshwayo Human
Settlement
Strategy,
2015
King Cetshwayo Strategic
Environmental
Assessment, 2015
King Cetshwayo District
Coastal
Management
Plan, 2012

YES

Completed

YES

Completed

YES

Completed
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4.3.

Broad Land Use Management

4.3.1. Settlement Pattern
Map 11: Settlement Patterns indicates the settlement patterns in uMfolozi Municipality. An overlay of the previous Land Tenure
and settlement map would show that the settlements are mostly located on traditional authority land, reason being most of the land
within wards 2,3,4 is forest land which has to be preserved for economic development within the municipality and province as a
whole.
uMfolozi is different from municipalities such as Nongoma Municipality because the settlements are not located along the roads,
they are scattered everywhere however clustered within specific wards such as wards, 17, 9, 10, 13, 15, 11, 8, 7, 6, 14, 16, 5 and 1.
When settlements are scattered as opposed to being orderly situated it raises concerns with regards to providing services because
its more expensive. Mfolozi municipality has limited funds therefore its essential that people are located in places that will make it
more feasible to provide basic services.
4.3.2. Commercial Agriculture
Commercial farmlands account for approximately 50% of the Municipal area, mostly located in the eastern region of uMfolozi
Municipality. Sugarcane, forest plantation and dry land crop production are the dominant agricultural land uses. Irrigated
agriculture occurs mainly along the rivers and to a limited extent away from the rivers. Livestock farming is mainly concentrated in
areas with marginal crop production potential, especially within the communal environment.
4.3.3. Land Use Management
Land Use in uMfolozi Municipality area is subjected to two sets of planning regulations, namely the Subdivision of Agricultural Land
Act (No. 70 of 1970) and the KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development Act (No 6 of 2008) but also unwritten rules and indigenous
systems applied by the traditional authorities in land allocation.
Despite these land use and management legislation in operation, traditional areas tend to operate within the premise of indigenous
knowledge systems which sometimes have not proven to be effective and conducive for public and private investment. Furthermore,
poor land use management and agricultural practice have also resulted in the degradation of land.
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4.4.

Land Legal Issues

This section of the report takes a look at the current situation of land reform in uMfolozi Municipality given the spatial impact of
land legal issues either to hamper or accelerate development.
4.4.1. Land Ownership
Map 13: Land Tenure depicts the land ownership in uMfolozi Municipality. The hatched orange areas indicate traditional authority
area which makes up more than half of the total area and the white area is under the ownership of the municipality. Traditional
authority areas are where most of the settlements are located (see settlement pattern map) while on the hand the area under
municipality is where most of the forest land is which is mainly managed by private organisations such as Mondi and SAPPI South
Africa.
The Municipality currently consists of five traditional authority areas. These are namely Mhlana Tribal Authority, Sokhulu Tribal
Authority and Mbonambi Tribal Authority and Lastly Somopho Tribal Authority. Somopho and Mambuko Tribal Authorities are in
ward 17, they was previously under the jurisdiction of Ntambanana Local Municipality.
Table 5: Table Indicating Traditional Authorities and Their Respective Wards
Traditional Authority
Wards
Mbonambi T.A
5, 6, 14, 16
Sokhulu T.A
1
Mhlana T.A
2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15
Mambuka T.A
17
Somopho T.A
17
It is important to note that most of the ownership type is long term lease or PTO, with title deeds being limited to the urban areas as
the rural areas are under Ingonyama Land Trust as 80% of the population reside in the traditional areas. The eastern part of the
municipality is mainly under private ownership where the bulk of commercial farms are located.
4.4.2. Land Tenure
Land Tenure within the uMfolozi Municipal area can be divided into five different categories (uMfolozi IDP 2015-2016):
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KwaMbonambi
Sobukwe
Lake Teza
Ingonyama Trust Land
Coastal areas

Proclaimed urban settlement within the
municipality
Informal Settlement
Formal conservation area
East and West of the privately owned land
Proclaimed mine lease

centre

of

the

4.4.3. Land Redistribution and Restitution
South Africa’s land restitution programme aims to redress the historical injustice of land dispossession, denial of access to land and
forced removals. The promulgation of the Restitution of Land Rights Act of 1994, allowed those who lost their property as a result of
the Land Act of 1913, to claim back their land, or be awarded alternative relief if that land is no longer available for restitution.
The Land Redistribution programme aims to provide the poor with access to land for residential and productive use, in order to
secure their tenure and improve their livelihoods.
The Land Redistribution and Restitution programme map below indicates that a number of properties along the coast, and a few in
wards 2 have been gazetted for restitution claim. The location, in which these claims fall in, is very crucial for the economic and
environmental prosperity of the municipality. Therefore the department of Rural Development and Land Reform should ensure that
proper means are practiced, to ensure the lands sustainability. The map below further indicates that within wards 2 and 4 certain
land parcels have been redistributed to individuals as of June 2016. Proper buffers should be delineated within ward 4, to protect
and preserve the wetland, Msunduzi and Mavuya Rivers which traverse the redistributed parcels of land.
4.4.4. Boundary Redetermination and associated Implications
Over the past decade Mfolozi Municipality (passed name Mbonambi) has had a number of redeterminations of its wards in terms of
the Municipal Demarcation Act, 1998, with the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 1998. The redetermination of wards is
done through the request of the Minister of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs in terms of section 22 of the Local
Government: Municipal Demarcation Act,1998. On the 4th of December a MINMEC meeting was held where it was resolved that
provinces should provide a list of municipal boundaries that should be considered for determination or redetermination. The
redetermination process is expected to make those affected municipalities more functional and viable. As part of the recommended
options part of Somopho and Mambuko Tribal area of Ntambanana Local Municipality was merged with uMfolozi Municipality to
form the newly demarcated Ward 17. This boundary redetermination obviously has impacts on the spatial decisions to be made in
this current review of the uMfolozi Municipality and affected adjoining municipalities. These include the following:
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Inheriting Proposed Capital Projects into the uMfolozi Capital Investment Framework
Major review of its current strategic spatial plans to accommodate the current deficiencies which exist in uMfolozi
Municipality
Planning for and streamlining the current disparities of levels of basic services

4.5.

Human Resources

4.5.1. Population
In order to understand the problems which affect municipalities such as climate, energy, severe poverty or food security it’s
important to acknowledge that they relate in some critical way to population growth. Global economic recession and high food
prices have pushed millions of people into chronic hunger and poverty. Currently in KwaZulu-Natal issues such as climate change,
rising energy prices and growing water scarcity has made it harder to grow the crops necessary to feed an expanding population.
The Census 2011 population (and other socio-economic) data is presented on a ward level, based on the ward boundaries as they
were drawn at the time. When considering the proposed 2016 ward and municipal boundary changes, determining accurate
population figures and projections required a recalculation based on the new boundaries.
Mfolozi, Ward 17 (2016) closely represents Ward 6 (2013) from Ntambanana Municipality which have been incorporated within the
Mfolozi Municipality. As a result, the total census population for Ntambanana Ward 6 was added to the total 2011 base population
for the now Ward 17 area of Mfolozi Municipality.
In other areas there are clusters of wards within Mfolozi whereby the internal boundaries have been redrawn in the 2016
demarcation process. In such cases, the total population for the cluster of wards exist, but needed to be redistributed between the
wards, due to the changing boundaries. The method used was to calculate the share of household points (from 2011 Eskom data)
for each ward, expressed as a percentage of the total household points within that cluster of wards. This was then used to allocate
the total population for each ward to the same ration/ share as the household points. Although this method might not be as
accurate as a complete new survey of the area, it should be accurate enough for purposes of determining population distribution at
a municipal scale and per ward.
Graph 1: Distribution of population growth from 2001-2011 below depicts the population growth of uMfolozi Municipality in its
entirety from 2001 to 2011. The data was obtained from the SA Statistics Census used to present and confirm demographic trends
within the municipalities. Graph 2: Distribution of total population Per ward 2011 indicates the total population of each ward
within uMfolozi Municipality as per the 2016 ward boundaries.
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As a result of the inheritance of ward 17 into uMfolozi Municipality and the redetermination of ward boundaries, the total
population has increased from 122889 in 2011 to 132344 in 2011-2016 (see Graph 1: Distribution of population growth from
2001-2011). Graph 2: Distribution of Total Population per ward 2011 indicates that wards 4, 8 and 9 are where most of the
population resides while on the other hand wards 1, 2, 6, 7, 14 and 15 carries the least amount of people on a ward level.
The general trend in rural municipalities is that with people residing within the urban town of the municipality to benefit from the
economic and social opportunities it provides. However in uMfolozi Municipality that is not the case as there are only +/- 5355
people living in ward 2 (KwaMbonambi Town). That being said Mbonambi Town unlike other towns is very deprived in economic and
social land uses hence people are located within the outskirts of the municipality, furthermore it’s in the centre of sugar and timber
plantations offering limited space for residential settlements.
uMfolozi Municipality is one of the poorest municipalities in the province, with more than 90 % of the population depending on
subsistence farming to feed their families.
Graph 1: Distribution of Total Population per ward 2011

Distribution Of Population Growth From
2001-2011
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Graph 2: Distribution of population growth from 2001-2011

Statistics South Africa 2001 & 2011
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Table 6: Table indicating Population Projections from 2017 - 2021
Year
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Population Projections
135 520
138 772
142 103
145 513
149 006
Statistics South Africa 2001 &
2011

Table 7: Table Indicating Population growth Rate from 2001 - 2011
Total
Population
2001
106942

Total
Population
2011
132344

Population
Rate

Growth

2.4
Statistics South Africa
2011

4.5.3. Population & Age Distribution
Graph 3: Distribution of Population by Age 2011 indicates that Mfolozi Municipality is dominated by a relatively young
population. The graph depicts that there are more females than males especially from ages 20 and older. Furthermore the graph
indicates that the spatial planning tools required to strengthen sustainable development within the municipality, should
accommodate the youth and ensure that they are all catered for spatially and empowered to uplift their communities and provide
for their families. This would entail the urgency to provide adequate educational facilities and libraries to stimulate their knowledge
at a young age.
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Graph 3: Distribution of Population By Age 2011
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4.5.2. Population & Gender Distribution
The following Graph 4: Population & Gender Distribution indicates that there are more females than males within the municipality.
Women in Rural municipalities such as uMfolozi spend most of their time in reproductive and household work, including time spent
obtaining water and fuel, caring for children and the sick as well as processing food. Men are the head of the family and their role is
to provide security, safety and financial stability, therefore most men migrate to major cities in search of better job opportunities
and those left over extreme heavy outdoor chores and provide safety to their families. Such data assists planners on the type of
population they are providing services for, as well as NGO’s especially those which solely aim to empower previously deprived
women.
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Population and Gender Distribution
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48%

Male
Female

Statistics South Africa 2011

Graph 4: Distribution of by Population & Gender
4.5.3. Household Size

The average household size for uMfolozi is calculated by subdividing population with the number of households recorded. The
average household size for uMfolozi Municipality is 5 persons per household.
4.5.4. Household Density
Population Density is a measurement of population per unit area. The essence of measuring population density is premised around
the ability to cater for the population within its suitable capacity. For example a high population density may lead to environmental
pollution and other ecological issues such as illegally building residential units on protected agricultural land. Furthermore
population density data allows planners to analyse it spatially and make decisions on the areas of highest demand for services and
environmental mitigation processes.
The table below depicts that ward 6 contains the highest while ward 4 has the lowest. Map 3: Settlement Pattern spatially
represents these phenomena. It clearly depicts that ward 4 has the biggest surface area but only a few settlements are located
within the ward, while on the other hand ward 6 appears to be the smallest ward with settlements covering over half of the entire
ward (please refer to Map 4: Household Density).
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Table 8:
Ward
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Distribution of Population by Household Density
Number of Households(HH)
Extent (Ha)

Density(HH/Ha)

1015
1434
1321
2146
836
340
1395
1526
2231
1469
1082
1484
1563
342
1698
338
1870

0.12
0.08
0.14
0.07
0.47
1.33
0.32
0.56
0.32
0.21
0.30
0.18
0.17
0.52
0.21
0.47
0.21

8486.01
17159.48
9357.24
32136.97
1785.83
255.61
4352.21
2723.93
6975.49
6939.6
3665.37
8215.01
9441.38
659.76
8160.53
714.45
8988.05

Statistics South Africa 2011
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Map 3: Settlement Pattern
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Map 4: Household Density
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4.6.

Natural Resources

4.6.1. Topography & Runoff
The land is characterised by undulating topography containing commercial agriculture, which is dominated by forestry, rural
settlement and small towns. Furthermore the areas along the north-western portion of the municipality consists of a high lying
dramatic landscape, which begins to portray a spatial trend of a decrease in access to services and economic opportunities as one
moves inland.
The wards along the coast as well as wards 2, 7 and 8 experience the highest runoff rate which ranges from 111.2 to 205.2, which
means housing development in these areas should take high cognisance of flood prone zones and introduce extreme measure to
mitigate the dilapidation of infrastructure from the heavy precipitation levels (See Map 5: Precipitation). Ideally the growth
direction of KwaMbonambi Town should head towards ward 4 which has a much less development constraints on its landscape,
however land ownership as well as the forestry and timber plantations constrain the development of residential units in this area.
4.6.2. Slope Analysis
In similar fashion to the above topographical aspects, the slope analysis depicts the gradients of the land. The slopes range from
smaller than 2% to greater than 20%. The plan depicts that when the slope is smaller than 2 infrastructure development is most
suitable due to the flat terrain, which is cheaper to build on as it may require less or no excavation. Furthermore it’s easier to
promote sustainable walk able and eco-friendly cities which allow for an efficient public transport system, and the shift away from
using private automobiles which release most of the Co2 greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
On the other hand slopes greater than 20 require expensive machinery to excavate the land which can endanger the agricultural
potential of the land as well as the ecosystems and habitats within the municipality. uMfolozi Municipality has very limited funds to
ensure that every need from the public is met, therefore its essential to ensure that the budget is not exhausted by unnecessary
costs of building on steep areas. Furthermore such areas are very detrimental to the lives of community members, because houses
located on hills could be at risk due to soil erosion and surface runoff from the heavy precipitation. The steep slopes are located
within the wards west of the municipality mainly in wards 9, 10 and 15 where a significant number of households are located (see
Map 4: Household Density).
4.6.3. Precipitation
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Map 5: Precipitation indicates that uMfolozi Municipality has good average rainfall which ranges from 538mm to 1251mm. The
map clearly indicates that the precipitation levels are highest along the wards located in close proximity to the coast. The wards
located on the western portion of the municipality also experience a reasonable proportion of rainfall ranging from 913mm to
10111mm.
4.6.4. Water Bodies & Catchment Areas
Catchment areas is an extent or area of land where water from rain drains downhill into a body of water, such as a river, lake or
dam. The drainage basin includes both the streams and rivers that convey the water as well as the land surfaces from which water
drains into those channels, and is separated from adjacent basins by a catchment divide.
uMfolozi incorporates a total of three coastal lakes which are namely: Lake Nhlabane on the coast, Lake Eteza towards the north
and Lake Mavuya between the two within the Kwambo area.
The uMfolozi/Msunduzi estuary is located north of Richardsbay and has a catchment area of approximately 11068 km².
Subsistence agriculture as well as commercial agriculture accounts for about 23% of the catchment land cover. According to the
King Cetshwayo IDP 2015/2016 approximately 13% of the catchment is degraded by grassland, bushland and forest while the other
64% is natural.
4.6.5. Evaporation
The average evaporation in uMfolozi Municipality ranges from 0 to 1800mm per annum. The areas which have the highest range of
evaporation are the wards in the western portion of the municipality on tradition authority land, while the land along the N2 going
towards the coast experiences a high but lower extent of evaporation as the western portion of the municipality. When comparing
the current map with Map 5: precipitation it comes to light that the areas which experience the highest evaporation are those
areas which were identified as having a lower intensity of rain fall.
4.6.6. Ground Water Availability
Map 6: Ground Water Vulnerability depicts that there is sufficient ground water where settlements are located, however in wards
4,3 and 1 the ground water has depleted. Therefore it’s important for the municipality to ensure that the settlements along the coast
are provided with sufficient water and that the ground water in the western wards is protected from exploitation from private
entities.
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Ecological aspects also need to be taken into account when considering Catchment Areas/Drainage Basins. The water flowing from
the catchment areas, flows to a dam which is ultimately used for service provision such as water used for household purposes. It is
therefore necessary to consider the impact that settlements have on the quality of water, and where sanitation services are critically
needed to prevent cholera for example. The use of pesticides on large scale for agricultural use must be limited where commercial
farming can have a negative impact on the quality of water. The spatial development framework must therefore highlight the critical
aspects which need to be addresses as a matter of urgency, and ensure that no land use is proposed in an area, where the specific
land use can have detrimental effects on the environment.
The presence of a large number of rivers and high volumes of water implies that safety of communities also needs to be considered
by locating them outside possible flood line areas.
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Map 5: Precipitation
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Map 6: Ground Water Vulnerability
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4.6.7. Land Cover
The broad land uses found in uMfolozi Local Authority, as depicted on Map 9: Land Cover consist of:
Man-Induced









Bare Soil (natural)
Forests (indigenous)
Shrubland
Thicket
Natural Grassland
Waterbodies
Wetlands
Woodland

Natural













Mines and Quarries
Built-up (commercial)
Built-up (residential)
Built-up (informal)
Dryland agriculture
Irrigation agriculture
Sugar cane
Subsistence cultivation
Bare soil(erosion)
Degraded land
Forest Plantations
Improved Grassland

Earlier in section 4.2.1 it was mentioned that it would be ideal if the growth direction of Kwa Mbonambi Town could lead into ward
4 due to the suitability of the land. However Map 7: land Cover indicates that ward 4 as well as wards 2 and 3 are covered with
forest plantations which are mostly privately owned which would require consent from the owner to transform into residential areas.
On this notion consent would most likely be rejected due to the prosperity of forest plantations in KwaZulu-Natal as well as its
significant economic contribution to the total GDP. Such analyses leave the municipality in a predicament of either thriving towards
more efficient human settlements or increasing the economic growth of the area. It’s important to find synergies in both these
factors, to allow them to operate simultaneously and sustainably to the benefit of all within the municipality.
The wards which consist of subsistence farming are a direct indication of where the settlements are located within the municipality.
As disadvantageous as these areas are, people seem to be able to find land which can grow their daily household crops however the
land is mostly infertile due to the type of soil it consists of. Bare soils in these areas are very prone to erosion which makes the area
unsuitable for settlement development.
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Bearing in mind the current drought situation which exists in KwaZulu-Natal, it’s imperative to take cognisance of the contribution
of irrigation agriculture and subsistence agriculture within the municipality. If alternative ways of attaining water are not found

Map 7: Land Cover
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4.6.8. Protected & Conservation Worthy Areas
Map 8: Environmental Sensitivity indicates that within the Municipality, Lake Teza located within ward 4 along the N2 is a
protected area. Furthermore it also indicates that there are two major protected areas which border the municipality which should
be adhered to due to their extension within the municipality. These are namely the Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Nature Reserve and the
Isimangaliso Wetland Park along the coast towards Mtubatuba.
Areas along the coast are identified as Biodiversity Priority Area 1/Critical Biodiversity Areas mostly due to the unique ecosystems
and habitats located in these areas, as well as the high potential tourist attractions that can be provided by Mbonambi beach,
Dawson Rock and Cape St Lucia. Future Development within these areas should take cogniscance of preserving critical biodiversity
land in its most natural form.
uMfolozi Municipality is fortunate to have part of the Isimangaliso Wetland Park within its municipal boundary in ward 1.
Isimangaliso is one of the jewels of South Africa’s coastline with an exclusive variety of ecosystems, swamps, lakes, beaches, coral
reefs, wetlands, woodlands, coastal forests and grasslands. Its located on the north-eastern coast of KwaZulu-Natal from Kozi Bay
to Cape St Lucia in the South which is in uMfolozi Municipality. As part of the spatial conservation strategies, a buffer will be
proposed around Isimangaliso Wetland Park to protect the diversity of marine life and wild life, as well as the ecosystems.
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Map 8: Environmental Sensitivity
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4.6.9. Summary of Environmental Issues
Based on the above analysis, a number of environmental challenges have come to the fore with respect to state of the environment
in uMfolozi Municipality. The following are some of the issues identified
a) Soil erosion is a serious problem particularly in communally held land. This is particularly problematic because soil erosion
results in lower soil productivity and sometimes permanent loss of valuable topsoil and the siltation of rivers and wetlands.
b) Over utilisation of soils in some areas, with no crop rotation for instance, results in reduced agricultural potential and
eventually soil erosion and subsidence. The problem of illegal sand winning operations without permits is also of serious
concern within uMfolozi. Related to this problem is the issue of quarries and borrow pits (usually as a result of road building)
which have not been rehabilitated and this is leading to environmental degradation in terms of erosion, scaring of the
landscape, proliferation of alien invasive plants, collection of standing water and the associated diseases etc.
c) Access roads are also not suitably maintained often resulting in erosion of the road surface and runoff from roads is not
attenuated by any form of drainage.
d) The Municipality has not yet developed a SEA.
e) With regards to unsustainable agricultural practices, some people continue to cultivate in drainage lines and within 1:100 year
flood lines.
f) Whilst it is not yet a major problem, the issue of incorrect citing of high impact developments in close proximity to rivers, dams
etc. in future must be carefully monitored.
g) There is also a concern that environmental issues and impacts are often not addressed in developments and projects.
Environmental accounting needs to become more integrated into the development planning processes and must be considered
in the initial phases of planning of any new development.
h) There are a number of legal and illegal quarries, borrow pits, and sand mining operations in uMfolozi. If not managed correctly,
these areas can result in significant soil erosion and siltation of water courses, AIP infestations, and impact on visual amenity
of surrounding landscape (i.e. less attractive to tourists).
i)

The condition of natural ecosystems in rural settlement areas are significantly threatened by uncontrolled burning regimes,
intensive harvesting of natural resources (muthi, firewood etc.), uncontrolled grazing, crop cultivation on steep slopes and in
drainage lines, and AIP infestations.
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j)

Dongas and deeply incised river channels are evident in many of the rural settlement areas. These features are largely the
result of uncontrolled burning regimes, removal of indigenous riparian vegetation, uncontrolled grazing, and AIP infestations.

k) There is a need to respect floodlines and function of drainage lines within all commercial agriculture areas, particularly sugar
cane and forestry. Setbacks must be established and riparian areas rehabilitated to restore their flood attenuation and water
supply regulation ecosystem services.
4.6.10. General Coastal Management Issues











Catchment and River Management: Activities in the catchments and rivers have an impact of the coast through estuaries.
Particular areas of concern are industrial pollution in certain areas, soil erosion resulting from bad agricultural practices, sand
winning within rivers systems that disturbs ecosystems and impacts on the sand balance.
Prevent illegal activities: There are many instances of illegal activities on the coast ranging from illegal expansion of existing
developments, establishing new illegal development and illegal trawling.
Create coastal opportunities for poor communities: Poor communities in the district are generally located away from the
coast and have limited access to recreational, settlement and economic opportunities linked to the coast.
Formal protection of coastal resources: There is very limited formal protection of coastal resources. In particular there is
only one securely protected coastal conservation area in the district located in the north. There is no formal protection of
biodiversity resources in the uMfolozi area. In addition increased protection and upgrading of historical coastal resources is
required.
Management and promotion of recreational use: There are high levels of recreational use in the district. This is an important
economic asset and steps need to be taken to expand recreational options and promote use. In addition there is a need to
manage different uses to prevent conflict and to ensure that recreational use does not harm the resource base. There needs to
be investment in recreational assets such as the establishment of Blue Flag beaches.
Lack of and need to improve capacity in coastal management: There are limited human resources allocated to coastal
management within the district and in addition those people involved in coastal management have limited expertise.
Identification and protection of historical sites: A number of significant historical sites in the coastal area of King
Cetshwayo have limited protection and interpretation.
The impact of the ORV regulations: The ORV regulations (which prevented recreational fourby-four access and resulted in
the formalization of boat launch sites) have negatively impacted on some aspects of the coastal tourism and recreation in the
district.
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Beach cleaning and Blue Flag Beach requirements: The municipality has had beach cleanup campaigns with the assistance
of King Cetshwayo DM Coastal Management programme
4.7.

Disaster Management

The uMfolozi Local Municipality approach to disaster and disaster risk management activities is primarily based on ethos of the
Disaster Management Act No. 57 of 2002 and relevant policy frameworks. The umfolozi Local Municpality Risk Management Centre
is the overarching overseer of the Municipal Disaster Risk management Plan. All other entities, Individual services/ Directorates,
Departments etc are responsible for compilation and maintainance of their own services or Entity Disaster Management Plans.
These plans all form an integral component of the Municipal Disaster Risk Management Plan.
The municipality currently has a functional Disaster Management Unit which is established in terms of the Disaster management
Amendment Act No. 16 of 2016.
According to the uMfolozi Disaster Sector Plan (2016) a Disaster Management Advisory Forum will be established and forum
meetings will be held quarterly and according to the requirements of the Disaster Management Act No.57 of 2002.
4.7.1. Risk Management
The uMfolozi Muncipality faces similar disaster management issues as all the other rural municipalities within the province, due to
the undulating topography and lack of natural and man-made risk mitigation interventions. The following table indicates the
prevalent hazards and threats within the Municipality orderly arranged from highest risk to the lowest.
UMFOLOZI MUNICIPALITY DISASTER RISK HIERARCHY
1

Drought

6

Severe Storms (Strong Winds)

2

Road Accidents

7

Lack of adequate water

3

House Fires

8

Lack of adequate sanitation

4

Veld/Forests

9

Disease: Human (HIV/AIDS)

5

Severe Storms(Lightning)

10

Civil Strikes (Crime)
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According to the uMfolozi Disaster Management Sector Plan the prevailant risk are drought hazards as stipulated in the table above.
The effects of drought hazards are felt most in wards 13 and 3, moderate drought hazards occur in wards 17 and 2 while the rest of
the municipal wards only endure minimal pressures from the drought.
4.7.2. Disaster Risk Reduction and Prevention
Through the Disaster Management Risk Centre the municipality alerets an early warning to relevant communities and sectors of
any potential/ currently occurring risk. The motive of the municipality is to ensure that the public is highly prepared at all times.
This is done through physical engagement with the public during capacity building and awareness campaign programmes as well as
through the media and other methods. Community representatives such as Ward Councillors, Ward Commitees, Traditional Leaders
and Volunteers are used as channels of communication to carry out the response and recovery activities.
4.7.3. Training and Awareness
The municipality utilizes a integrated capacity building and public awareness strategy to increase preparedness, importance and
urgency and risk avoidance, especially towards schools and communities who are most vulnerable. The municipality attempts to
stimulate the self-reliancy within the people to equip them with the skills to avoid risk when help is not around. The community role
players mentioned above, act as the disaster management agents supporting and co-operating with the Municipality for the best
interest of the communites.
4.7.4. Funding Arrangements
The following table is an extract from the uMfolozi Disaster management Sector Plan, which outlines the funding arrangements for
Disaster Risk Management within the Municipality.
Activity

Disaster risk reduction

Funding source
 All spheres of government

Funding mechanism
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Response, recovery and
rehabilitation and
reconstruction efforts

 All spheres of government







Education, training
and capacity-building
programmes
(Enabler 2)

 All spheres of government




Own budget, particularly for those
departments frequently affected by disasters.
Access to central contingency fund once
threshold is exceeded on a matching basis.
Reprioritise within capital budget for
infrastructure reconstruction.
Access to central contingency fund once
threshold is exceeded.
Conditional infrastructure grant, i.e.
Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG)
Own budgets and reimbursement through
SETAs
Public awareness programmes and research
activities can also be funded through the
private sector, research foundations, NGOs
and donor funding

4.7.5. Potential Interventions
Mitigation of the abovementioned risks is Imperitive for the well-being of the people as well as the prosperity of the municipality as a
whole. Risks such as HIV/AIDS cannot be solely grouped within a municipal level, due to the continuous migration and integration
of people within and around the municipality. The following is a list of mitigation and adaptation measures towards disaster risk
reduction.






Use disaster risk assessment findings to focus planning efforts.
Implement urgent measures to maintain existing infrastructure, and invest in service delivery, especially related to provision
of water and sanitation services;
Increase access to adequate housing;
Increase access to quality healthcare services;
Develop local institutions, education, training and appropriate skill development opportunities while focussing on skills
development and capacity building at community level;
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Manage urbanisation, and implement and enforce the appropriate urban planning processes;
Strengthen livelihoods and increase low income levels;
Increase economic and employment opportunities by developing of the tourism and agriculture sectors in the UKDM.

4.8.

Social Resources

4.8.1. Health Facilities
uMfolozi Municipality has inadequate access to health facilities. Map 9: Health Facilities indicates that most of the clinics are
situated on traditional authority land where most of the statements are located. However access to these clinics is insufficient to the
settlements located in wards 12 and 17. The pattern portrayed from the distribution of clinics reveals that one clinic serves at most
three wards. A single clinic for three wards is not sufficient for the population in need, this can cause issues of congestion and long
ques, which means slow delivery of health services to those in critical need and exhaustion of health resources.
There needs to be a re-evaluation of the health facilities required within the municipality to ensure all settlements have access to
them. Furthermore the municipality does not have a public hospital within its area, which is not ideal for an area that has people
working in mines and forests who are endanger of being injured from using heavy machinery.
uMfolozi Municipality should prioritise the provision of health facilities to mitigate the levels of mortality and ensure that the elderly
are within a suitable walking distance to them.
4.8.2. Education
uMfolozi Municipality has made considerable efforts in providing educational facilities within its municipal area. Section 29 of the
Constitution Of South Africa states that “Everyone has the right to basic education, including adult basic education; and to further
education, which the state, through reasonable measures, must make progressively available and accessible.
CRECHE
According to the uMfolozi IDP2015/2016 there are a total of 50 creche facilities available within the entire municipality. The manner
in which they are distributed indicates that there is sufficient access which for all children within the wards. The municipality
should ensure that these facilities are constantly monitored and upgraded to ensure its longevity.
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SCHOOLS
The schools are categorized into three namely: Primary schools, combined schools and lastly Secondary schools. Map 10:
Educational Facilities indicates that there are more primary schools than there are secondary and combined schools, however
access to these facilities appears to be adequately sufficient. There are a few combined schools, but the secondary schools
accommodates for this backlog which should not provide any issues with regards to service provision in this regard.
There seems to be no tertiary institutions within the municipality. This backlog can discourage a large number of the youth from
completing their grade twelve and proceeding into tertiary education. Furthermore households don’t have enough funds to send
their children to tertiary institutions located outside of the municipality.
The Municipality should attempt to locate funding to build a tertiary institution within the ward, as well as bursaries to students
who pass their grade 12 and are willing to further their education.
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Map 9: Health Facilities
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Map 10: Educational Facilities
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4.8.2.1. Levels of Education
Since the first democratic elections the policies and legislations which were introduced all stressed the importance to take
cognisance of the constitutional mandate which states “everyone has a right to education.” Rural areas in particular have made
great strides in providing educational facilities, however these facilities have been poorly managed resulting in dilapidated
infrastructure. It’s imperative for municipalities to put aside sufficient financial resources to upgrade their educational facilities to
ensure equality and stimulate their knowledge to be able to compete in higher educational institutions.
The following Graph 5: Distribution of Population by Highest Education indicates that the youth makes great attempts in attending
some primary education and some secondary education. However the percentage of children who are enrolled in some primary
education is far higher than the percentage of children who complete primary education (see Graph 6: Distribution of the Population
Percentage by Highest Education). This relationship seems to be common throughout graph 5 which indicates a great depreciation
whenever it represents the number of people who have either completed some primary or secondary education.
These levels of education impacts drastically on the type of work opportunities one can create for the populace. Unskilled & semiskilled labour can be used for labour intensive projects such as infrastructure implementation, but in order for the communities to
benefit from opportunities such as tourism, or other opportunities presented by the unique locality of the area, it might be possible
or needed that some training be presented to the communities to empower them to utilise these opportunities.
Graph 5: Distribution of the Population Percentage by
Highest Education

Graph 6: Distribution of Population by Highest
Education
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4.8.3. Police Services
Map 11: Police stations indicates that there are two police services within the entire municipality. These services are locates within
KwaMbonambi town and south of Teza town in ward 4. Access to these services is very limited for the settlements located on
traditional authority land on the western portion of the municipality. Such a distribution of police stations within the municipality
discourages people from using the authority when resolving criminal issues, which can exacerbate the crime levels within the area.
The municipality should allocate enough municipal budget to constructing more police stations where people are located, to
increase the levels of safety and security within the ward.
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Map 11: Police Services
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4.8.4. Community Service centres
Provisions for community halls within the municipality has been slow, hence the high back log. The broad based public
participation meetings revels that the demand for community halls is very high. That being said the current projects of the
municipality indicate that the municipality is attempting to alleviate this issue which will be very beneficial for the communities.
Community halls hold multiple functions which integrate communities and ensure that a collaborative approach towards providing
services is achieved. Therefore it’s essential to take cognisance of this issue and prioritise the provision for these facilities.
Map 12: Community Service Centres depict that certain wards within TA land and along the coast are provided with emergency
call centres which is essential in matters of emergency, however these facilities are more feasible if there are sufficient responsive
services such as police stations and hospitals which is not the case.
The map further reveals that there is only one post office located within KwaMbonambi town. People in rural areas are still highly
dependent on post offices to communicate with family members outside of their geographic location. Therefore more post offices
should be included where people stay to allow for viable communication networks and to reduce the fragmentation and isolation
gap of the people within uMfolozi and surrounding areas.
4.9.

Physical Resources

4.9.1. Transportation Network
uMfolozi Municipality has a well distributed transport network from a District, National and local level. The IDP 2015/2016
indicates that the state of the local roads is inadequate and the access is problematic in wet conditions. Connectivity is crucial for
node and corridor development hence it’s essential to upgrade the local roads to compliment and stimulate the N2 corridor that
traverses the Municipality.
The municipality further enjoys linkages from the Durban/Maputo/Gauteng railway which traverses the municipality transporting
freight to Gauteng and Mpumalanga. On this notion a passenger service has been introduced which will aid in providing access to
Durban and Empangeni (please refer to Map 13: Transportation Network/ Road Access).
The state of railway transportation in KwaZulu-Natal is inadequate, hence people resort to other modes of transportation. The
municipality should ensure that safety and security measures are high at railway stations and within the rail transit to attract more
people towards this mode of transportation. Rail transportation reduces the number of private automobiles on the road which has
the following benefits.


Reduce CO² emissions
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Reduce Traffic congestion
Reduce road accidents
Reduce probability of road rage
Allow free flow of truck freight on roads
Reduce demand for road construction

According to the uMfolozi Municipality SWOT analyses (extracted from the IDP 2015/2016) public transportation is identified as a
weakness. Public transport is the most dominant mode of transport in rural areas because most individuals do not have financial
capacity to purchase their own vehicles, hence it’s essential to take cognisance of this issue and ensure its resolved for better access
for all individuals.
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Map 12: Community Service Centres
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Map 13: Transportation Network/Road Access
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4.9.2. Water Services
Access to piped water is a luxury which is dominantly enjoyed in major Urban towns and suburbs. However ever since the first
democratic elections considerable progress has been made to ensure rural communities are incorporated in the provision of piped
water. Graph 7: Distribution of Population by Access to Piped Water 2011 depicts that in uMfolozi Municipality, a large number
of the households has access to piped water within the yard which is very essential especially for the elderly that cannot walk to
communal pipes. Its however unfortunate to note that there is still a high backlog in the provision of piped water, as there are more
than 4500 households with no access to piped water.
Graph 7: Distribution of Population by Access to Piped Water 2011
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Graph 8: Distribution of Population by Access to Water Source indicates the variety of water sources within the municipality either
than the aforementioned piped water. On a positive note it’s imperative to note that over 17000 households have access to a water
scheme which plays a huge toll in decreasing water bourne disease. Apart from being located within a water scheme, boreholes
seem to be the next big supplier of water within the municipality. Given the current drought which has affected the country access
to boreholes should be increase to ensure water is sufficient to all within the municipality. Map 8: Ground Water Availability
indicates that the wards closer to the coast especially those that house most of the forestry and Timber(ward 4) are close to empty
and thus are the most vulnerable areas. Alternative water sources should be indicated in these areas to mitigate the exhaustion of
ground water.
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4.9.3. Sanitation Services
The statistical Data from Stats SA distinguishes between the following types of sanitation services to be provided to the
communities.
 Sewerage
 Septic
 Chemical Toilet
 Bucket
 Pit Latrine with Ventilation
 Pit Latrine without Ventilation
 Other
 None
Graph 9: Distribution of Households by Access to Sanitation indicates that the highest type of sanitation service provided within
the municipality is Pit Latrines with no ventilation. Given the scarce financial resources available within the municipality such
statistics do show positive connotations in service provision. It’s unfortunate that access to a sewerage system is one of the least
types of services provided, however the mere fact that it’s being provided indicates progress in sanitation infrastructure. The obvious
short term goal should be to ensure that the 3285 with no access to sanitation are provided access, then as a long term goal to
ensure water borne services and sewerage is provided to all residents.
Graph 8: Distribution of Households by Access to Sanitation
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Map 14: Sanitation Infrastructure back log indicates that wards 2, 5, 8, 12 and 17 are the most deprived areas within the
municipality with regards to sanitation services. Inadequate sanitation infrastructure is not only dangerous to the population, it
contaminates the air and water which can be detrimental to the natural species. Furthermore to ensure the safety and health of
individuals within the municipality, proper sewerage or septic sanitation infrastructure should be provided to those with no access
to these services.
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Map 14: Sanitation Infrastructure Back Log
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4.9.4. Electricity Network
Access to electricity was measured according to the energy used for lighting purposes. The reason for this is that lighting is the
cheapest and therefore the first item powered by electricity. The graph below depicts the number of households with access to
electricity.
Graph 9: Distribution of Households using Electricity for Lighting 2011
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The graph above indicates that more than 22000 households have access to electricity which is considerably impressive when
compared with the two aforementioned infrastructure services. Furthermore only 154 households are left without electricity which
means attempts to alleviate the back log should not be too strenuous on the municipal budget. Furthermore the installation of solar
electricity supports the transition to green living which is very beneficial for the current instability in our climate.
Map 16: Electricity Infrastructure Back Log indicates that electrical infrastructure has the lowest back log when compared to the
aforementioned infrastructure. Considerable progress has been made to provide electrical services to households within the
municipality.
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4.9.5. Housing
According to the King Cetshwayo District Human Settlement Strategy (2015: 66) uMfolozi Municipality accommodates the second
highest households living in formal dwelling units within the King Cetshwayo District. However the high increase in population
numbers has increased the demand for formal housing, therefore causing a higher backlog in housing delivery.
uMfolozi Municipalities rural nature has called for the implementation of many rural housing projects. Currently Human
Settlements has two Integrated Residential Development Programmes(IRDP) proposed for uMfolozi Municipality. The IRDP provides
for the acquisition of land, servicing of stands for a variety of land uses including commercial, recreational, schools and clinics, as
well as residential stands for low, middle and high income groups. The land use and income group mix is based on local planning
and needs assessment. uMfolozi Municipality is incorporated into the Slums Clearance programme where two informal settlements
will be eradicated by providing adequate housing.
The following is a list of issues presented at the IDP Rep forum by the department of Human Settlements:






Implementing Agents underperform, causing a delay in overall project time frame
People living in scattered rural communities refuse to relocate into proposed site for housing development
Tribal Authorities and the state work in silos
Difficulty in servicing scattered settlements under stateland.
Financial Constraints

The following is a list of the status quo of current housing projects within uMfolozi Municipality.
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Table 9: Status Quo of current housing projects
PROJECT NAME

WARD

PROJECT
TYPE

PROJECT STATUS

UNITS

COMMENTS

MFOLOZI MUNICIPALITY
Hlanzeni

1

Rural

Planning

1000

Stage 2 application has been submitted to the
department.

Slovas

2

Rural

Feasibility

1000

The Municipality is to appoint the conveyancer to
undertake the conveyancing for the land.

Sibululwane

4

Urban

Planning

1000

Ndlabeyilandula

3

Rural

Planning

1000

Sabokwe

5

Rural

Feasibility

1000

Packaging for Stage 2. (Land ownership, type of
instrument)
Packaging for Stage 2. (Land ownership, type of
instrument)
Land Negotiations.

Nzalabantu

5

Urban

Planning

1000

Project currently packaging for stage 2. Planning
scheme being conducted.

Mzingazi

6

Rural

Planning

1000

Dondotha

9

Rural

Planning

1000

Packaging for stage 2. Planning scheme being
conducted.
IA was not preforming. Contract was terminated.
Stage 2 application was submitted to the department.

Cinci

11

Rural

Construction

1000

+100 houses completed

Nomuwa

12

Rural

Construction

1000

1000 Houses Completed

Ocilwane

13

Rural

Construction

1000

1000 Houses Completed

Cwaka

7

Rural

Construction

1000

1000 Houses Completed

Bhubhubhu

11,8,15,2

Rural

Construction

1000

1000 Houses completed

Rural

Feasibility

1000

IA has been appointed. To undertake studies.

Phathane
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Figure 3: Current Housing Capital Projects
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4.9.6. Conclusion
Poor access to reliable means of water supply, sanitation and electricity has the potential to undermine any development initiative.
Infrastructural services such as water, sanitation, electricity and roads are a pre-requisite for economic development and growth.
Careful consideration is required to assess the availability of basic services through infrastructure development in order to promote
local economic development initiatives in uMfolozi Municipality.
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Map 15: Electricity Infrastructure
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Map 16: Electricity Infrastructure Back Log
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4.10.

Economic Resources

4.10.1. Income Distribution
The graph below depicts the annual household income for uMfolozi Municipality. It appears the majority of the households is
earning between the R9600-R19600 bracket. The graph depreciates after R19600 to indicate that only a few households earn
anything above the aforementioned price. Furthermore a large number of the households is either earning less than R9600 or has
no income at all. The overall income of the households is very low which causes major constraints for the municipality to build a
proper tax base which can be utilised for provision & maintenance of services.
Without outside funding, the municipality will not be able to implement nor maintain any new services. It is therefore essential that
the municipality implement initiatives to grow its tax base, by implementing successful economic development initiatives.
The graph below provides a more precise structure of income levels within the municipality, through analysing individual monthly
income. The graph below indicates a more alarming situation which proves that more than 56000 people have no income. The graph
takes a drastic dip to indicate that only a few individuals earn salaries that can stimulate the municipal tax base. Only a small
portion of the population qualifies for payment of taxes. This leaves a huge burden on the current tax payers, who basically carry
the municipality financially.*
Table 10: Distribution of Households by Annual Household
Income

Distribution Of Population By Individual Monthly
Income

Distribution Of Households By Annual
Household Income
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4.10.2. Employment Status
The following pie chart relates to the above section on income levels, where it indicates the percentage of the population which is
either employed or unemployed. The chart indicates that the percentage of employed people (22%) is higher than the percentage of
the unemployed individuals (17%). As desirable as that may sound, it does not depict a positive picture for the municipality,
because the percentage of the people who aren’t active (40%) far exceeds those who are employed. This indicates that the population
is dominated by individuals far too young and too old to get formal employment. Furthermore patterns of rural-urban migration also
play a toll in this regard, because most of the adults who can get employment migrate to larger cities with better economic
opportunities hence the percentage of those not applicable is so much higher than those employed.
Graph 11: Distribution of Population By Employment Status in 2011

The South African Multidimensional Poverty Index (SAMPI) is a model born
from the Provincial Indices of Multiple Deprivation (PIMD) after Census Figure 4: Dimensions and Indicators of MPI
2001. The model introduced a method of being fully decomposable by demographic and geographic variables, which allows policy
makers to not only know what aspects the poor are deprived, but also reveals the interconnections among those deprived.
Multidimensional poverty constitutes of several indicators that amount to a poor persons experience of deprivation which include:







Poor Health
Lack of Education
Inadequate Living standards
Lack of Income
Disempowerment
Lack of decent work and threat from violence.
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The following are motivations for using the Multidimensional approach:






Poverty is a complex issue that manifests itself in economic, social and political ways
Income denotes the means to achieving a better life, but is not actually the better life itself
Poor people themselves describe their experience of poverty as multidimensional
The more policy-relevant information there is available on poverty, the better equipped policy makers will be to reduce it
Some methods of multidimensional measurement can be used for additional purposes such as targeting or conditional
transfers.

Table 4: Poverty measures Of Census 2001 and Census 2011 at uMfolozi Municipality below indicates that the national head
count of those classified as being SAMPI poor in Mfolozi Municipality has decreased from 23% in 2001 to 10% in 2011. When
combined with the intensity of poverty we notice the municipalities SAMPI index score dropping from 0.10 in 2001 to 0.04 in 2011.
This change was driven by the noticeable change in headcounts rather than changes in the intensity of poverty experienced by
those who are poor. Although the intensity only dropped from 43.7% in 2001 to 41.5% in 2011 it does reveal positive developments.
Table 11: Poverty measures for Census 2001 and Census 2011 at uMfolozi Municipality
Census 2001
Census 2011
Headcount
Intensity
SAAMPI
Headcount
(H)
(A)
(H*A)
(H)
23.9%
43.7%
0.10
10.0%

Intensity(A)
41.5%

SAAMPI
(H*A)
0.04%

The following figure 4 and 5 spatially represents the SAMPI head count at municipal
level. The red circle on the map as well as the red rectangle indicates where uMfolozi
Municipality is located and the range at which its headcount falls in. From both maps
its noticeable that Mhlathuze municipality is the dominant surrounding municipality
which has a marginally smaller head count of SAMPI poor individuals than uMfolozi
Municipality. Reason being Umhlathuze is a secondary node according to the PSEDS,
which consists of reasonably good levels of infrastructure and services such as the
Richards Bay Urban area with its international Port, dune mining operations and
large industrial areas.

The South African MPI 2014
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Figure 5: Poverty Headcount (H) in uMfolozi Municipality
(2001)
Figure 4: Dimensions and Indicators of
MPI depict the global
Multidimensional Poverty Index which
is an International measure of acute
poverty. The PIMD as well as the
SAMPI used this logic to create a
model which suits the geographical
nature of South Africa. The MPI
captures the severe deprivations that
each person or household faces with
respect to education, health and living
standards. The SAMPI has gone
beyond what the MPI provides to
incorporate economic activity in line
with the call to develop national
indices that reflect country specific
conditions and needs.
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4.10.3. Unemployment Distribution
Graph 14: Distribution of Population by Unemployment depicts the number of people unemployed in 2001 and in 2011. From the
graph it can be observed that the number of people unemployed has decreased substantially from 17115 in 2001 to 11724 in 2011.
The rate of Unemployment has dropped from 58% in 2001 to 42% in 2011. Although considerable strides have been made to
reduce the numbers of people unemployed there still seems to be a lot of people suffering from unemployment, therefore its
imperative for the municipality to avail economic opportunities to ensure the a greater decrease in the Unemployment rate.
Graph 12: Distribution of Population by Unemployment

Distribution of Population by
Unemployment
2001
17115

2011
11724

2001

2011
Statistics South Africa 2011

Table 12: Table Distributing Population by Unemployment & Unemployment rate
Year
2001

Employed
11989

Unemployed
17115

Unemployment Rate
58.8

2011

16057

11724

42
Statistics South Africa 2011
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4.10.4. Areas Of Economic Opportunity
uMfolozi Municipality (former name KwaMbonambi) consists of a rural landscape and has only one Town namely known as
KwaMbonambi. KwaMbonambi is located approximately 33km north of Richards bay between Mtubatuba and Richards Bay. The
area of uMfolozi Municipality has largely been deprived of economic opportunities hence the population faces issues of poverty and
unemployment. Furthermore there is a large backlog of services within the area, mostly because there are not enough funds in the
municipality to cater for everyone, also because the fragmented and isolated settlement structure raises major financial constraints
on providing services to everyone.
In section 2.2.1 Provincial Growth and Development Strategy surrounding areas of significance such as Richards bay and
Empangeni were analysed and identified as the most important drivers of the economy in the northern region of KwaZulu-Natal.
However the mere fact that uMfolozi Municipality is located within the vicinity of these towns has not resolved the issue of
unemployment. There are still high levels of unemployment, low levels of income and a few people employed.
The following are the current economic contributors which provide employment within the communities of uMfolozi:
 Mining
 Agriculture, Forestry
 Manufacturing
 Local Sewing Clubs
 Arts and Crafts sector
The area of uMfolozi consists of a huge mining company called Richards Bay Minerals. This company used to dominate the
economic sector within the region however over the past decade it has declined in operations sue to them moving more to the south
of Richards Bay Area.
The manufacturing sector is currently dominating within the municipality due to the forestry and wood processing operations of
SAPPI and Mondi. These industries have been experiencing an exponential growth in their operations over the past decade and their
businesses are still flourishing.
uMfolozi Municipality also consists of a local sewing club which has shown to be very active a grass root level. The sewing project
has introduced a number of cooperatives to be formed and provide some supply to local schools and clinics. The uMfolozi IDP
2015/2016 stipulates that this sector has potential on exploiting opportunities beyond its boundary such as the industries in
Richards bay as well as the whole of King Cetshwayo District.
Following is a list of economic opportunities identified within the uMfolozi IDP 2015/2016:
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Proximity to Industrial Basin of Richards bay-Job opportunities
The National Road N2 traverses the municipality ,opportunities for corridor development
Tourism opportunities can be obtained through the coastal belt of the Indian Ocean
Access to both the Richards Bay and Durban Bay for imports and experts
Undertaking by provincial Government to establish a regionally-beased community college system focusing on life and
business skills training
Easy and close access to the two Provincial Airports of Richards Bay and Durban
Rich Cultural Heritage in KZN province
Establishment of waste management can open opportunities of employment
Micro-Investment opportunities such as owning B&Bs and filling Stations for local people
Agribusiness Development
Establishing a nursery

The Spatial Development Framework will ensure, inter alia that public and private sector activities are located in the areas that can
best:
 Maximize opportunity for the poor;
 Promote economic generation potential;
 Promote accessibility;
 Ensure people are well located; and
4.10.5. Commerce and Trade
This aspect of the municipal economy is very insignificant. Trade in uMfolozi Municipality is characterised by mainly household
shops and general dealers. KwaMbonambi Town has played the role of commercial centres to the population of uMfolozi for many
years both in the formal and informal sector. Owning to this, towns such as Dondotha and Mabhuyeni have not been able to
develop as viable locations for commercial activity. This trend is likely to continue, particularly considering the amalgamation of
uMfolozi and Ntambanana Municipalities towards the end of 2016. The proposed KwaMbonambi Urban Development Framework
and the Nzalabantu Town Planning Scheme are intended to address poverty and underdevelopment within the nodes of uMfolozi.
4.10.6. Manufacturing
Manufacturing in uMfolozi municipality has been the highest contributor to the total GDP of the municipality. However the sector is
only limited to timber and forestry activities. The SDF should indicate potential small scale manufacturing zones for the proposed
tertiary nodes, in order to attract meaningful investments. Poverty and unemployment relies heavily on the expansion of the mining
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sector to trickle down to the underdeveloped food security sub-sector. According to the LED integrated report, the manufacturing
sector should be tasked with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives which conserve the environment. Initiatives which
promote the expansion of forest land while protecting the environment, is the plantation of trees in parks and along main roads.
4.10.7. Agricultural Resources
Agriculture in uMfolozi Municipality is currently at a vulnerable state since the King Cetshwayo district deemed it as a proclaimed
drought area. Prior to the drought the municipality enjoyed a hot and humid climate with a rainfall of 600mm-1300mm which
contributed substantially to the forestry and timber sectors. Furthermore it provided aid in the subsistence and traditional farming
sectors which take place mostly on traditional authority land. The local economy is highly dependent on agricultural activities hence
framework plans should be formulated to mitigate the negative externalities of the drought.
Please refer to Map 17: Agricultural Land Clauses for the following:
IRREPLACEABLE
These are areas of agricultural land which are suitable and used productively with regards to agricultural activities that currently
take place on the land. The term irreplaceable refers to the fact that, once this portion of land is lost, the same agricultural
productivity will not be found anywhere else within the municipality. The referenced map indicates that such land appears in ward
2 along road P232 coming from KwaMbonambi town going towards ward 8(Zonza). Over the past few years ward 8 has experienced a
population influx due to people attempting to live as close as possible to KwaMbonambi. The high migration levels need to be
mitigated along this route to ensure that the Irreplaceable land along road P232 is preserved.
THREATENED
Threatened land is also deemed suitable for agricultural production, however such land might be threatened by natural features
such as plant and soil erosion, or human induced activities such as forest fires or urban sprawl. Small portions of the northern
region of the municipality in ward 4 around the settlement of Pelandaba consists of such land..
PRIMARY AGRICULTURAL LAND
Primary agricultural land mainly refers to land which is mainly used for agricultural purposes. Such land can be found on all the
traditional authority wards on the western boundary of the municipality. These wards are where most of the settlements are located
and the main agricultural activities which take place are subsistence farming and traditional farming.
SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL LAND
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Secondary agricultural land is areas that contain sparsely and scattered subsistence farming practices. Furthermore such areas are
not anticipated to have commercial farming activities occurring on them. These areas also occur on the western wards of the
municipality where subsistence farming is the dominant form of agricultural activity.
MIXED AGRICULTURAL LAND
Mixed agricultural land is land which is partially transformed through the development of settlements, which are very isolated with
localised parcels of subsistence farming practices.
PERMANENTLY TRANSFORMED
Permanently transformed areas consist of settlements of a higher density then those in rural areas, which is why they are often
associated with urban areas. On this regard such land is evident within the town of KwaMbonambi, but its more dominant along
the coast.
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Map 17: Agricultural Land Clauses
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4.10.8. Tourism Resources
The IDP 2015/2016 identifies tourism as a key challenge because there is no tourism development plan or strategy available, hence
its tourism sector has not flourished economically. On this notion the King Cetshwayo Tourism Strategy has indicated that
uMfolozi Municipality has a very poor tourism sector, however it has potential on becoming a service node for the passing traffic.
uMfolozi Municipality attempts to attract the tourists which utilise the N2 through the establishment of the N2 uMfolozi Junction
Project. The project is expected to benefit the community and expose other potential tourism sites such as; Dawsons Rock
development and Lake Eteza Nature Reserve .
The Municipality further attempts to grow existing activities within the municipality such as arts and craft, which can promote
African heritage which is a major tourist’s attraction for tourists.
Isimangaliso wetland Park located within St. Lucia area consists of a number of natural elements which attracts tourists such as,
the abundance of wild life and the beauty of the place, furthermore there are many activities provided for tourists which play a
significant role in entertaining while increasing awareness of the importance of natural settings such as Isimangaliso Wetland.
These are namely: fishing, boating and scuba diving to hiking, horse-riding, game viewing, whale and bird watching. Furthermore
there are an abundance of accommodation facilities nearby the town of St Lucia ranging from camping to private game lodges, and
including hotels, flats and chalets. uMfolozi Municipality should formulate a Tourism framework which will provide strategies of
efficiently extending the tourism in St. Lucia across its entire coastal belt, in order to deem uMfolozi a Tourism Destination.

4.10.9. Mining Resources
Mining activities in uMfolozi municipality were initially the dominant sector, however in the past 10 years they have declined and
have been causing more negative than positive externalities. The mining company Richards Bay Minerals has slowly started moving
their operations away from uMfolozi to the Richards Bay area.
The uMfolozi IDP 2015/2016 indicates that there are Dune mining activities along the beach which contribute to the value of the
areas coastal zone in terms of production, exports and job opportunities. A lot of illegal Dune mining has occurred along the coast
of uMfolozi which has caused external costs to the social and natural environment. The coast is currently exposed to a lot of dust
pollution from the mining activities as well as the destruction of dunes and land scape which threatens the coastal habitats.
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Map 18: Mining Areas indicates that the most potential mining land within the municipality is along the coast where most of the
illegal and legal mining activities occur. Furthermore the far western portion of the municipality, (within wards 17, 12 and 13) is
dominated by coal mining activities. Currently iButho Coal mining has undergone negotiations to propose an open cast mine on the
boundary of iMfolozi Wilderness Area.
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Map 18: Mining Areas

4.10.10.Key Industrial Areas
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Map 19: Industrial Areas indicates that uMfolozi is located in close proximity to the Richards Bay IDZs. The Richards Bay IDZ’s are
intended to build quality infrastructure including ICT and transport infrastructure, business and utility services. These services
should attract foreign and local investment projects which will create jobs and are export led and sustainable. The IDZs gives the
municipality a start-up incentive of increasing the economic base of the municipality, through providing reliable jobs in industrial
development.
Figure 7: Greater Richards Bay IDZ project

The Richards Bay IDZ project is
intended to increase industrial
development within the
northern portion of KwaZuluNatal. Figure 6 :Greater
Richards Bay IDZ project
indicates that Empangeni is the
Primary urban centre where
there are existing Industrial
activities, as well as economic
and social activites as
stipulated in 2.2.2 Provincial
Spatial Development plan.
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Figure 8: uMfolozi Municipality Richards Bay IDZ Expansion zone 4
Figure 7: uMfolozi Municipality
Richards Bay IDZ Expansion
zone 4 indicates that the Richards
Bay IDZ will expand on the N2
within uMfolozi Municipality
passing KwaMbonambi town. The
figure further indicates that the
proposed industries will be heavy
industry located mostly in ward 2.
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Map 19: Industrial Areas
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4.10.11. Areas of Potential Intervention
Based on the spatial issues identified and emanating from this analysis, a number of potential interventions would be necessary to
change the current trajectory of spatial planning and development in uMfolozi Municipality. These interventions each have a
dimension of spatial implication which will inform the spatial strategies to be formulated. Despite all the challenges and
shortcomings that exist in the Municipality, there are a number of interventions which can be adopted which include but not
limited to:
a) Protecting the natural environment and resources: the natural environment forms one of the most important resources of the
municipality, providing the basis for agriculture and tourism development as well as a functioning and attractive landscape. This
calls for spatial restructuring which epitomises a balanced development within the context of rural compaction through the
delineation of edges.
b) Linking access and development: different levels of development should be related to the different levels of accessibility, e.g.
development requiring high levels of accessibility and visibility should be located in proximity of primary access corridors etc.,
the access hierarchy therefore provides one element in the structuring of development in the municipality.
c) Utilising linkages to surrounding opportunities: the municipality is located in proximity of a wide range of existing and
potential developments outside its boundaries, potentials emanating from this location needs to be utilised.
d) Integrating traditional settlement areas: there is a need to better integrate the traditional settlement areas into the
functioning of the municipality in terms of social, economic and institutional development ensuring that the communities benefit
from improved development without losing their particular unique background.
e) Facilitating economic development: ensuring that all sectors and communities of the municipality form part of and contribute
their particular abilities to the economic development of the area. It is about putting to practice the agenda of local development
through the use of local resources.
f) Facilitating social development: ensuring the provision of adequate social amenities in appropriate locations, and facilitating
social integration.
g) Maximising and coordinating the tourism and recreation potential: while the municipality accommodates potential for
tourism activities, there is scope for better utilisation of opportunities. This will have to take place bearing in mind that such
development is not detrimental to the natural environment. Tourism activities should be in accordance with the image of the
tourism features of the municipality, and various initiatives are to be coordinated.
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4.10.11.1.
Nodes
Nodes define an area where people and transportation routes congregate. Nodal development allows for the efficient development of
urban and rural areas to accommodate a compact, transit-oriented, pedestrian-friendly area where concentrations of residential,
employment, retail and other uses are located.
Nodal development in eThekwini’s rural areas originates with the integrated Development Plan and with the Rural Development
Framework. The demarcation of municipalities carried out in 2000 has meant that 67% of eThekwini’s spatial footprint is now rural.
These rural areas fall under a dual system of governance both traditional and democratic, however most of it falls under traditional
authority. Following is a list of the features that define rural settings within the province:







Fragmented service delivery
Extreme Poverty
High Disease Burden
Incomes are Low with heavy reliance on social transfers
Economic opportunities are scarce
Natural environment is being eroded

As a tool to counteract the above-mentioned development issues, nodal development has been implemented to fast track the
delivery of basic services and promote local economic development. Therefore it can be included that nodal development is both an
economic and social initiative.
Map 20: Individual Nodal Base map indicates KwaMbonambi node as a priority intervention area. KwaMbonambi is the only town
within the whole of uMfolozi Municipality. Furthermore it has location advantage due to being situated along the N2. Currently the
area does not have sufficient economic and social services to carry out its function fully as a primary node, however specific catalyst
interventions have been proposed like the Richards bay IDZ which is expected to strengthen the corridor through industrialization
and provide job opportunities.
The 2015/2016 IDP review of uMfolozi Municipality indicates that the nodes which are identified in Map 21: Nodes and Corridors
were from a field survey across the entire municipality. The nodes were selected where land uses already dictated the existence or
growth of such nodes. The nodes are indicated within their nodal classification/hierarchy which consists of the following:




Primary Node: Urban centre with very high existing economic growth and the potential for expansion
Secondary Node: Similar to a primary node, with regards to having good existing economic development and potential
growth and services to the region.
Economic Development Node: These provide services to the sub-regional economy and community needs
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Rural Service nodes: These are the lowest level of nodes which are established around existing traditional
administration centres as well as other accessible rural points identified as periodic markets. These serve as first
access to basic services within rural areas.

Following is a table extracted from the IDP 2015/2016 which depicts the nodes identified according to the levels in the nodal
hierarchy.
Type Of Node
Primary
Secondary Node

Nodal Area
 KwaMbonambi
 Dondotha
 Edwaleni-From Ntambanana(IDP
REV)
 Mambuka-From Ntambanana(IDP
REV)
Economic Development
 Hlaweni
Node
 Mabhuyeni
 Nzalabantu
Rural Service Node
 Dumisane
 Fuyeni
 Makhwezini
 Novundla
 Nthuthunga 1
 Nthuthunga 2
 Sabokwe

2015/2016
2015/2016

uMfolozi IDP 2015/2016

The purpose of this exercise is to compile a spatial development framework which identifies the aforementioned critical
implementation areas. Access to areas is very important for service delivery, and to be able to capitalise on the advantages that
movement routes offer.
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4.10.11.2.

Corridors

Development corridors are major routes of high intensity of activities and access to surrounding areas. The abovementioned nodes
are largely fed by development corridors in terms of people and physical threshold. These work concurrently to provide the desired
spatial pattern of a municipality, where investment would likely take place.
Mfolozi Municipality is fortunate to have the N2 which traversers the municipality leading towards Richards bay and Durban
towards the south, Mpumalanga and Gauteng towards the North. It does not come as a surprise that the 2015/2016 mfolozi
Municipality IDP has indicated the south western N2 access as the Proposed Long Term Industrial Development area, due to it
being located on the N2 and its close proximity to Umhlathuze Municipality please see Map 21: Nodes and Corridors.
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Map 20: Individual Nodal Base map
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Map 21: Nodes and Corridors
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5. KEY SPATIAL PROBLEMS AND VISIONING
5.1.

Spatial Issues

uMfolozi Municipalities faces major spatial issues which resulted from early apartheid planning laws and policies. These policies
isolated people into predominantly rural landscapes which were far from major economic hubs and fertile agricultural land. The
notion around spatial development frameworks is premised around addressing issues such as the physical environment,
accessibility, economic opportunities and basic service delivery for a more equitable society for all. According to the uMfolozi IDP
2015/2016 the main challenges for the municipality relate to:
Table 13: Municipal Challenges extracted from the IDP
Water & Sanitation
Lack of portable water for rural communities
Roads
Most wards have gravel roads which are dilapidated
Socio economic spatial and The municipality is faced with issues of high population increase with low service delivery especially
housing issues
in the coastal region.
Issues
around
social Facilities such as clinics, ICT centres etc have been excluded while others are being too priotised
facilities and services
causing a disjuncture in the provision of facilities. Provided facilities are not maintained due to
budgetary constraints.
Spatial
Distortion
& Strategic nodal areas such as the coast consist of haphazard informal development, due to the
Inequalities
imbalances of ownership between traditional authorities and the state.
Tourism
There is no Tourism Development Plan or strategy

5.1.1. Physical Environment
The land is characterised by undulating topography containing commercial agriculture, which is dominated by forestry, rural
settlement and small towns. Furthermore the areas on the outskirts of the municipality where settlements are located consists of a
high lying dramatic landscape, which begins to portray a spatial trend of a decrease in access to services and economic
opportunities as one moves inland.
uMfolozi incorporates a total of three coastal lakes which are namely: Lake Nhlabane on the coast, Lake Eteza towards the north
and Lake Mavuya between the two within the Kwambo area. Lake Nhlabane is fed by Mpungase and this system is characterised by
wetlands that lie behind the coastal forest. Smaller waterbodies such as Lake Ozwanini and Igwenyeni are also located within this
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system. On the other hand Lake Eteza is fed by the Msunduzi, the Mbabe and Ntobozi. The Mvuya and the Mokana are tributaries
of the Msunduzi which join with uMfolozi at its mouth. The presence of these rivers poses a flooding risk to many areas in the
municipality at certain times of the year.
Though these numerous water courses seem advantageous in terms of water resource for agricultural productivity, they also pose a
challenge to settlement pattern, accessibility and movement and the distribution of social facilities. This broken topography
therefore demands strategic location of basic services and possible future settlements in a logical manner. Also related to the
physical environment, is the need to conserve areas not suitable for development either characterised by indigenous vegetation,
riverine areas, and wetlands, among others.
5.1.2. Settlement Pattern
uMfolozi Municipality is characterised by a predominantly rural settlement pattern, located mostly on traditional authority land.
Typical of rural areas in South Africa, these settlements consist of dispersed and scattered settlements with no proper co-ordination
with regard to provision of services. The settlement pattern of the municipality is highly influenced by access routes, rugged terrain
and social structure. The landscape of the municipality also tends to dictate this dispersed settlement pattern, with majority of
these settlements located on steep topography.
The municipality thus exhibits a distinct divide between the location of traditional settlements and commercial agriculture, with
disconnections caused by valleys, rivers and hills. The spatial separation of economic activity areas from settlements means long
travel times and even unemployment. This remains the significant influence to the current high level of poverty and dependency in
the region.
The current nature of settlements calls for an integrated system of land use management, particularly to limit settlement growth
from unsuitable land and also to protect land suitable for agricultural purposes.
5.1.3. Nodes
KwaMbonambi is the only urban town within the whole of uMfolozi Municipality. Furthermore it has location advantage due to
being situated along the N2. The nodal areas within uMfolozi lack crucial social and economic facilities to service its people. Majority
of inhabitants rely heavily on nearby towns of Richards Bay and Empangeni to access higher order goods and services.
KwaMbonambi Town consists of limited space to propose priority expansion areas, therefore it’s important to make use of the
underutilised land which resulted from the fragmented settlement pattern in areas such as Dondotha and Mabhuyeni.
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Dondotha and Mabhuyeni are the two secondary nodal centres identified in the previous SDF. These nodes still remain underresourced thus unable to play the role of efficient services centres. Although they provide basic services to the surrounding
settlements, their roles need to be redefined within the regional space and possibly attract the needed public investment to function
more efficiently.
Other nodal areas in uMfolozi are designated as economic development nodes and rural service centres (please refer to section
5.6.9) where services of a lower order are intended to serve their spheres of influence.
In reviewing the uMfolozi SDF, these nodes will have to be reconsidered in terms of their capability to retain and further attract
public and private investment, and their spheres of influence in relation to services centres in adjacent municipalities.
5.1.4. Movement Network and Corridors
The IDP 2015/2016 indicates that the state of the local roads is inadequate and the access is problematic in wet conditions.
Connectivity is crucial for node and corridor development hence it’s essential to upgrade the local roads to compliment and
stimulate the N2 corridor that traverses the Municipality. Mfolozi Municipality is fortunate to have the N2 which traversers the
municipality leading towards Richards bay and Durban towards the south, Mpumalanga and Gauteng towards the North. The
location of these surrounding towns emphasizes the economic importance of this road, more especially its ability to facilitate service
delivery in surrounding traditional areas. The other important corridors which play an important role in the municipality, is the
P232 route that links Traditonal areas to the N2, and the P700 corridors, which provide possible Eco-Tourism potential along the
newly absorbed ward 17 from Ntamabanana.
These movement routes are gravelled in nature and contribute to longer travel times. Maintenance of these roads has not been
forthcoming over the years and therefore has hindered ease of movement and economic activity in the municipal area.
Considering the linkages between uMfolozi and its surrounding municipalities, there is the need to improve this road infrastructure
in order to foster better public transport movement and ease of access to essential service centres
5.2.

Spatial Economic Issues

The location of uMfolozi in the rural periphery, and in close proximity to higher order centres such as Richards Bay, Empangeni and
Durban puts it at a disadvantage in terms of its economic volatility. The abovementioned towns continue to draw people from
uMfolozi resulting in a continuous leakage of income. At present there is not enough capital circulating within the confines of the
municipality. The bulk of capital is spent in towns and areas, which are outside of uMfolozi Local Municipality. So, there is high
level of dependence on surrounding towns as opposed to a fair level of local income circulation and self-sufficiency.
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KwaMbonambi as a main town continues to struggle on economic terms given its location within the sub-regional space. This area
is currently home to a number of government departments such as the Police Service, uMfolozi Municipality offices etc. At present
the area along the N2 corridor within uMfolozi Municipality is proposed for Industrial Development of high to medium Industries.
This proposed Industrial expansion will aid the economic sector of uMfolozi in job opportunities and allowing money to be spent
within the municipality, however its feasibility should also be spatially aligned to environmental conservation policies of the
municipality.
5.2.1. Agriculture
Commercial agriculture remains the backbone of the local economy of uMfolozi Municipality. This is evident in the fact that almost
half of the municipality’s land still lies within the category of Agricultural land as described by the Subdivision of Land Act (No. 70
of 1970). Land under commercial agriculture, mainly sugarcane and forestry, is located east of the municipal region towards the
coast.
Residents in areas such as Mzingazi and Nzalabantu located along the coast of the municipality provide labour to surrounding
commercial farms. The current location of commercial agriculture within the regional space has thus, created a skewed distribution
of employment opportunity in favour of the eastern settlements as compared to those in the west.
Throughout the traditional settlements, agriculture remains at a subsistence level, growing mainly maize and vegetables for
household consumption.
Opportunity, however, exists for a consolidation of agricultural activities in traditional settlements through community cooperatives.
5.2.2. Commerce and Trade
Trade and commerce remain as insignificant aspects of the local economy of uMfolozi. Apart from small petty trading undertaken by
residents in their respective neighbourhoods, the population relies on popular commercial hubs such as Richards Bay and
Empangeni. This has led to a constant leakage of income from the municipality in favour of surrounding municipalities, particularly
uMhlathuze Municipality which offers higher order goods and services to the rural hinterland.
5.2.3. Industrial Activites
uMfolozi Municipality does not have any significant industrial sector to contribute towards employment and local economic
development. A KwaMbonambi Industrial Estate has been proposed along the N2 corridor, which will become uMfolozi
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Municipalities primary industrial development focus. The land in which this development is proposed is privately owned, and it
cannot commence once the private owner has agreed to sell the land for Industrial development. The proposed industrial
development requires to be environmentally sustainable and agriculturally sensitive to the existing land scape.
5.2.4. Mining
The Mining sector has made a significant contribution to the economic sector of uMfolozi Municipality. The coastline consists of
titanium deposits or heavy mineral concentrate (rutile, zirconium, ilmenite). The extraction of these minerals produces development
pressures along the coastline of uMfolozi Municipality. The coastline is becoming clayey loam with a high potential of erosion.
These mining activities involve the clearance of coastal vegetation which endangers the marine and aquatic life along the coast. The
municipality should develop Coastal management Programmes to preserve the vulnerable biodiversity and aesthetic nature of the
coast.
The Fuleni area consists of large exploitable anthracite deposits which fall under the Fuleni Coal Mine project by iButho Coal.
iButho Coal has undertaken an environmental assessment as part of the pre-feasibility study, and are still set to conduct further
environmental assessments once they attain the mining licence for the area. In order for the mining operations to commence, one
river will be blocked for the use of the mine and certain households will be relocated for safety reasons.
5.2.5. Tourism
The King Cetshwayo Strategic Environmental Asessment has recognised that uMfolozi has a rich history and heritage that has not
been documented or is well-known. This has been further highlighted by the Inkosi of Mhlana Traditional Authority, who hopes to
exploit the cultural and heritage opportunities of the area. The poor results from this sector is due to the limited understanding of
tourism by uMfolozi community, and limited infrastructure and lack of local economic development initiatives in the municipal area.
The competition with other neighbouring areas such as Mtubatuba and Hluhluwe and coastal locations in Richards Bay that have
better developed tourism products also hinders the potential for uMfolozi to draw tourists.
In spite of the aforementioned issues opportunities exist for eco-tourism, heritage and cultural tourism which could pave the way
towards local development initiatives, coupled with both public and private investment. uMfolozi location in proximity to HluhluweuMfolozi Game Reserve draws attention to possible Eco-Tourism opportunities, such as proposing new access points and camp sites
or other form of accommodation. The King Cetshwayo SEA indicates that uMfolozi has a significant number of sites older than 100
years of cultural, historical and heritage importance.
The LED strategy of uMfolozi Municipality, is attempting to improve its tourism sector, with the proposal of the N2 Gateway Cultural
Village and the development of the Mbonambi Craft Emporium Project.
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5.3.

Implications for the SDF

The spatial issues highlighted above will act as the bases from which strategic spatial decisions will emanate for the uMfolozi SDF
Review. The rural landscape of the municipality presents a myriad of issues mainly touching on the following:
(a)

Topography is a deterrent to development;

(b)

Lack of economic opportunities which translate into high levels of unemployment and dependency;

(c)

Low service delivery level due to limited income generation to support local government efforts;

(d)

Scattered settlement pattern impacting negatively on service delivery;

(e)

Lack of land use management mechanisms;

(f)

Lack of maintenance of road infrastructure thereby affecting movement;

(g)

Non-functional nodal areas due to non-viability of public investment;

(h)

Lack of investment in tourism potential areas.

Strategies to be formulated in the uMfolozi SDF review will have to be logical and practical to enhance the current spatial state of
the municipality.
5.3.1. Formulating a Spatial Vision
The purpose of evaluating the Vision and Mission of the Local Authority is to highlight the components of these statements that
need to be spatially interpreted. The Municipality needs to be made aware of the implications of the spatial statements to allow them
to prepare and evaluate a proper course of action. These spatial implications will be manifested within the Spatial Development
Framework being compiled.
The IDP Vision for uMfolozi LM Reads as follows:
“To improve the quality of life of all people of Mfolozi Municipality by creating an economically viable and sustainable development.”
The below diagram depicts the spatial components that needs to be considered in order to meet the vision statements of the
municipality. The impacts and considerations are briefly discussed.
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5.3.2. Spatial Interpretation Of The IDP Vision
The purpose of evaluating the Vision and Mission of the Local Authority is to highlight the components of these statements that
need to be spatially interpreted. The Municipality needs to be made aware of the implications of the spatial statements to allow them
to prepare and evaluate a proper course of action. These spatial implications will be manifested within the Spatial Development
Framework being compiled.
The IDP Vision for uMfolozi LM Reads as follows:
“To improve the quality of life of all people of Mfolozi Municipality by creating an economically viable and sustainable
development.”
The below diagram depicts the spatial components that needs to be considered in order to meet the vision statements of the
municipality. The impacts and considerations are briefly discussed.
Table 14: Spatial Components
SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
• Lack of portable
water has been
identified as a
pressing need for
rural
communities.
• Housing
development
in
rural areas.

SPATIAL
EQUITY
• Assessment of
households
and
social
amenities that
does not have
access
with
500m.
• Integrated
rural
road
maintenance.

ECONOMIC VIABILITY
• Ensuring that arable
land
is
used
productively.
• Viable agribusiness
development.
• Spatial guidance for
improved
tourism
development,
especially
along
coastal areas.

SUSTAINABILITY
• Strategic Environmental Planning and Management needed.
• Haphazard development within the coastal region

Based on the municipal IDP vision, the uMfolozi Local Municipalities Long term spatial development Vision for 2030 reads as
follows:
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“By 2030, uMfolozi Municipality will be a spatially accessible, economically viable and environmentally sensitive municipality with the
intention of becoming the tourism gateway to the North.”
This proposed long-term spatial development vision for uMfolozi Municipality is intended to give effect to the long-term strategic
direction and short to medium development programmes in support of the objectives of the Municipal IDP. It encompasses the
desired spatial future and outlines the strategic interventions for its attainment.
6. SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The SDF guides and informs all decisions of the municipality relating to the planning and development of land. The SDF also
depicts the municipality’s desirable future patterns of land use, directions of growth, urban edges, special development areas and
conservation worthy areas.
The following section incorporates the objectives for the municipality’s SDF, based on the spatial vision and goals, principles, issues
raised by stakeholders and the findings. The main purpose of this section is to provide the “how” to spatial development as part of
the exercising pragmatism in the spatial planning and development of uMfolozi Municipality.

6.1.

Key Planning Principles

The Spatial Development Visions of uMfolozi Municipality is structured through the analysis of the Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act (SPLUMA) principles. The SPLUMA principles are a more precise analogy of the PGDS principles and the DGDP
principles, which allow for greater flexibility when spatially analysing a municipality’s vision.
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KING CETSHWAYO DISTRICT SPATIAL
PRINCIPLES
Respect for the unique biodiversity &

PGDS PRINCIPLES

Landscape
Promotion of sustainability

SPLUMA PRINCIPLES

Environmental Planning

Reducing Urban and Rural Sprawl

Spatial Justice

Economic Potential

Conserving & retaining integrity of
Agricultural land

Spatial Sustainability

Sustainable Communities

Spatial Resilience

Local Sufficiency

Spatial Efficiency

Spatial Concentration

Good Administration

Rural Livelihoods

Respecting role of water production
Promotion of public transport
Enabling Spatial Equity

Higher order services

Integration of urban and rural areas &
communities
Enabling tourism

Meeting priority needs through each
investment
Promotion of public goods
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These principles are subsequently entrenched in the overarching principles of the erstwhile DFA which sought to influence spatial
planning decisions to do the following:





Promote integration of social, economic, institutional, and physical aspects of land development.
Integrated land development in rural and urban areas in support of each other.
The availability of residential and employment opportunities in close proximity to or integrated with each other.
Optimise the use of existing resources relating to agriculture, land, minerals, bulk infrastructure, roads, transportation, and
social facilities.
 Promote a diverse combination of land uses, also at the level of individual stands or subdivisions of land.
 Discourage the phenomenon of urban sprawl in urban areas and contribute to the development of more compact towns and
cities.
 Contribute to the correction of historically distorted spatial patterns of settlement.
 Encourage environmentally sustainable land development practices and processes.
These principles have informed the planning and development strategies intended to carve the future spatial outlook for uMfolozi
Municipality and its inhabitants whilst contributing to National and Provincial developmental targets.
6.2.

Emerging Development Issues

The following emerging issues of uMfolozi Municipality have been classified under the five principles of SPLUMA.
Table 15: Table depicting emerging issues in uMfolozi Municipality
SPATIAL JUSTICE
 Creating more sustainable local communities with incremental upgrading strategies.
 Improve physical accessibility of rural area to services and opportunities.
 Local benefits from land development potential ito, Industry, Agriculture and Tourism
 Improved infrastructure services against anticipated growth trends.
 Additional impoverished areas inherited from Ntambanana.
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SPATIAL SUSTAINABILITY
 Sensitive and degraded landscapes with en most empoverished rural areas.
 Balanced development within carrying capacity of natural environment.
 Rich Coastal Forests – Link to iSimangaliso Wetland area from Nhlabane.
SPATIAL RESILIANCE
 Need for local self-sufficiency built around rural nodes.
 Ability to absorb impacts of increasing populations.

SPATIAL EFFICIENCY
 Increased Accessibility linked to regional networks (N2 & P700 Corridors).
 Spatial concentrations around nodes and corridors (Urban Edges & Development Growth Boundaries).
 Ability to attract and benefit from emerging opportunities in economic sectors (RIDZ etc)

GOOD ADMINSITRATION
• Linkages of spatial strategies to projects and capital budgets
• Localised Land Use Scheme guidelines in all areas.
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6.3.

Main Performance Qualities

The main performance qualities stem from the principles identified in section 6.1. These performance qualities represent the key
aspects by which the uMfolozi SDF intends to be measured against in the long term.
6.3.1. Maximised Accessibility
Accessibility promotes the highest level of accessibility to resources, services, opportunities and other communities. This is
intrinsically linked to transportation planning and should consider localised needs for the transportation of people and goods by
various modes of transport as guided by the scale and function of a region. In addressing accessibility at provincial and local level,
the need for possible new linkages, the upgrade in the capacity of existing linkages and the suitable mix of modes of transport
should be considered.
6.3.2. Spatial Equity
The way in which space is structured can either create limitations or create opportunities for socio-economic development. The
question of “who benefits and why” governs the logic for the provision of urban and rural services. From the perspective of achieving
an equitable region in uMfolozi, the question being asked is who should benefit and why should they benefit. Promoting spatial
equity in uMfolozi Municipality is an important aspect of the Spatial Development Framework as will be reflected in the strategies
thereof.
6.3.3. Environmental Sustainability / Efficiency
Responsible planning and socio-economic development must take into consideration environmental protection, conservation and
management; ensuring efficiency in resource use, energy, transport, etc.
The natural environment within uMfolozi Municipality produces resources which are the basic inputs to economic activities.
Furthermore, environmental sustainability forms the bases for (i) where development can occur and not occur; (ii) what type of
activity can be allowed or not allowed; and (iii) the level of intensity of activity to be allowed in specific locations in uMfolozi
Municipality.
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6.4.

The Core Spatial Concept

The core concept is a central point on how development within the spatial realm is intended to pan out. It captures the vision and
how this can be achieved based on the outcomes of the regional evaluation and an identified set of performance criteria. It pulls
together the main performance qualities in order to create a spatial logic to uMfolozi Municipalities development.
As agriculture is the backbone of uMfolozi municipality’s economy, it is vital to utilise its natural resource base to foster a path of
economic development with benefits to its population and beyond. The vision envisages a spatial structure which has the ability to
enhance spatial efficiency and equity with the ultimate aim of an improved quality of life. The concept of spatial integration and
differentiation take centre stage to inform the most appropriate spatial structure which will then inform strategies of the uMfolozi
SDF.
6.4.1. Spatial Integration
Spatial Integration in uMfolozi is concerned with how rural-urban linkages are created to enhance the interdependency existent in
the space economy. This linkage being sought is to promote the relationship between people, goods and services within the regional
domain.
Movement and transport with good infrastructure, feature as an enabling element to foster linkages within the region. Efficiency
becomes a relevant aspect of movement which needs to be considered in the spatial framework for uMfolozi in an attempt to
integrate the municipal and regional space.
The locations of settlements in relation to natural resources sit at the fore of making economic opportunities available at different
spatial scales. Spatial Integration promotes a variety of economic activities at appropriate locations and it is a prerequisite to spatial
heterogeneity and for the development of strong linkages in the spatial, economic and social system
6.4.2. Spatial Differentiation
The differentiation of space is equally relevant if the issue of sustainability is to be addressed. The idea of spatial differentiation is
intended to provide logic to where development should happen and should not happen, and how spaces with different
characteristics can be used appropriately.
One of the main elements is the environmental qualities embedded in the geophysical make-up of uMfolozi’s landscape. Places of
conservation, ridge lines, slopes, rivers and associated catchments and wetlands can be considered as absolute indicators which
determine where human activities should be prohibited or limited.
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The differentiation of space will determine the extent to which human activities can be allowed based on varying impacts on the
natural resource base.
6.4.3. Desired Outcomes
Principles
Outcomes
Sustainability 
Responsible use of natural
resources

Promotion
of
food
security
through sustainable small-scale
agricultural practices

Climate change adaptation and
mitigation practices
Efficiency






Accessibility





An efficient and robust land
development structure
Appropriate
and
functional
service delivery.
Managed growth within the
constraints of future plans
relating
to
infrastructure
provision
A
connected
and
effective
movement system in terms of
time and cost
Facilitating physical access to
opportunities for all communities
A local economy which has the
ability to utilise local skills and
resources
A
range
of
basic
service
standards
appropriate
to
different locations

Keys to Implementation









Resource protection and management.
Protection of key environmental resources.
Enforcement of proactive localised measures towards climate change
adaptability and mitigation.
Delivery of quality services and infrastructure through an efficient
delivery system.
Sustainable human settlement which is inclusive and in appropriate
locations.
Densification and compaction in appropriate locations.
An efficient and affordable public transport system
Quality of infrastructure and service delivery






Efficient and affordable public transport
Access to economic opportunity areas and markets
Avoid poverty pockets
Local economic growth
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6.5.

Key Spatial Strategies

The strategies for uMfolozi Municipality are intended to provide short, medium and long term direction to various aspects of
development including spatial planning, economic development, infrastructure planning and environmental planning. The ultimate
aim is to ensure a better quality of life of municipal residents through aspects dealing with spatial restructuring, accessibility and
mobility, economic opportunities and spatial resilience.
6.5.1. Supporting an efficient movement system
The desired movement structure for the uMfolozi spatial framework includes public investment in road connections to support
public transport and pedestrian movement with the aim of enhancing linkages with activity areas.
6.5.2. Encouraging strong and viable nodes
This strategy involves the identification of a hierarchy of nodal areas where mixed use activities and services can be concentrated.
The prerequisite for this strategy is connectivity and public transport to enable ease of access to the targeted threshold population
within the municipality. This will be related to areas feasible for priority spending on infrastructure, basic services and essential
public services, ideally, to support surrounding settlements.
6.5.3. Supporting public and private investment in appropriate locations
The desired locations for public and private investment is related to priority spending areas where need is considered a key
determinant for socio-economic investment. Whilst this strategy is interrelated to the intent for nodal areas, this strategy refers
specifically to needy areas which ultimately justify themselves for priority spending on infrastructure, housing, basic services and
essential public services to support particular settlements.
6.5.4. Supporting sustainable environmental conservation and management
The desired spatial form for uMfolozi involves the conservation of areas of environmental significance such as indigenous vegetation,
priority biodiversity areas, wetlands, rivers and their surroundings, etc. For this strategy to work there is the need for management
and enforcement of environmental laws and negotiation processes to enhance the viability of environmental conservation and
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management in the Municipality. These, together form part of contributing towards the minimisation of the related effects of climate
change and achieving a sustainable environmental system.
6.5.5. Managing settlement expansion through spatial policy
This strategy is interlinked to all the other strategies, particularly with the intention to maximise spatial efficiencies. The current
trend of dispersed settlements in uMfolozi does not work well for achieving sustainability in public investment, minimising
encroachment into sensitive environments and promoting small-scale agriculture. For uMfolozi Municipality, a containment edge is
proposed for the area of KwaMbonambi, Zonza and Nzalabantu which is bordered by environmentally sensitivity and undevelopable
landscapes. The idea of containment edges is intended to consolidate development within their current built-up areas whilst
promoting densification and spatial efficiency in these areas. This will assist in the improvement of service delivery efforts carried
out by the municipality and its development agencies.

6.5.6. Facilitating sustainable human settlements in appropriate locations
The desired spatial form for this strategy is directly linked to housing based on rural housing demand. In this particular instance,
emphasis is on housing and associated infrastructure within nodal areas directed by infill development. Within the current premise
of human settlements, there is the need to rationalise housing typologies in accessible locations (i.e. in proximity to social
amenities, jobs and transportation networks).
7. SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT AND FRAMEWORK
The spatial development concept integrates the spatial planning directives identified and translates them into a strategic spatial
vision for the municipality. Furthermore it incorporates the following building blocks which are interrelated in their function:
1. Nodes and Activity Areas
2. Movement and Connectivity
3. Environmental Structuring Elements
7.1.

Nodes And Activity Areas

Nodal Areas are where social, economic and infrastructural development is centred and accessible for the public to sustainably
utilise.
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The motive to promoting Nodal development is to increase densification, allow for an efficient public transportation system, redress
issues of fragmentation and isolation, creating opportunities through economies of scale and mitigating environmental degradation
and climate change impacts caused by sprawled development.
7.1.1. Hierachy of Nodes
The following proposed nodes within uMfolozi Municipality represent areas of greatest accessibility to centralise the current needs of
the Municipality. The attributes which define nodes are the existing
 Social, Economic, Education & Health Facilities
 Level of basic services
 Threshold population and accessibility in terms of road network and public transport
Nodes are classified in hierarchical order to signify their level of importance, role and function within a particular region. The
uMfolozi SDF attempts to find synergies between all proposed nodes, in order to maximise spatial opportunities in a holistic manner
for the betterment of all people.
7.1.1.1. Primary Development Node/Large Convenient Centre (Kwambonambi)
KwaMbonambi town is the only town which comprise of urban characteristics within uMfolozi Municipality. The town enjoys railway
line linkages of the Durban, Maputo and Gauteng Route. Furthermore the N2 (National Route) traverses the town providing great
potential for high intensity corridor development. KwaMbonambi (although a primary node) has high poverty and unemployment, as
well as underdevelopment with regards to infrastructure, however people are still attempting to migrate as close as possible to the
town. Therefore it’s imperative for the municipality to be proactive in proposing and implementing interventions to redress the
aforementioned issues in order for the town to carry out its functions as a primary node.
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Figure 10: Existing Petrol Filling Station servicing KwaMbonambi Town :Black Balance Image 2016
KwaMbonambi requires strategies of attracting public and private investment estimated to improve infrastructure development.
Facilities such as a Petroport can attract tourists along the N2 as well as reduce the inconvenience of traveling to neighbouring
towns for such facilities. Secondly a multimodal transportation hub, which integrates all modes of transport within the
municipality, can harness the reliability of public transport within the area and increase accessibility to KwaMbonambi town. Lastly
a development of a town planning scheme which complies with the current legislation to promote efficient use of land while
protecting high agricultural potential land located North West from KwaMbonambi town.
7.1.1.2. Secondary Development Node/Service Centre (Dondotha)
Dondotha is a rural town located in ward 9 North West of KwaMbonambi town. The area enjoys linkages from the P405 route
coming from the N2, leading to Mthonjaneni LM and the P494 route which provides access to Empangeni on the South
Western portion of the municipality.
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The area shows great potential in strengthening the corridor which connects to the N2 and Mthonjaneni LM. Currently the areas
consists of existing infrastructure, however it’s dilapidated and requires extensive renovations to continue operations, especially the
petrol filling station. The municipality should prioritise the provision of social and economic amenities, to mitigate the migration of
people along the uMhlathuze border as well as for the provision of job opportunities. This will ensure the growth of the
municipalities secondary node through attracting private investment and allowing people to spend the money they make within the
municipality. Land
Dondotha is central to most settlements within Mhlana T.A land, hence the revitalisation of the node is highly essential. Dondothas
location is more accessible to the mass of uMfolozi Municipality as opposed to KwaMbonambi, which entails that once proper
infrastructure and social services have been proposed and implemented, this node can be proclaimed as a primary node.
7.1.1.3. Secondary Development Node/Service Centre (Mabhuyeni)
Mabhuyeni is located along the proposed P425 tertiary corridor which connects to Zonza and Cinci on the northern boundary of the
municipality. The increase in population numbers has indicated that Mabhuyeni has become one of the ideal areas for settlement
development. Its close proximity to major surrounding towns such as Empangeni and Richards Bay, as well as KwaMbonambi has
promoted the formation of uncontrolled densification, which can have major developmental constraints if not mitigated soon.
The area currently allows access to educational and social facilities, while economic opportunities are characterised by small
informal shops in households.
Mabhuyeni is located in close proximity to a train station which passes through Dondotha and Mthonjaneni towards the west, as
well as Nseleni and Richards Bay towards the east. This provides an opportunity to increase public transportation in the area, to
accommodate a variety of typologies through a multimodal transportation Hub. Furthermore the intensification of infrastructural
projects will allow people to spend within the municipality, find jobs in close proximity to their homes and promote densification in
a formal manner. An expansion area has been demarcated for the transportation hub, which will then allow for a cybernated growth
of residential and developments around it.
7.1.1.4. Tertiary Development Nodes (Nzalabantu)
The Nzalabantu-Mzingazi area is located along the coast in Mbonambi traditional authority land. The landscape and natural
topography is under immense pressure due to increasing densities. The strategic location along the coast, in close proximity to
Richards Bay minerals as well as uMhlathuze LM, has attracted high population migration for better job opportunities.
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The rural-urban sprawl development has resulted in informal and formal housing developments on unsuitable land which is either
prone to flooding or soil erosion.
A Town Planning Scheme has been prepared by the municipality to provide spatial definition for the area, efficiently demarcating
zones for residential, commercial, environmental and social facilities. Furthermore the Draft SDF has proposed a Tertiary node
within Nzalabantu, as well as a secondary movement corridor development which will provide direct access to KwaMbonambi Town.
The rationale to proposing a tertiary node is to provide infrastructure services that can amplify the aesthetic nature of the coast,
attract private investment along the coast and reduce the clustering of households along the border of uMhlathuze. There are also
natural elements which require protection from the increased densities, such as the Lake Mzingazi in uMhlathuze as well as the
Lake Nhlabane further north along the coast line.
The node further requires a tourism development plan as well as a local area plan which will provide an in-depth study of the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and constraints of the area. This goes beyond proposing nodes, to finding the most feasible
land uses for economic and tourism opportunities.
7.1.1.5. Tertiary Development Node-Agri Village (Zonza)
Zonza is located in between KwaMbonambi Town and Dondotha along the P232 West route. Recently the population threshold of
the area has increased radically, with people coming in from all directions seeking for better job opportunities. Furthermore the
location of KwaMbonambi Town proves to be desirable due to the N2, which provides easy access to Richards Bay and Empangeni.
An Agri-hub/Agri-Village is proposed within Zonza to promote sustainable Rural Human Settlements and Preserve the Irreplaceable
Agricultural Land along route P232 West. The benefits of an Agri-Village are as follows (King Cetshwayo Municipality Human
Settlement Strategy (2015: 129):
 “Encourage people to stay in rural areas
 Create self-employment opportunities
 Create opportunity for small farmers where like-minded people can value add your produce
 Create a bartering community
 Create a venue to earn living
 Promote a healthier lifestyle from consuming organically grown food
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Allow all members to have the opportunity to attend skills development initiatives e.g. Permaculture, cheese making, food
processing
Create a sustainable solution to land reform in uMfolozi and SA as a whole
Utilaize unproductive farmers that are owned by government
Make poor people less dependent on government grants
Address the issue of land ownership”

The Agri-Village will further compliment the proposed Agri-Corridor along road P232 connecting KwaMbonambi Town and Zonza.
KwaMbonambi has limited space for proposing expansion development zones, due to the high agricultural potential land around the
town. The corridor will allow for a variety of agricultural land uses to be proposed and concentrated, to form an intense linear
agricultural corridor.
7.1.1.6. Rural Settlement Clusters (Nthuthunga , Novunula, Cinci, Magwetshana, Makhwezini & Bhiliya)
The aforementioned rural settlement clusters are located within the north-western portions of the municipality within Mhlana,
Mambuka and Somopho Traditional Authority land.
During the public participation meetings, issues of inefficient public transportations systems, lack of economic and social facilities,
backlog in water and sanitation infrastructure as well as the inefficient provision of dams for watering communal gardens and
providing water for their livestock were highlighted by the communities.
Often planning initiatives neglect areas such as the aforementioned Rural Settlement Clusters, because they are too far from
serviced urban nodes, which make them an expense to service. Furthermore their settlement structure is too scattered, therefore
raising more constraints for service delivery.
Provision of services in Rural settlement clusters is over emphasised on social services as opposed to a balanced distribution with
the provision of economic opportunities. A number of people who are employed in neighbouring municipalities, complain about how
most of the money they make is used for public transport as opposed to improving the well-being of their families. The provision of
permanent job opportunities is in high demand for these areas. The LED unit should attempt to exploit the opportunity of being
located in close proximity to the uMfolozi-Hluhluwe Game reserve, through allowing private developments for accommodation, camp
sites and resorts. This will provide permanent job opportunities for the area as well as attract tourists who can inject more income
within umfolozi.
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7.2.
Hierarchy Of Corridors
Corridor development allows for the intensification of mixed use infrastructure along a defined geography, providing efficient
linkages between economic and social nodes.
The following corridors have been highlighted as strategic routes for intensifying strategic land uses and improving the socioeconomic sectors within the uMfolozi Municipality.

7.2.1.

Distinction Of Corridors In Umfolozi Municipality

7.2.1.1. Primary Corridor (National Road 2-N2)
The most prominent and strategic route within uMfolozi Municipality is the N2. It traverses the municipality on a north-south
direction, heading towards KwaDukuza Local Municipality and Durban in the south as well as Mtubatuba and Zululand District
Municipality towards the north.
The National road is a major tourism route for tourists traveling to areas such as Lake St. Lucia, Richards Bay harbour, Durban
and Margate towards the south. The municipality should attempt to exploit the tourism opportunities it has, through providing the
most appropriate infrastructure that can attract tourists to uMfolozi.
The above mentioned petro port is a feasible starting point, if placed just off the N2, to provide brochures about uMfolozi and
market the area as a suitable tourist destination. That being said, a tourism plan is also essential to unravel tourism opportunities
within uMfolozi.

Figure
13:
Proposed
Secondary corridor
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7.2.1.2. Secondary Corridor (P232Wast, P232West, P499,D312/P700)
One secondary mixed use corridor, an Agri-Secondary Corridor and two secondary movement corridors have been are identified in
uMfolozi Municipality. These routes have been defined according to the core roles they play in the municipal space. The secondary
mixed use corridor pays a similar role to the Primary Corridor but at a much lower magnitude. They act as connectors between a
number of hinterland settlements whilst a movement corridor on the other hand, provides for high accessibility and constant flow of
movement between nodes and areas situated some distance from each other.

7.2.1.3. Agri-Secondary Corridor (P232 West)
The P232 West route links KwaMbonambi town with the proposed tertiary node (Zonza) and Dondotha. The SDF has proposed an
Agri-Corridor along this route(from KwaMbonambi to Zonza), to preserve the Irreplaceable Agricultural land from Rural Sprawl
development. The Agri-Corridor will complement the Irreplaceable Agricultural land along the corridor, prevent any form of ad hoc
development, while providing job opportunities for small scale farmers attempting to expand their business. This route will also play
a support role to the proposed Agri-Hub in Zonza, which will consist of Agri-villages that promote sustainable rural human
settlements as stipulated in the Draft Land reform Green Paper and the Draft Land Tenure Security Bill(LTSB).

7.2.1.4. Secondary Movement Corridors (P499, D312/P700)
The P499 connects from the P232 acting as a link between the Primary Node(KwaMbonambi Town), Proposed Agri-Hub(Zonza) and
the Secondary Node(Dondotha). This movement corridor serves as the public transport route by which these inland settlements are
able to access services in towns such as KwaMbonambi and Richards bay. In terms of maintaining this important relationship
between these settlement areas and activity areas, these routes would require upgrading to road surfaces to facilitate better public
transport movement whilst promoting a fair level of spatial equity.
The D312 links uMfolozi Municipality and the P700 corridor which links Mthonjaneni and uMhlathuze. As per the proposed SDF,
this route passes two proposed Rural settlement Clusters (Makhwezeni & Bhiliya). Eco-Tourism opportunities are apparent along
this corridor, due to its close proximity to Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Game Reserve. These Rural Settlement Clusters should be integrated
with the proposed secondary movement corridor, through intensifying eco-tourism opportunities which will provide job
opportunities and improve socio-economic well-being.
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7.2.1.5. Secondary Mixed Use Corridor (P232 East)
The P232 intercepts the N2 along KwaMbonambi town. It extends towards Sokhulu T.A on the eastern portion of the municipality
towards the coast, as well as on the border of Zonza and KwaMbonambi Town on the western portion of the municipality.
The P232 east route provides the only direct linkage of the coastal area to KwaMbonambi Town. Its proposed designation stems
from the fact that this route acts as a significant East-West linkage for the scattered settlements along the coast and also the
presence of subsistence agricultural areas in adjacent areas along this route.
Any proposed development along these routes should have a positive economic and social impact to local communities, making use
of nodes as focal points with a view that in future a more linear approach will suffice. This is in line with the SPLUMA,District and
PDGS principles of ensuring that development has positive outcomes on the local residents in an attempt to address social
inequalities.
7.2.1.6. Proposed Secondary Corridor (Kwambonambi Town-Nzalabantu Connector)
Currently, there exists a weak East-West linkage in the municipality, particularly between the Nzalabantu-Mzingazi areas. Reasons
for this disconnection include the separation between state land and Traditional Authority Land by privately owned land.
A new corridor is proposed for settlements within the Nzalabantu-Mzingazi area, in order to integrate and provide access to the
administrative services from KwaMbonambi Town. SPLUMA requires that everyone has equitable access to basic, social, economic,
and administrative services. Due to KwaMbonambi being the only formal town within the municipality, it’s important to ensure
access is available for all the communities within the municipality.
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7.2.1.7. Tertiary Corridors (P515,P494,P425)(D875)
The highlighted tertiary corridors are the lowest ‘strategic’ routes identified within the uMfolozi SDF. They provide linkage to tertiary
development nodes and areas of potential tourism development. Currently the state of these corridors is inadequate creating major
constraints in the mobility of vehicles and the distribution of services.
The major issue with uMfolozi municipality and the road network is premised around accessibility. According to the public
participation meetings held in Mambuka, Somopho and Mbonambi T.A land, people have to travel to either Empangeni or
Richardsbay first, in order to get to KwaMbonambi.
The aforementioned roads require prioritisation in road infrastructure projects, to ensure they serve the purpose of accommodating
feasible vehicular movement and the distribution of services.
7.3.

Environmental Structuring Concept

The Environmental Structuring Concept allows for the protection of the environment through finding synergies between the built
environment, natural environment, cultural heritage and symbolic locations. It incorporates elements such as high potential
agricultural land, riverine systems as well as catchment areas, unprotected biodiversity and ecological zones.
Ever since uMfolozi Municipality was deemed a drought prone area, its natural systems have not been working as efficiently as they
were previously. Most of the dams within the municipality are dry, and the underground water has been used up in most areas.
Furthermore the settlement patterns especially near environmentally sensitive land has proven that the municipality and traditional
authorities have been working in silos.
The uMfolozi Local Municipality SDF promotes environmental sustainable development which ensures the efficient utilisation of the
natural environment, in a manner that is not detrimental for future generations. It further seeks to adequately conserve and
manage environmental elements which support the proper functioning of its biodiversity and eco-systems, and contribute to climate
change mitigation and adaptation. The SDF thus makes proposals for the following:
 River systems as essential functional systems would ideally require legally defined buffer areas to be applied to minimise
undesirable impacts.
 Ecological and biodiversity zones which are not formally protected would require to be appropriately designated as part of the
municipal open space system where appropriate rules would apply.
 Formally protected areas such as the Isimangaliso Wetland Park and uMfolozi-Hluhluwe Game reserve would require
retaining their current status and be appropriately maintained to combat any form of degradation.
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7.4.

Elements Of Spatial Development Framework

The following elements comprise of strategic decisions which incorporate past, current and future considerations to ensure efficient
sustainable development and preservation of the environment.
7.4.1. Containment Edges
The notion of adopting containment edges around settlements allows for the protection of environmental sensitive areas, while
promoting increasing density development within a controlled and planned environment.
The rationale behind the urban edge determination includes the:
 Protection of Natural and Human Elements
- reducing pressure on sensitive environments;
- protecting important elements within settlements; and
- Avoiding hazards.
 Achieving a Dynamic Balance between the Landscapes of Society
- Urban/Rural/Wilderness Landscapes;
- promoting Small Scale Agriculture,


Achieving Greater Urban/Rural Efficiencies
- eradicating sprawl and promoting compaction;
- managing waste;
- coordination of line and point bulk services to increase efficiency

7.4.1.1. KwaMbonambi Town –Zonza settlement edge
According to the Agricultural Land Clauses map KwaMbonambi Town and Zonza settlement in ward 8 are separated by
Irreplaceable land(High Agricultural Potential Land) along road P232. Furthermore this area falls under the Agricultural Act 70 (Act
70 of 1970), which protects agricultural land from encroachment or any formal development unless consent has been granted by
Ezemvelo Wild Life and the Department of Agriculture and Environmental Affairs.
Population migration has increased substantially in the Zonza settlement over the years. People are attempting to locate as close as
possible to the economic opportunities located within KwaMbonambi Town. Currently the land separating the two has not been
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affected by migration patterns, but once more economic opportunities avail themselves within KwaMbonambi this area will be the
most vulnerable from sprawled development.
Delineating a containment edge will mitigate sprawl development and ensure a more controlled and sustainable form of settlement
development.
7.4.1.2. Rationalisation of Urban Edges
Once the proposed boundaries have been set along its appropriate perimeter, it’s essential to make sense of the edges in relation to
the most suitable way to sustainable growth. As a result, two approaches have been identified: Polycentric growth or conglomerate
growth.
Polycentric Approach
This approach promotes the growth of KwaMbonambi town and Zonza settlement towards each other, however while they remain
separate towns due to the different roles they play in the regional economy. The following elements influence the polycentric
approach:
- The criteria contained in the Urban Edges Guidelines prepared by the erstwhile Department of Co-operative Governance
and Traditional Affairs;
- The preservation of heritage (tree line) between KwaMbonambi town and Zonza;
- Protecting the sensitive landscape between KwaMbonambi town and Zonza; and
- The potential to achieve urban efficiency through densification in KwaMbonambi town and Zonza
7.4.1.3. Conglomerate Approach
The conglomerate approach aims to grow and integrate both towns so they could function as a single entity. This form of growth is
dependent on a number of factors especially in rural areas, where there are discrepancies in land ownership. Ward 8 is under the
ownership of Mhlana Traditional Authority, while KwaMbonambi town is owned by the state. Furthermore the public and private
interest could have mixed emotions on such an approach.
Furthermore Zonza as opposed to KwaMbonambi Town is not a formally planned Town. This would raise many difficulties in the
provision of services in the area.
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7.4.1.4. Proposals
The SDF aims to adopt the Polycentric approach as opposed to the Conglomerate approach, due to the aforementioned issue of land
ownership as well the opportunity to develop an Agri-corridor.
uMfolozi’s economic sector is dominated by agricultural development, however much of it is subsistence farming which produces
enough food for families, often living in extreme poverty.
The SDF will propose an Agricultural Boundary between the two settlements which will accommodate the development of an agricorridor.
The following factors influenced the delineation of the Agricultural Boundary line:
 Irreplaceable Agricultural Land
 Threatened Agricultural Land
 Promotion of Small Scale Rural Agriculture
The Agricultural Boundary will make use of the arable land along the corridor while promoting linear growth of people as opposed to
scattered development. This containment edge will require stakeholder engagements with relevant stakeholders to release it from
Agricultural act 70(1970 of 70). The proposal aims to retain the agricultural qualities of the area while providing job opportunities
for subsistence farmers who want to expand their business.
Apart from the aforementioned issue of land ownership, the conglomerate approach will prove difficult to implement because Zonza
is not a formal settlement and thus does not have the same characteristics as KwaMbonambi Town.
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Figure 18: Proposed KwaMbonambi-Zonza Containment Edge
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The conglomerate approach is a result of balancing public and private interest in land development. Public participation as well as
stakeholder engagements will assist in finding this balance in spatial development, however the following must be considered in
order to guide responsible planning and development:
A. The need to adopt a phased approach to development will provide an avenue for expansion to occur in a logical manner.
Further development should be guided by need, desirability and the long term benefits it provides both at a local and regional
scale.
B. The prerequisite to urban expansion of Zonza and Dondota Town should be guided by achieved targets for densities and infill
development.
C. The availability of public and private funding for investment into bulk infrastructure.
Sympathy
7.4.1.5. Nzalabantu Settlement Edge
The Nzalabantu-Mzingazi area, by virtue of its location along the coast lends itself to proper planning and Management.
Furthermore the clustering along the uMhlathuze border raises many cross-border issues which prompt the proposal of a Town
planning Scheme.
The uMfolozi SDF calls for the proposal of a settlement boundary to control development within an appropriate region, as well as
protect sensitive dune plantations along the coast.
The border of Ward 6 and uMhlathuze has undergone a redetermination process of its ward boundary through The Local
Government Municipal Demarcation Act of 1998. This was an initiative to assist service backlogs for that selected area in uMfolozi
Municipality.
7.4.1.6. Proposals
A. A proposed node to serve as a preferred location of social/ public facilities and economic activities.
B. Propose a corridor that will provide access to KwaMbonambi Town, and further act as a gateway to the coast where tourism
opportunities can be developed, such as coastal resorts and accommodation.
C. The need to increase border management, which can be co-facilitated by the community and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife.
D. Proposed Expansion Areas
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7.5.

Conclusion

The combination of the above spatial concepts has resulted in the compilation of a Spatial Development Framework Map which
depicts the spatial intentions of uMfolozi Municipality as part of achieving its long term vision.
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Figure 19: Proposed Nzalabantu Containment Edge
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7.5.1. Environmental Management and Conservation Areas
Although rural municipalities such as uMfolozi lag behind in infrastructure services due to Apartheid policies, they have rich
natural landscapes that are untouched and provide opportunities for agriculture and tourism development as well as a functioning
ecosystem and attractive landscape.
uMfolozi municipality requires an efficient open space system which takes cognisance of ecological resources. Ecological resources
are irreplaceable, hence they should guide sustainable development in rural towns. On that notion, necessary planning measures
should be proposed to mitigate ad-hoc and unplanned development, in order to preserve ecological resource which has great
economic significance in the municipality.

7.5.1.1. Conservation
The uMfolozi River which makes up part of the northern boundary of uMfolozi Municipality, is a major source of fresh water for
Lake St Lucia (Africa’s Largest estuary). Lake St Lucia is part of the estuarine-linked coastal lake system of the greater iSimangaliso
Wetland Park (World Heritage Site since 1999).
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According to the (Isimangaliso Wetland Park Integrated Management Plan 2017-2021) iSimangaliso is highly valued because of its
unique ecological and cultural assets, and the potential of these to generate tourism development and, hence, to economic growth
and prosperity. The document further stipulates that iSimangaliso attained three criterions from the 10 World Heritage listing for
conservation which are:
- “Criterion vii: to contain superiative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance.
- Criterion ix: to be an outstanding example representing significant on-going ecological and biological processes in the
evolution and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal and marine ecosystems, and communities of plants and
animals.
- Criterion x: to contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in situ conservation of biological diversity,
including those containing threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science
conservation.”
The uMfolozi SDF acknowledges the importance of the iSimangaliso Wetland Park and the Cape St Lucia estuary. Buffer zones are
proposed around the wetlands and uMfolozi River, to protect it from the following contamination sources:
- Improper waste management and lack of waste infrastructure
- Mining activities
- Commercial forestry which reduces fresh water inflow to Lake St. Lucia
- Land Use management to protect it from conflicting with improper land developments.
Lake Eteza and Lake Nhlabane are prestigious lakes within the municipality, which require strict conservation measures. Given the
current state of water shortage in the country especially in uMfolozi Municipality, it’s vital to take cognisance of the role these lakes
play within the region.
The lakes require buffers that will ensure their protection from human activities. The same applies for the rivers, wetlands, cliff
faces and dams which exist within the municipality. Most of the dams within the KwaMthethwa region have been reported to be dry
due to the drought. According to the IDP rep forum the municipality has undergone a public participation process and proposed
dams where they are most needed.
7.5.2. Agricultural Development Areas
Agricultural activity is currently the backbone of uMfolozi’s local economy. As a result, caution must be taken to safeguard
agricultural land and complementary resources which drive this essential sector. Of importance to note is the impact of land claims
(both settled and gazetted) on commercial agricultural land which has the potential to lead to fragmentation of agricultural land and
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impacting negatively on yields. Below are proposals made to safeguard commercial agriculture but also to promote small-scale
agricultural practices as part of sustaining existing livelihoods, particularly in uMfolozi’s rural settlements.
a.

Commercial Agriculture

This primary objective is to protect high agricultural land from loss and deterioration. Prime commercial agricultural land should
also as far as possible be protected. Agricultural land designated as “irreplaceable” and primary agricultural land “shown on Map
24 are to be reserved, preferably for large and medium scale commercial agriculture. Any form of land use that does not promote
agricultural development or may have negative effect on the productivity of this land should be discouraged in these areas, any
development with cumulative negative impacts should be discouraged, and management of this area should also be done in
accordance with the Land Use Management Guidelines.
b.

Subsistence Agriculture

Subsistence agriculture generally occurs within the traditional settlement areas, and the uMfolozi Municipality is no exception.
Communities have been living and practicing subsistence agriculture in these areas for several years, without any management
controls or systems being developed. Owing to the fact that majority of this land is designated as “secondary agricultural land”, it
lends itself to the current practices of subsistence agriculture and therefore important to preserve and conserve these areas for
such. As part of improving subsistence agriculture, it is imperative that these efforts are consolidated through agricultural Cooperatives to promote outputs and markets for produce.
From this perspective, it is also important to develop necessary management controls for rural land use within the traditional
settlements. Further to this, awareness campaigns that seek to educate communities about better agricultural practices and
environmental issues would go a long way towards local production and better livelihoods
7.5.3. Public and Private Investment Areas
The current national and provincial agenda is geared towards infrastructure development as the backbone of job creation,
particularly driven by the National Development Plan. Also taking into account the strategies and objectives of the PGDS, the
following nodes in uMfolozi Municipality are proposed for both public and private investment:
7.5.3.1. KwaMbonambi
The PGDS indicates that the water requirements of the KwaZulu-Natal metropolitan coastal areas are growing rapidly. This is due to
the current economic growth, improved water supply services, urbanisation of the population and associated expansion of
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residential and other developments being implemented. The current Rehabilitation of KwaMbonambi may result in increased
densities and this would have an impact on the provision of water and sanitation infrastructure. Public investment would be
required for water and sanitation infrastructure as part of achieving a liveable human settlement, attract economic investment and
in turn, impact positively on the quality of life.
Following the need for improvement in households’ access to water coupled with the scarcity of water within the Province, there is
the need to ensure that households are educated on the importance of wise water usage. Alternatively, there is a need to identify
other water sources.
7.5.3.2. Dondotha
Dondotha is central to most communities within the Municipality. It further provides routes which allow access into KwaMbonambi
Town and Empangeni. Therefore, investments in the road network development will be required. Development of public
transportation facilities serving the nodal area and its surrounding settlements is also required.
7.5.3.3. Mabhuyeni
Mabhuyeni’s location in close proximity to major economic towns and public transportation routes, allows for the opportunity to
promote a major transport hub in uMfolozi Municipality. Investment in the public transport infrastructure is required, as well as
the implementation of a transportation Hub, which can accommodate the different forms of public transportation.
7.5.3.4. Nzalabantu (coastal tourism) and Bhiliya (Eco-Toursim)
This area is identified as a potential tourism node in uMfolozi Municipality with tourism assets which can be harnessed. Public
investment is required in terms of road upgrades to provide better access to the tourism site, tourism marketing as well as private
or community investment in rustic accommodation in support of the tourism activities in the Bhiliya region.
7.5.3.5. Basic Services Priority Areas
These are areas identified by the PGDS are deprived in terms of service delivery. This would require a deliberate injection of public
investment into basic services such as water, sanitation, electricity and waste collection as part of achieving the spatial equity and a
better quality of life in rural settlements.
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7.5.4. Industrial Development Areas
The uMfolozi SDF aims to grow the primary node (KwaMbonambi Town) through proposing an industrial estate, which can yield
better economic opportunities and improve the municipalities revenue base. The current dependence on the agricultural sector has
not proved resourceful in the provision of job opportunities for people living in uMfolozi as well as the overall revenue base of the
municipality. Therefore as a tool to improve these financial constraints, the SDF has proposed the transition into Industrial
Development along the N2, to fully exploit the opportunities of the existing rail routes and Richards Bay Industrial Development
Zone RBIDZ.
Industrial development zones leverage domestic and foreign fixed direct investment in value-added and export-oriented
manufacturing industries and services. The RBIDZ is part of the new SEZ programme which surfaced from the short comings and
weaknesses of the IDZ programme. The SEZ’s aim to accelerate industrial development, foreign and domestic investment attraction,
unlocking regional development, broadening economic access to economic opportunities to previously marginalised citizens and
regions, create more quality jobs, and improvements in the general living standards of South Africans.
The SEZ programme is encouraged by developments in national economic policies and strategies such as the National Industrial
Policy Framework, New Growth Path, and National Development Plan Vision 2030 as well as developments in the global economic
environment such as the formation of BRICS. The New Growth Path promotes “new sources of competitiveness that lie in innovation
and productivity” and “measures to expand domestic and regional demand as well as export promotion”. On the other hand the NDP
vision 2030 encourages the formulation of policies which focus on developing areas of competitive advantage, where there are
revealed strengths and the development of non-mineral manufacturing and services.
The RBIDZ, which is deemed to be a SEZ aims to cluster downstream manufacturing business towards the north between Nseleni
and KwaMbonambi Node in uMfolozi Municipality. The proposal is part of a 50 year master plan which is geared to provide
significant contribution to the municipalities economic growth through creation of employment opportunities, upgrading the skills,
technology transfer, deepening economic empowerment to the previously disadvantaged Individuals. The Industrial estate will allow
for a variety of uses from heavy to light industrial, with supporting commercial activities, business and office park developments.
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7.6.

Key Spatial Interventions

The following interventions signify areas where priority spending should occur and other development initiatives would have to be
channelled.
Table 13 outlines the broad interventions and corresponding actions which will have to occur in strategic locations in umfolozi
Municipality.
Table 16: Key Interventions and Priority Spending Areas
Broad Intervention Specific Intervention
Action Required
Nodal Planning

KwaMbonambi
Urban
Development
Framework/Small
Town
Rehabilitation
Programme
(on-going)
Dondotha
Densification
Strategy and Local Area Plan

Service Delivery and Provision
of
Infrastructure
infrastructure
Development

 Infrastructure Upgrades
 Investment Retention
 Beautification of Town

Commission
the
preparation
of
the
Dondotha Densification
Strategy and Local Area
Plan
Transport 
Upgrading of P232
east

Prefeasibility
study
for the durability of a
Agri-Corridor
along
P232 West

Public
transport
shelters along route
P232 east and west,
as well as tertiary
corridors linking to
rural
settlement
clusters
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Expected Outcome
 Creation of Job opportunities
 Establishing attraction and expansion areas
 Enhanced competitiveness of node
Implementation of the Dondotha Local Area
Plan and Densification Strategy





Formal taxi rank shelters to facilitate better
movement
Agri-Corridor
to
start
providing
opportunities for small farmers.
Provision of bulk infrastructure along route
P232.
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Broad Intervention

Specific Intervention

Action Required

Expected Outcome


Waste
collection
management
Institutional
Development
between
Neighbouring
Municipalities

Integrate
the
proposed
Industrial and commercial
agriculture along the N2, to
provide
better
job
opportunities for people.

Development of the Diversification
Tourism Sector
products
Sustainable
Agricultural
Development

7.7.

and

of

tourism

Investigate
western
transport linkages
Phased
Solid
Waste
Collection
for
Nodal
Areas
and
rest
of
municipality
Liaise
with
private
property owners along
the N2, to ascertain
consent to release land
for
industrial
development.
Investigation of heritage
tourism options at a subregional level

Rationalise Transferred Land
Claims Sites and proposed
activities

100% Waste Collection and Management

Co-ordinated and efficient municipal transition
process

formulation of a Municipal Tourism Strategy
formulation of the Agricultural development
Plan

Proposal for Basic Services Priority Areas

The Basic Services Priority Areas have been identified as areas where public spending on services such as water, sanitation and
electricity should be prioritised as referenced in the KwaZulu-Natal Spatial Development Framework under the category of “Areas of
High Social Need”. These areas as identified for social need in uMfolozi Municipality coincide with areas currently under authority
of traditional councils. Following this, intensive consultations were held with the ten traditional councils present in the municipality
to ascertain the extent of social need.
The analysis of information collected revealed that there is actually a great need for basic services as had been identified in the
KwaZulu-Natal Spatial Development Framework. The information collected is summarised (see Annexure A for a detailed report).
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From a planning viewpoint, it is clear that a number of factors have led to the existing need being experienced in the north-western
portions of the municipality. These include the following:
1. Rugged Topography: the nature of the topography has high cost implications for bulk infrastructure development thus making
it unattractive for public investment at economies of scale.
2. Scattered Homesteads: with regards to the topographical characteristics in the area, homesteads tend to be far apart thus
producing high costs per connection to households.
3. Sparsely-distributed Population: some of the areas are sparsely populated and therefore do not possess the required
thresholds to justify the provision of certain social facilities. However, an acceptable level of service is required to ensure access
to services in achieving the objectives to the National Development Plan
4. Lack of Public Transport: one of the factors causing inadequate access to services is the rather low frequency of public
transport to these areas.
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Table 17: Summary of Issues and Possible Strategies for Basic Service Priority Areas
Developmental
Prominent Issues
Possible Strategies
Theme
Water
 Inadequate
water
supply
(insufficient
and  King Cetshwayo District to augment water supply;
inconsistency of water delivery by water tankers)
 Ensure quality control checks on water are carried
out periodically;
 Low water quality
 Alignment of water services through better
 Lack of maintenance of water infrastructure
institutional arrangements;
 Implementation of infrastructure maintenance
plan by Water Services Authority
Sanitation




Short lifespan of VIPs / Substandard VIP structures
Lack of VIPs for some households





Electricity



Rampant illegal connections




Transport




Poor road surfaces
Insufficient access to public transport

Environment



Deforestation (for firewood and extensive harvesting 
of medicinal plants)

Presence of invasive plants
Erosion due to overgrazing on slopes
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Investigate alternative sanitation structures/
models such as urine diversion dehydration toilets;
Educate households on better maintenance of VIPs
to prolong usage;
Secure funding and roll out a phased provision of
VIPs or alternative system
Investigate alternative energy sources (solar
power);
Law enforcement to clamp down on illegal
connection culprits
Engagements with the Department of Transport;
Investigate the viability of a municipal transport
system to outlying areas;
Undertake awareness campaigns on the effects of
deforestation;
Support
for
tree
planting
by
respective
department;
Implementation of Invasive Plant campaign by
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Developmental
Theme

Prominent Issues


Possible Strategies

Lack of Landfill sites and waste collection thus
indiscriminate waste disposal



Economic
Development



Insufficient grazing land due to low rainfall






Lack of local economic development initiatives
Lack of skills development initiatives
Economic opportunities far from communities
Dormant tourism industry






Social Development




Land-related issues





Irregular visits of mobile facilities (clinics and 
libraries)
Inadequate facilities such as day care centres and
higher education facilities


Land disputes impacting negatively on housing 
projects
Lack of tools and systems to assist land allocation 
and better land use management
Lack of co-ordination between Amakhosi on land 
allocation in respective traditional boundaries (to
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communities;
Municipality to investigate landfill options and
provide waste removal services
Conduct community education on proper waste
disposal methods;
Municipality to review its LED strategy in
consultation with community leaders and seek
support to promote LED initiatives;
Investigate the efficacy of skills development
courses in local tourism;
Investigate an Agricultural Hub to provide
alternate forms of agricultural-related development
as well as skills development.
Municipality to put in place local heritage markers
with associated routes (eco-tourism as well as
cultural tourism opportunities)
Investigate schedule of mobile clinics thus
ensuring regular visitations by these clinics
through discussions
with the
responsible
authority;
Investigate population density and distribution
together
with
Standards
Provision
and
accessibility, in consultation with the Department
of Education
Investigate land status prior to selection of sites for
housing projects
Investigate feasibility and application of a Land
Use Scheme
Investigate map generation with boundaries that
officially register land extent and ownership.
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Developmental
Theme

Prominent Issues

Possible Strategies

minimise land use conflicts)
7.8.

Cross Border Planning Considerations

Cross-border planning is a participatory process which involves inputs from neighbouring municipal officials, in order to achieve
mutually beneficial outcomes.
As already indicated earlier in the report, Ntambanana Municipality will cease to exist as per the 2016 Municipal boundary redemarcation process. Furthermore the boundary separating ward 6 and Richards Bay will also be re-determined, and thus have
further implications on the cross-border issues.
The spatial alignment of planning with neighbouring municipalities is a legislative requirement closely monitored by the Department
of Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) to ensure that the spatial implications between municipalities are
addressed.
The methodology for this alignment has been the collection of data through individual meetings and telephonic discussions and
analysis of current development trends. uMfolozi Municipality is currently bordered by four municipalities, namely Mtubatuba,
Hlabisa, Mthonjaneni and uMhlathuze local municipality.
Table 18: Key Cross-Border Spatial Planning with Neighbouring Municipalities
MUNICIPALITY
TYPE OF CROSS BORDER CONSIDERATIONS
Mtubatuba
Environmental sensitivity
Adjacent land uses

Hlabisa

-

Environmental sensitivity
Adjacent land uses
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Mthonjaneni

-

uMhlathuze

-

Environmental sensitivity
Adjacent land uses
Traditional Authority boundary over both municipalities (implications for service
delivery)
Service delivery standards
Environmental sensitivity
Service delivery standards
Influence of nodal areas and adjacent land uses
Traditional Authority boundary over both municipalities (implications for service
delivery)
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Figure 21: uMfolozi-uMhlathuze Cross-Border Planning Considerations

Proposed developments along the border of
uMhlathuze and uMfolozi, is causing rural
sprawl development along the border of
Mabhuyeni, Cwaka and Nseleni.

Irreplaceable land located along the border
of uMhlathuze and uMfolozi, is vulnerable
from Sprawl development patterns.
This land is also vulnerable to the
proposed Industrial Development along the
N2 of uMhlathuze and uMfolozi. Formal
Stakeholder Engagements should be held
with relevant parties on the feasibility of
this development.
The re-determination of ward 6 boundary
in uMfolozi could call for public protests,
once uMhlathuze starts providing services
for the area it has inherited from uMfolozi.
The increased densities and sprawled
development on un-serviced land could
contaminate the water in Lake Mzingazi.
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Figure 22: uMfolozi-Mtubatuba Cross-Border Planning Considerations
Both municipalities share the same
coastline which is subject to national
management programmes. This includes
areas that fall under the management of
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife and are critically
important for biodiversity.

Strong linkages through the Primary N2
corridor allow for feasible flow of tourists
driving to and from Mtubatuba, as well as
logistical services.

The Mfolozi River acts as a natural buffer.
The River further acts as a mutual benefit
in water provision. The River serves as a
main feeder for the ISimangaliso Wetland
Park.

There
is
a
strong
alignment
of
environmentally sensitive areas; the border
between
uMfolozi
Municipality
and
Mtubatuba Municipality is separated by
the Mfolozi River.
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Figure 23: uMfolozi-Mthonjaneni Cross-Border Planning Considerations
Strategic P700 Corridor, only Tarred and
Maintained
from
Mthonjaneni
to
uMhlathuze

Potential
Eco-Tourism
Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Reserve
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7.8.1. uMfolozi Cross-Border Alignment Analysis
The Service Providers (Black Balance Projects) has conducted cross-border analysis for uMfolozi Local Municipality. The analysis
takes into consideration spatial elements within adjacent local municipalities that may have an impact on the spatial elements
within uMfolozi Municipality. These considerations are outlined below as follows:
Table 19: uMfolozi District Cross Border Analysis
Municipality
Cross-Border Consideration
1.Mtubatuba LM
There is a strong alignment of environmentally sensitive areas; the border between uMfolozi
Municipality and Mtubatuba Municipality is separated by the Mfolozi River.
 The Mfolozi River acts as a natural buffer which hinders the integration of natural and
infrastructure development between the two municipalities.
 The River further acts as a mutual benefit in water provision for both municipalities,
which means efficient joint planning between both municipalities is required to ensure
the sustainability of the river.
 The River serves as a main feeder for the ISimangaliso Wetland Park, which incorporates
substantial natural elements of both municipalities.
Strong linkages through the Primary N2 corridor allow for feasible flow of tourists driving to and
from Mtubatuba, as well as logistical services.
Both municipalities share the same coastline which is subject to national management
programmes. This includes areas that fall under the management of Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife and
are critically important for biodiversity.
2. Hlabisa LM
 uMfolozi Municipality is located on the southern boundary of Hluhluwe municipality, which is
also the boundary of the Hluhluwe-Mfolozi Game Reserve.

There have been negotiations on extending the boundary of the game reserve within the
uMfolozi Municipal boundary.

This can help boost Eco-Tourism within uMfolozi, however it also raises issues of
creating a proper buffer to prevent potential conflicting of land uses.

The Fuleni Coal mine is also located along the boundary separating the Game reserve.
These land uses are very conflicting and would require extensive stakeholder
engagements to mitigate any risks to wildlife.
 Both municipalities benefit from the Mfolozi River catchment which will require efficient
environmental management, to mitigate contamination of its water and the Isimangaliso
Wetland Park.
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3.Mthonjaneni
LM/Ntambanana LM




4. Mhlathuze LM








P700 is a provincial route which was inherited from the absorption of ward 17

This route provides a shorter and more direct link to the Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Park

This route provides access to Dondotha(Secondary Corridor), however it has not been
tarred and made feasible for vehicular transportation, hence people within Bhiliya(ward
17) have no direct access to KwaMbonambi Town.
Uncontrolled settlement development between the two municipalities could raise further
developmental issues on environmentally sensitive areas and will result in a loss of tourism
potential.
Heatonville which is absorbed by uMhlathuze Local Municipality was delineated as the
primary node for Ntambana LM.

Heatonville is in close proximity to the newly demarcated ward 17 of uMfolozi
Municipality.

Provision of services by uMhlathuze could raise public protests on the fragmentation of
wards.

Route P700 which intersects the node, holds similar benefits as Mthonjaneni LM.

The area has high agricultural potential land, which should be protected from
uncontrolled developed within the area, due to people striving to be located within the
uMhlathuze region and benefiting from the services provided by the municipality.
Population migration to former Ntambanana regions, absorbed by uMhlathuze and
Mthonjaneni, in search for better social facilities.
The promotion of sprawled development along the proposed residential development zones of
uMhlathuze.

The uMhlathuze SDF indicates that there are proposed residential developments along
the eastern boundary of uMfolozi Municipality.

Informal Settlement developments have been formed along the border of Nseleni
settlement in Empangeni as well as Richardsbay.
The re-determination of ward 6 boundary in uMfolozi could call for public protests, once
uMhlathuze starts proiding services for the area it has inherited from uMfolozi.

The increased densities and sprawled development on un-serviced land could
contaminate the water in Lake Mzingazi.
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7.8.2. Strategies for Identified Cross-Border Issues
From the cross-border issues identified, there is the need for some strategic interventions to occur at the regional level among the
neighbouring municipalities within uMfolozi Municipality in order to ensure coordinated decision-making, whilst minimising
conflicts where possible. Table 20 is a summary of proposed strategies.
Table 20: Proposed Strategies for Identified Cross-Border Planning Issues
Neighbouring Municipality
Strategic Planning Issue
1. Mtubatuba LM
Mitigation of man-made and natural
contamination of uMfolozi River which is
an environmentally significant area.
Integration through corridor development
of the N2
Coastal management and development
2. Hlabisa LM

3. Mthonjaneni LM

Prioritisation of route P700 for tourism
opportunities.
Regulation and mitigation of Sprawled
development.
Prioritisation of route P700 for tourism
opportunities.
Preservation of significance tourism site(
hluhluwe-uMfolozi game reserve)
Regulation and mitigation of Sprawled
development.
Splitting of traditional authority
between two municipalities.

Proposed Strategy
Establishing buffer around the river to prohibit
people from residing in close proximity to it.
Prioritisation of corridor and nodal development, to
exploit any possible economic opportunities through
tourism development. Proposing the construction of
a petro port in uMfolozi, for tourists driving by.
Investigate the possibility of inclusion of biodiversity
significant areas as part of the uMfolozi Open Space
System.
Prioritisation of corridor and nodal development, to
exploit any possible economic opportunities through
tourism development.
Alignment of service delivery opportunities and
capital investment to avoid public conflict
Prioritisation of corridor and nodal development, to
exploit any possible economic opportunities through
tourism development.
Establishment of conservation buffers around the
Biodiversity Priority Areas.
Co-ordinating
settlement
patterns
through
establishment of settlement plans to avoid
encroachment of land uses.

land Strategic stakeholder engagements with traditional
authorities,
Institutional
arrangements
(e.g.
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4. Mhlathuze LM

Memorandum of Understanding) for the governing
of municipal areas.
Political and social instability from the re- Coordination through establishment of development
determination of ward boundaries
plans that will guide project planning and
implementation in order to minimise conflicts and
Regulation of population migration
stalling of projects. Coordination in services delivery
may also be required.
Splitting of traditional authority land Strategic stakeholder engagements with traditional
between two municipalities.
authorities,
Institutional
arrangements
(e.g.
Memorandum of Understanding) for the governing
of municipal areas.
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7.1.

Consolidated uMfolozi Spatial Development Framework

The uMfolozi Spatial Development Framework is a culmination of strategic responses to the spatial issues and policies governing
spatial planning and development in the municipality. The various proposals are intended to fulfil the development vision of an
efficient and well-structured and efficient spatial system which attends to the settlement needs, environmental conservation and
management, as well as for different social and economic purposes, in a sustainable manner, with adequate consideration to
impacts at a sub-regional, regional and national scale.
The subsequent sections of this Spatial Development Framework Report are intended to guide the implementation of the uMfolozi
Spatial Development Framework towards its spatial vision and that of the uMfolozi Integrated Development Plan and its associated
sector plans.

8. IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK
As part of the uMfolozi IDP, the SDF and its implementation elements are crucial for progressive development of the municipal area
and its communities. Practical implementation of the SDF will be achieved through further detailed planning of special development
areas and the formulation of the suite of municipal land use management tools.
It is envisaged that the implementation of the uMfolozi SDF will address at least the following:
- The Basic Land Use Management Guidelines – this involves the preparation of a suite of land use management tools which
goes to implement the spatial future of the uMfolozi SDF. Included in this section are key elements to be managed and the key
mechanisms for land use management;
- The Capital Investment Framework – This section gives the broad budgeting response to capital investment for the SDF
proposals and planned sector department projects within the municipality;
- Sustainability Framework - The outcomes of each of these areas of implementation planning then results in an overall
systematic implementation strategy with a number of proposed interventions within the short, medium and long terms, and
with the intentions to influence directly the implementation of the uMfolozi Integrated Development Plan.
- Monitoring and Evaluation - In order to measure and monitor the success of the implementation of the reviewed Spatial
Development Framework, a set of spatial development evaluation criteria is required. The evaluation criteria can either be of a
qualitative and quantitative nature.
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9. BASIC LAND USE GUIDELINES
This component of the SDF is prescribed by legislation as per Section 26(e) of the Municipal Systems Act (Act 32 of 2000) whereby
basic guidelines for land use management system are to be included in the Municipal SDF. The land use management guidelines’ is
an implementation tool for the spatial strategies of the uMfolozi SDF. It is intended to direct implementation at a more detailed
planning level of the SDF. It is also important to note that the uMfolozi SDF provides a strategic direction to broad land uses
without necessarily changing development rights of individual properties.
One of the key tools by which land use is to be managed is through the formulation of the wall-to-wall scheme[s] as prescribed by
Chapter 2 of the KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development Act (No. 6 of 2008). The purpose is to provide a statutory and regulatory
instrument from which site-level decisions are made by municipalities.
9.1.

Land Use Management

A land use framework is one of the components of the land use management system of a municipality. The latter, referring to a set
of actions required by a municipality to manage land and includes different components, such as a SDF, Land Use Framework,
Scheme, Valuation and rating system, ownership and tenure, infrastructure and services etc.
A land use framework provides for the linkage between the Spatial Development Framework (SDF) of the uMfolozi Municipality and
the Scheme. It in effect, bridges this gap by providing additional information and guidelines that can assist the municipality in
decision-making processes, while a Scheme is under preparation. Its main purpose is to provide a basis for the preparation of a
Scheme.
Chapter 5 of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act (No. 16 of 2013) is the need for municipalities to adopt and
approve a single land use scheme for the entire municipal area, after public consultation has occurred.
9.1.1.

Linkage between the Spatial Development Framework and the Scheme

The Land Use Framework is a bridging/linking element that provides a linkage between strategic planning (SDF) and statutory
planning (Scheme). As such, the SDF provides strategic direction, the Linking Elements provide more detailed spatial plans and the
Schemes provide the statutory basis for land use decision-making. The relationship between the SDF, Land Use Framework and
Scheme is indicated in Figure 19.
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9.1.2. Purpose of a Scheme
According to the KZN Land Use Management Guidelines for the Preparation of Schemes for Municipalities: “Schemes are a tool used
by municipalities to guide and manage development according to the vision, strategies and policies of the Integrated Development
Plan and Spatial Development Framework, and in the interests of the general public to promote sustainable development and
quality of life.”
Schemes are put in place to:
-

Provide unambiguous land uses that will control land use and deter conflict;
Provide for the reservation of land for essential services;
Promote economic development and investor confidence by enabling a mix of land uses and efficient movement systems;
Promote social inclusion and resolve conflict;
Promote efficient land development by protecting natural, agricultural and cultural resources;
Reserve land for future development;
Provide for regulation and control of land uses as well as enforcement;
Provide for public involvement in land management decision making processes.
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Schemes have a particular role to play and cannot be expected to manage all development issues. Schemes are intended to be
transparent, and to provide information to officials, consultants, homeowners, developers and politicians on what may or may not
occur on a parcel of land or what uses the municipality may consider at its own discretion.
9.1.3. Administration of a Scheme
A Scheme is prepared and administered by planners. They provide a management tool for other interests such as health, transport,
environment, finance and infrastructure. Ultimately, however, municipal officials must administer the Scheme, while final decisionmaking rest with the Council. uMfolozi Municipality currently has two Town Planner. The uMfolozi Municipality therefore has
limited capacity to implement, manage and enforce a scheme, therefore care should be taken to allow the Scheme to be simple,
which will become increasingly complex over time, once capacity and resources are available.
9.2.

Key Elements for Land Use

Following the spatial issues identified and development proposals, elements which are key to the current and future development
are to be given attention and managed efficiently in support of the municipal vision. These elements are as follows:
9.2.1. High Potential Agriculture Land
Generally, any land considered to have potential for any form of agricultural activity would require some form of management
mechanism to be applied. The idea is to ensure that such land is not used inappropriately for other undesirable land uses,
particularly in light of promoting food security in South Africa. Of importance is also the need to guard high potential agricultural
land which often faces pressure from physical development. All agricultural land, particularly, those with high agricultural land and
those currently under agricultural activity are to be adequately guarded as an invaluable scarce resource that must be managed
appropriately. The Municipality`s Benefits from resource protection may include:

−
−

Continual food production towards food security and
Development of agricultural opportunities that support local livelihoods such as Local Economic Development (LED) projects.
9.2.2. Natural Assets (Water Resources and Environmental Assets

From the initial analysis which was undertaken, a significant portion of uMfolozi Municipality falls within an area of significant
biodiversity status especially along the coast. From protected areas to natural topographic features, these bring to the fore, the need
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to conserve and manage these elements of eco-tourism significance, particularly in light of their potential to facilitate tourism
development and other economic-related initiatives. Areas identified for urgent conservation are as follows:
Biodiversity Priority 1 Areas which still remain under threat from agricultural activities. Also of great significance for
conservation and management are those areas These areas which have been identified and designated as such also
provides the attraction of protected natural areas that draw both local and international tourists. An opportunity exists to
expand the boundary of the Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Game Reserve towards the immediate south to formally conserve the area
identified as a “Proposed Conservation Expansion Area” in the PGDS.
The conservation and management of these areas would require coordination between key stakeholders such as uMfolozi
Municipality, King Cetshwayo District Municipality, the Department of Agriculture and Environmental Affairs, Ezemvelo KZN
Wildlife and Land Owners.
-

The municipality is also endowed with some of the major river channels in the King Cetshwayo District. Water is the lifeline to
human survival, either for household use, industrial use and agricultural use. The National Water Act (1998) recognises that water
is a scarce resource and that there is a need for the integrated management of all aspects of water resources. This importance
which water holds therefore requires a deliberate management effort by uMfolozi Municipality to protect its water sources, but also
strengthening its management efforts with municipalities who share this resource.
For this purpose, the uMfolozi SDF has identified and buffered major rivers in the municipality as a way of managing activities that
occur along these water courses. Whilst these areas still face pressure from illegal sand mining activities, the municipality would
require support from the Department of Agriculture and Environmental Affairs in managing and enforcing applicable regulations
with regards to water resource protection.
The key objectives for the management of natural assets include:
A. net gain in the quantity and quality of indigenous vegetation;
B. zero tolerance to invasive plant species;
C. improving connectivity and long-term security of indigenous habitats and species;
D. managing river erosion and undertaking re-vegetation to ensure long-term protection and rehabilitation of the riverine areas
and wetlands;
E. community education relating to the value of biodiversity and indigenous flora;
F. working with farmers and farming groups to protect valuable indigenous vegetation on private farmland;
G. protecting wetlands areas;
H. Containing all new urban development within designated nodal areas.
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Land Use Element
Agricultural Land Use Management
Commercial Agricultural Land

Strategy

- Implementation of the Agricultural Development Land restitution within commercial
agricultural areas should be retained for agriculture.
- Other activities not involving agriculture should be directed to areas outside
agricultural potential into agreed upon growth areas.
- Allowance should be made for subsistence agriculture, market gardens.
Inclusion of projects like Agri-Hubs can be considered to promote improved agricultural
activities and local economic development.
Strategy for Management of Natural Assets
Environmental
 Maintenance of the farming landscapes to enhancement the condition of the natural
resource base present;
 Any land use change or development in farming and rural areas should provide for the
improvement in the condition of the local environment;
 Rules relating to management of buffer areas will have to be adhered to;
Tourism

Management of Settlements
Location

Land Suitability

 Primarily, tourism facilities within rural areas should be small scale, in conjunction
with the agricultural use of a property and should be of a size and in a location so that
rural and scenic non-urban landscapes are preserved and the agricultural use and
character of the property is maintained.
 Large tourism facilities should only be located in rural areas where there is a
demonstrated regional need, they are not suited to an urban area, they will not
compromise the rural landscape character, they provide for net environmental gains
and they meet their own infrastructure needs and costs
 Future rural settlements should be located predominantly within the agreed growth
areas.
 Future settlements, where permitted by the municipal strategies and outside agreed
growth areas, must be located to minimise environmental impacts and be sustainable.
Such settlements must satisfy the sustainability criteria contained in Section 6.6
 Future developments should be located on land that is suitable for the development
and capable of supporting the proposed land uses.
 Planning for future development on land already zoned for settlements but not yet
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developed should identify the constraints and opportunities of the land.
 Future development should avoid areas of environmental significance, significant
natural and/or economic resource, potential hazard, high land scape or cultural value,
etc.
 Future developments adjoining land with the above values should incorporate buffers
as necessary to help those values and to avoid future land use conflicts.
Table 21: Strategies for land use management

9.2.3. Settlement Location, Patterns and Growth
Settlements growth, if not planned and managed appropriately can have negative implications for environmentally sensitive areas,
adjacent agricultural land and access to services. Future residential settlements should be encouraged to locate within nodal areas
identified in the SDF.
In areas where public-funded housing projects occur, it is essential that these projects are executed in an integrated manner, taking
into consideration availability of basic services and infrastructure in support of building liveable and sustainable human
settlements.
Where necessary, housing projects should be phased in conjunction with basic services provision to minimise the occurrence of
abandonment by beneficiaries.
9.2.4. Sand Mining
Mining has been recognised as one of great importance to the South African economy; however the processes of prospecting,
extracting, concentrating, refining and transporting minerals have great potential for disrupting the natural environment. The
environmental effects caused by the mining of sand from a river, is no exception, often causing adverse impacts to biota and their
habitats as has been identified in uMfolozi Municipality. Although it can be acknowledged that this activity contributes to
employment and livelihoods, it requires control in order to balance the competing impacts of livelihoods and environmental
sustainability.
Negative impacts of sand mining, particularly along river channels include alteration of the flow patterns resulting in modification of
the river bed; an excess of suspended sediment; and damage to riparian vegetation and in-stream habitat.
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Guidance with respect to effective resource management would require coordination and integration of key stakeholders and
development partners to apply the needed regulatory processes.
9.2.5. Coordination and Management of Land Reform Project Sites
More often than not, there has been a disjuncture between settled claims and probable activities which have to occur on such sites
and this is not different in uMfolozi Municipality. With the Municipality having the mandate to municipal planning, there is the
need to be actively involved in the processes of land reform in order to proactively partake in the planning processes for land reform
projects. This will in turn become the platform from which land use management can be initiated on land reform project sites.
9.3.

Development Rights Management Mechanisms

9.3.1. Policy-Based Mechanisms
A land-use rights policy is essentially an expression of the government's perception of the direction to be taken on major issues
related to land use and the proposed allocation of the municipal land resources over a fixed period of time. It has a production and
a conservation component. A sound land-use policy is effectively part of the enabling environment and should cover all uses of land.
To achieve the policy objective of sustainable production and conservation of natural resources, uMfolozi Municipality should
pursue strategies which actively promote forms of land use which are both attractive to the people and sustainable in terms of their
impacts on land resources. This will have to be developed through a participatory, integrated and iterative process which promotes
greater likelihood of achieving implementation.
Examples of policy-based mechanisms for land use management which can be applied in uMfolozi Municipality are Rural Land Use
Policy and a Rural Densification Policy.
9.3.2. Regulatory-based Mechanisms
This refers to land use management mechanism which uses statutory instruments based on an applicable legislation to regulate
land use activities by lawfully conferring land use rights in terms of a Land Use Scheme. In KwaZulu-Natal, municipalities were to
have a single wall-to-wall scheme or a set of schemes with 100% coverage of the entire municipal area by 2015 as prescribed by
Chapter 2 of the KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development Act (No. 6 of 2008). Hence, according to the KwaZulu-Natal Planning
and Development Act (No.6 of 2008), uMfolozi Municipality is obliged to prepare a Wall-to Wall scheme, using the broad land use
proposals of the SDF as a guide.
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Table 22: Summary of Basic Urban Land Use and Development Guidelines
Land Use Type
Preferred Location
Land Use Management Guidelines
1. Residential

2. Commercial
Mixed Use

3. Urban
Periphery

 Nodal
areas
of  Formalisation of towns
KwaMbonambi,Dondotha,Mabhuy  Formulate Local Area Plans which will be translated into Land Use
eni and Nzalabantu(short term)
Schemes(If not yet formulated)
 Encourage densities of 5-10 dwelling units per hectare.
 Highest level of basic service delivery as appropriate.
/  Core activity areas within nodes
 To be identified in Local Area Plan
 Clustering of social facilities around public spaces
 Encourage the highest density possible with considerations to geotechnical
constraints and existing spatial form.
 Transition areas of built-up areas  Encourage intensive agricultural activities where possible and conservation
in nodal areas.
where appropriate

9.3.3. Basic Guidelines for Rural Land Use and Development
Within areas designated as Traditional settlement and subsistence agriculture in the SDF, the following management parameters
can be applied:
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Table 23: Summary of Basic Rural Land Use and Development Guidelines
Land
Use Preferred Location
Land Use Management Guidelines
Type
Rural
Residential

 Within existing
clusters

settlement  Encourage Infill and densification where appropriate
 Settlement plans to be formulated to identify suitable location for social
facilities and bulk infrastructure and be designated as “reserved sites”
 Provide acceptable standard of basis services

Commercial /  Along major routes or major  To be identified in Settlement Plan
Mixed Use
intersections where activities  Clustering of social facilities
are currently occurring.
Subsistence
Agriculture
Large-scale
Agriculture

 Within Imizi and immediate  Encourage intensive agricultural activities where possible and conservation
surroundings of settlement
where appropriate
clusters
 In areas of good agricultural  Discourage subdivision of Agricultural Land.
potential
 Areas
currently
under
commercial agriculture

For the purposes of managing agricultural land, the subdivision of prime agricultural land should be discouraged and the
development of this land for non-agricultural purposes should only be allowed if:
1.

The land has already been subdivided to such an extent that it is no longer agriculturally viable;

2.

The land has already been developed for non-agricultural purposes;

3.

The proposed development does not compromise the primary agricultural activity of the property;

4.

The proposed development comprises a secondary activity to supplement a landowner’s income;

5.

It will facilitate the implementation of the Land Reform Programme and Labour Tennant Projects.

The criteria for subdivision of agricultural land of less than 20ha as prescribed the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries should be discouraged as anything less than 20ha is not considered a viable unit for productive agriculture.
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Adding to the land use guidelines above, Table 21 is a summary of the general land use guidelines which can also be followed:
Table 24: General Land Use Guidelines
Land Use Element
Land Use Strategy
Settlement
Form  Be appropriately located in relation to its scale, nature or type of development.
and Hierarchy
 The ability to provide necessary infrastructure and services.
 Provide for mix of houses, jobs and open spaces.
 Enable mixed uses and home-based employment in residential/ village zonings where appropriate.
 Future rural residential development should be planned so any new opportunities strengthens the
settlement hierarchy identified in the municipal/ regional housing strategies.

Urban Design
Heritage

and 


Infrastructure
Provision




Employment Land





Future rural/urban development should recognise, protect and be compatible with any unique
topography, natural or built cultural features essential to the visual setting, character, and identity
and heritage significance of the settlement that it is to be located.
Future rural/urban development should reflect high quality design that is compatible with the local
and regional attributes which make up the municipal character e.g. climate, landscape, topography,
history, etc.
Future development should only be permitted where it can be provided with adequate, cost effective
physical and social infrastructure to match the expected population for each settlement in rural
areas this may require consideration for alternative infrastructure elements such as boreholes, solar
power, etc.
Future developments should be designed and located to minimise the need to travel; to maximise
opportunity for efficient public transport and pedestrian access options.
Commercial land should be located so that it can be conveniently serviced, is accessible to, and
consistent in scale with the settlement it services or is planned to serve.
If commercial land expansion is no adjacent to, or adjoining, an existing centre then any new
developments should not undermine the existing centre(s) and should be at a scale and location only
to serve the target neighbourhood.
Industrial land should be made available in variety of locations to encourage new opportunities to
arise.
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Tourism





Future tourism development should not negatively impact on the natural, economic and social fabric
of the area it is to be located in.
Future tourism developments should provide for a wide range of experience opportunities from low
cost family type tourism developments such as caravan parks, camping grounds, etc.
Future investment in and growth of tourism products and services should not occur at the expense
of local environmental and social values.

9.3.4. Basic Guidelines for Environmental Management
These are areas earmarked for conservation including riverine areas, water courses and indigenous forests within the
municipality should be protected against development of any nature unless authorised by the relevant authorities in agreement
with the municipality. Physical development and agricultural activities should be discouraged as far as possible.
Any development or land use activity which is included as a “Listed Activity” in terms of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations of the National Environmental Management Act No. 107 of 1998 as amended shall be subject to an Environmental
Impact Assessment. An Environmental Authorisation granted by the relevant authority will have to be submitted as part of an
application for any land use activity to the UMfolozi Municipality.
The Municipality is at liberty to include all conditions or part thereof contained in the Environmental authorisation to its
conditions of approval issued in terms of the KwaZulu-Natal Planning and Development Act (No. 6 of 2008).
The uMfolozi Municipality is at liberty to designate areas which, based of existing environmental data are considered sensitive
but not formally conserved as “Environmentally Sensitive Areas” in its land use scheme. As per legislative requirements, an
applicant will have to provide an Environmental Screening Report for any development or land use activity on any site or portion
thereof which the municipality considers as an environmentally sensitive area or in an area identified as being critical for
biodiversity conservation. The Environmental Screening Report will have to be undertaken by a person who has the necessary
knowledge and experience in environmental management, natural resources or ecology, and should include:





information about the project including the spatial extent, timing, frequency and duration of the project;
the identification of relevant environmental legislation, regulations, policies and plans relevant to the proposed development
and identify those activities that require licensing or authorisation before they can proceed;
an understanding of the ecological context based on existing ecological information, data gathering, literature searches, site
visits and preliminary ecological surveys, and any baseline studies already carried out;
identify project activities likely to cause damage, stress, disturbance or impact on ecosystems processes;
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identify the factors affecting the integrity of the relevant ecosystems and the conservation status of relevant habitats and
species; and, ecological features likely to be significantly affected and therefore requiring further study;
identify other significant activities, e.g. access roads, associated with the project/proposal that could result in significant
cumulative effects; and,
Potential strategies to avoid and/or minimise any negative environmental impacts and the identification of opportunities for
enhancing biodiversity and promoting Provincial biodiversity objectives.

The Environmental Screening Report would have to be included as part of an application submitted to the Municipality.
9.4.

Capital Investment Framework

The uMfolozi Capital Investment Framework (CIF) to identify and prioritise capital projects for implementation in the following
financial year and medium-term period (four years). The objectives of the CIF are to:
1. Implement the uMfolozi Spatial Development Framework in achievement of its long term vision and that of the Integrated
Development Plan;
2. Contribute towards the eradication of service delivery backlogs, especially in poor and marginalised areas by prioritising
projects in these locations;
3. Ensure the improved management of the Municipality’s existing infrastructure;
4. Improve new service delivery through infrastructure and services that are planned, delivered and managed in an objective and
structured manner; and
5. Direct future public and private investment by aligning the capital-budget requirements of departments and entities to
priority area
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Figure 25: List of current capital Projects in uMfolozi Municipality for the year 2016/2017
uMfolozi Municipality MIG Allocation for 2016/2017
No.

Project Name

Ward No

Estimated
Value 2016/17

Status

2

Projects Carried Over From 2015/2016 To
2016/2017
Keteza Creche
5

R 1 765 376.64

4

Ward 14 Community Hall

R 2 300 000.00

Tender
Evaluation
Tender
Evaluation

1

Total
ALLOCATED PROJECTS TO COUNCILLORS
Hlawini Creche constructed over 2yrs (phase 1)

1

R 800 000.00

2

Pitso Road (2.4km)

5

R 2 113 560.00

4

Nxebeni Road

10

R 1 100 000.00

5

Ntuthunga 1 Paypoint Shelter

13

R 1 900 000.00

6

Mpangele Access Road 2.5km by two phases

14

R 2 000 000.00

14

1
2
3
6

NEW
PRIORITISE
FROM
WARD
COUNCILLORS
Empumeni / Ezidonini Community Hall
constructed over 2yrs (phase 1)
Koko Road
Mathubesizwe Creche construction over 2 yrs
(phase 1)
Masuku High Mast
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R 4 065 376.64

Total
Column1

Phase
2
2017/18

Planning
Design
Planning
Design
Planning
Design
Planning
Design
Planning
Design

and R 1 100 000.00
and
and
and
and R 2 800 000.00

R 7 913 560.00
Column2

Column3

Column4

Column5

2

R 1 880 000.00

Nil

R 2 000 000.00

3
4

R 1 100 000.00
R 900 000.00

Nil
Nil

R 1 000 000.00

8

R 742 605.00

Nil
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uMfolozi Municipality MIG Allocation for 2016/2017
7
8
9
10
11

Bhekinhlanhla Creche constructed over 2yrs
(phase 1)
Mawombe Sport Complex
Cinci MPCC constructed over 2yrs (phase 1)
Mlondo Rd
Zakhele Creche
Total
Projects Carried Over From 2015/2016 To
2016/2017
Allocated Projects To Councillors
New Prioritise From Ward Councillors
Total Allocation
2016/17 Allocation
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R 800 000.00

Nil

11
11
11
12

R
R
R
R

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

3 000 000.00
1 880 000.00
1 100 000.00
800 000.00

R 12 202 605.00
R 4 065 376.64
R
R
R
R

R 1 100 000.00

R 2 000 000.00
R 1 100 000.00
R 11 100 000.00

7 913 560.00
12 202 605.00
24 181 541.64
24 049 000.00
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Mawombe Sport Complex

Ntuthunga 1
Paypoint Shelter

Nxebeni Road

Cinci MPCC constructed over 2yrs
(phase 1)
Mlondo Rd

Mathubesizwe Creche
construction over 2
yrs (phase 1

Hlawini Creche
constructed
over 2yrs (phase

Bhekinhlanhla
Creche
constructed over
2yrs (phase 1)

1)

Empumeni / Ezidonini
Community Hall
constructed over 2yrs
(phase 1)

Koko Road

Keteza Creche

Mpangele Access Road
2.5km by two phases &
Ward 14 Community Hall
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9.5.
Sustainability Assessment
The achievement of the sustainability outcomes as reflected in the Framework for Sustainability will depend on a number of key
enabling factors which must be reflected in the Municipality’s Capital Investment Framework. These factors include the
following:
a. A clear commitment from Council to make support sustainable policies;
b. Capacity to align the Sustainability Framework with existing institutional structures, systems, processes and procedures;
c. Commitment from national and provincial government departments to assist and support the municipality and to
strengthen their capacity to implement the Sustainability Framework;
d. Commitment from provincial government to support the municipality in implementation and to monitor progress in
achieving the Sustainability Framework;
e. Commitment from Traditional Leaders and capacity to assist the municipality in sustainable land use management; and
f. An informed citizenry.
The realisation of sustainability outcomes also has a time factor and there must be on-going monitoring and evaluation to track
progress, review strategies and design new action plans at specified intervals. The Framework for Sustainability serves as a
constant monitoring and evaluation guide that should be used by all role-players with an interest in UMfolozi. To this end every
programme and/or project proposal in the area must be assessed against the sustainability criteria. If a programme and/or
project is likely to result in significant environmental impacts appropriate mitigation measures must be identified to minimise or
avoid harmful environmental impacts.
uMfolozi Spatial Development Framework is assessed against the strategic priorities of the NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (NSSD) which are as follows:

STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1: ENHANCING SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATED PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION:-Limited
Capacity and Systems for Integrated Planning and Implementation to achieve Sustainable Development



STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2: SUSTAINING OUR ECOSYSTEMS AND USING NATURAL RESOURCES EFFICIENTLY:-The
Degradation of Land and Natural Resources



STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3: TOWARDS A GREEN ECONOMY:-Economic Growth that is not Linked to Sustainable Resource
Use and Environmental Impact



STRATEGIC PRIORITY 4: BUILDING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES:-Inefficient Spatial Planning and Urban Design;
Inadequate Provision of Basic Services Including Water, Sanitation and Waste Management; and, Insufficient Recognition
of Cultural Heritage
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STRATEGIC PRIORITY 5: RESPONDING EFFECTIVELY TO CLIMATE CHANGE:-Localised Poor Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Contributing to Climate Change

Table 25: Sustainability Assessment of uMfolozi Municipality with NSSD Strategic Priority 1
NSSD 1 STRATEGIC PRIORITY 1: ENHANCING SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATED PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE: LIMITED CAPACITY AND SYSTEMS FOR INTEGRATED PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Integration into UMfolozi
SDF

Insufficient intergovernmental co-operation and co-ordination for effective environmental governance; poor monitoring and evaluation
systems to assess progress towards sustainability; insufficient resources and capacity made available for environmental management;
limited integration of sustainability into development planning.
SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVE
Enhanced and effective environmental
implementation.
SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA

governance,

institutional

structures

and systems

to

achieve

integrated

Environmental sustainability criteria are integrated into Policies, Plans, Projects and decision making.

Yes

Co-operative environmental governance structures and mechanisms promote integrated planning and ensure
efficient and effective implementation of environmental functions and responsibilities.

Partially

Financial resources and capacity enable the implementation and management of environmental functions and
responsibilities.
Municipal capital investment projects comply with relevant environmental legislative requirements.

No

Communities are informed, empowered and involved in the process of democratic environmental governance.

Partially

Access to environmental information is facilitated and encouraged.

Partially

Monitoring and evaluation systems assess and report on the progress towards sustainability.

Partially
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Table 26: Sustainability Assessment of uMfolozi Municipality with NSSD Strategic Priority 2
NSSD 1 STRATEGIC PRIORITY 2: SUSTAINING OUR ECOSYSTEMS AND USING NATURAL RESOURCES
EFFICIENTLY
KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE: THE DEGRADATION OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Integration
SDF

into

UMfolozi

Inappropriate land use and poor land management is resulting in land degradation, the loss of natural resources and reduced potential for
the provision of ecosystem goods and life support services. This includes the loss of agriculturally productive land and a decline in
biodiversity which has significant social and economic impact.
SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVE
The use of natural capital is compatible with the maintenance of ecosystem functionality and natural resources are protected and restored.
SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA
Areas identified as being essential for the persistence of biodiversity and for the provision of ecosystem Yes
goods and services are valued, protected and continually enhanced.
Degraded areas are identified, rehabilitated and managed to promote land productivity
Partially
High potential agricultural land is protected and rehabilitated for sustainable agricultural production.
Yes
Agricultural production is enhanced and increased through environmentally sustainable agricultural Yes
practices.
Areas of geotechnical, geological or instability risks are identified and avoided in land development.
No
Compact land development patterns use land efficiently.
Proposed in SDF

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE: EXCESSIVE WATER DEMAND EXCEEDS AVAILABLE SUPPLY

Integration into UMfolozi SDF

Current drought has major implications on the demand of water from supply areas as well as the aquatic ecosystems in major rivers. Rapid
population growth is increasing demands and this is compounded by inefficient water use, management and wastage. Degraded catchments
and aquatic ecosystems diminish the ability of the natural systems to sustainably supply water. Dams and inter basin-transfer schemes
increase costs of providing water to the consumers and negatively impact on overall river health and natural systems
SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVE
The ability of aquatic resources to provide water is maintained within the limits of sustainability.
SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA
Wetland areas, streams and rivers are protected, rehabilitated and managed to maintain ecological
functioning.
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Flood prone areas are managed to promote ecosystem goods and services, to minimise flood risks and
impacts.
Water demand management results in minimised water loss and optimised water conservation.
Everyone has access to the minimum supplies of potable water needed to maintain their health and wellbeing.
Catchment and river management policies and guidelines integrated into land use and development
planning.
Equitable and fair access to water supplies is provided for all water users.

Partially
To be applied
No
Partially
Partially

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE: REDUCED WATER QUALITY

Integration into UMfolozi
SDF
Land degradation, (mining activities), commercial forests and, poor sewerage, solid waste and storm-water management are impacting on
water and aquatic ecosystem quality. This is resulting in declining social and economic conditions including increased health risks and
costs; decreased river health; increased water treatment costs; increased risk of liability to the Municipality; increased water charges; and,
decreased investor interest.
SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVE
Water quality in all aquatic ecosystems in the District is significantly improved and maintained.
SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA
Bacteria and pathogens in all aquatic systems do not pose a significant risk to health and wellbeing.
Investigation required
Nutrient concentrations and loads in all aquatic systems reverse current unacceptable trends of Investigation required
eutrophication.
Aquatic ecosystems are in a functional and healthy state.
Investigation required

Table 27: Sustainability Assessment of uMfolozi Municipality with NSSD Strategic Priority 3
NSSD 1 STRATEGIC PRIORITY 3: TOWARDS A GREEN ECONOMY
Key Environmental Issue: Economic Growth that is not Linked to Sustainable Resource Use and Integration into UMfolozi SDF
Environmental Impact
Resource and ecosystem degradation due to over-exploitation of natural capital. Persistent poverty, unemployment, social dependency and
inequality. An economy that is based on intensive resource consumption is depleting non-renewable and renewable resources beyond
sustainable levels.
SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVE
Economic goals based on ecological sustainability and built on a culture that recognises that socio-economic systems are dependent on and
embedded in ecosystems.
SUSTAINABILITY CRITERIA
An environmentally sustainable economy promotes distributional equity, is resource efficient and Yes
provides for the rehabilitation and sustainable management of natural capital.
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Absolute poverty is eradicated and the wealth gap is reduced.
A low-carbon economy that relies on clean, renewable and efficient energy sources and transport options.
A resource efficient economy that optimises its use of water while significantly reducing waste
generation.
An equitable and broad range of employment opportunities exist that provide people with an income to
support themselves and their families.

9.6.

Partially
No
Partially
Partially

Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring, evaluation, reporting and adaptive management are widely recognised as fundamental components for effective
municipal planning. This often takes the form of a Performance Management System (PMS), and forms an integral part of the IDP.
Similarly, monitoring and evaluation of the impact of the SDF should not be considered as a once-off and separate exercise, but a
continuous and iterative process that forms part of the overall assessment of the performance of the municipality. It helps to
identify aspects or components of the SDF that need to be amended or strengthened, and thus keep the SDF relevant to the
strategic spatial agenda of the municipality.
Evaluating the impact of the SDF seeks to establish whether its operational mechanisms support achievement of the objectives or
not and understand why. It will look at activities, outputs, and outcomes, use of resources and causal links. Improve efficiency and
efficacy of operational processes. Where possible and necessary, it will measure changes in outcomes (and wellbeing of target
population) attributable to a specific intervention. It will inform high-level officials on extent to which intervention should be
continued or not, and if any potential modifications needed.
Table 28: uMfolozi SDF Monitoring and Evaluation Framework
OBJECTIVES
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
MEANS OF VERIFICATION
STRATEGY
Encourage strong  Development of a wall-to-wall  Number, nature and budgets  The nodes will be developed
and viable nodes
scheme for the whole of uMfolozi
for municipal projects in each
by focusing strategic and high
municipality,
in
order
to
nodal area.
impact
projects
within
integrate settlements through
development nodes.
the use of appropriate town
planning controls.
 Level of access and location of
public facilities serving different
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communities in these nodes

Development
of 
Social and Service
Infrastructure






Unlocking
Economic
Development








Supply of potable water to all
households within nodal areas;
Number of households with toilet
facility;
Eradication
of
electricity
backlogs
Number of households with
solar-powered
geysers
and
electricity connection
Frequency of waste collection in
nodal areas and settlements
Number and location of new
health facilities;
Frequency of mobile services to
remote settlements;
Number of new health facilities
Increased investment in terms of
tourism, leisure and commercial
within uMfolozi.
Develop a tourism development
plan to make use of potential
tourism sites within uMfolozi.
Number of local people involved
in local economic initiatives
Commercial
&
industrial
development
applications
received by the municipality.
Percentage
increase
in
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Determination of standards for 
facility provision in nodal areas.
Improved access to water and
sanitation services
Improved access to energy
Phased
municipal
waste
collection services
Improved access to social
facilities

The Municipality will work
together
with
government
departments to improve the
quality of life of residents
through the development and
improvement of social and
service infrastructure.

Attract
Private
sector 
investment
Local Tourism development
Commercial
&
industrial
development in nodal areas
Public-private partnerships for
economic initiatives

The Municipality will promote
spatial planning in order to
drive social and economic
development.
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Continuum
Sustainable
Human
Settlements

of 




sustainable

environmental
conservation and 
management









commercial land.
Development of a Local Area Plan
including a densification strategy
for Nzalabantu-Mzingazi area;
Development of settlement plans
for dense rural settlements.
Identification of appropriately
located
land
for
housing
development
and
infill
development.
Implementation of different types
of housing projects.
Development
of
a
Water
Resource Management Strategy
Delineation of 1:50 years and
1:100 year flood-lines.
People removed from flood risk
areas.
Improved sanitation and waste
management services in nodal
areas.
Extension of Hluhluwe-uMfolozi
Nature Reserve
Application of carrying capacity
standards
to
grazing
land
management.
Extent of land cleared of alien
plants.
Rehabilitation and Protection of
indigenous forests.
Management
of
bio-diversity
corridors.
Inclusion of an Environmental
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Determination of standards for 
facility provision in different
settlement types (urban, dense
rural, dispersed rural).

The Municipality will improve
the structure and form of
settlements by undertaking
municipal-wide
settlement
planning



Effective
Water
Resource 
Management
Delineation of flood risk areas
Establishment of Municipal
Open Space System
Alien
invasive
plant
management
Established programmes for
clearing of invasive aliens
through Working for Water, or
other forms of rehabilitation
e.g.
through
working
for
Wetlands, etc.
Established
environmental
management programs.

The municipality will work
with all stakeholders towards
an
environmentally
sustainable development
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Regional
Access 
and Road Network




Protection
of 
agricultural land





Sustainable

Spatial
Planning 
System




Management overlay on Wall-towall scheme.
Number and location of roads
upgraded.
Kilometres of roads upgraded.
Construction of new roads.
Number of high impact and
catalytic projects located along
development corridors.
Type and level of services
provided to settlements located
along development corridors.
Identification and mapping of
agricultural land with high
potential.
Size and use of high potential
agricultural land.
Scheme clauses designed to
protect
high
potential
agricultural land.
Introduction of land use controls
for agricultural land.
Initiatives
to
promote
agriculture.
Direct support to land reform
projects.
Number of LAP’s prepared
Number of approved settlement
plans
Generation of new spatial data
Improved GIS system and data
Accepted norms and standards
for site sizes.
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Upgrading of major access and 
arterial/link roads.
Improving access to the existing
and growing settlements.
Location of development nodes
along and at the intersection of
key roads.
Focusing development projects
on settlements located along
highly accessible routes.
High potential agricultural land 
Agricultural protection plans
Agricultural
development
support

Creating new linkages and
improving the existing major
roads in the Municipality to
provide
opportunities
for
development.

Development of Local Area 
Plans for development nodes
Developing settlement plans
Mapping of izigodi
Mapping of settlements within
each izigodi
Development of Guidelines for 

The municipality will refine
the SDF and develop it further
through the formulation of a
series of plans with varying
degrees
of
detail
and
flexibility.
The municipality will work

The Municipality will put
forward the development of an
Agricultural Development Plan
to avoid lack of land-use
coordination.
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Identified factors that should be
considered when allocating land 
for different land uses.
Spatial identification and coding 
of rights allocated.
Register of land rights holders
Improved
capacity
and
understanding
of
spatial
information
by
Traditional
leadership
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land Allocation
Training and Capacity Building
of Traditional leaders

together
with
Traditional
leadership
to
Integrate
Traditional Land Allocation
Processes
with
Municipal
Spatial Planning
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10.

FURTHER PLANNING

10.1.

Detailed Research and Planning

As mentioned above, certain key areas are vital economic generators and/or social development areas. It is therefore proposed that more
detailed planning is undertaken for the following areas illustrated in Table 26:
Table 29 : Necessary Further Planning & Research
Detailed Research Brief Description
/ Planning
Nodal
Development
Plans

Nodal Development Plan with more detailed spatial structure and implementation planning for each of the
identified nodes and addressing the land requirements for proposed facilities, bulk services and housing needs.

Rural Land Use As part of encouraging sustainable land use patterns in rural areas, there is the need to rationalise the
and Densification possibility of efficient land use decisions by traditional leaders who are often involved within the rural planning
Policy
environment. This should take place within the premise of a robust participatory process and involvement of key
stakeholders to pave the way for implementation.
Infrastructure
Identify, quantify and provide location requirements of engineering infrastructure and service provision for
Investigation and existing and future development needs. This will include a quantification of needs and estimated budgets
Sector Planning
towards a systematic Infrastructure Investment Plan.
Facilities Quality Survey of the condition and quality of service standards currently experienced within all social facilities within
Survey
the municipality in order to determine upgrading and non-capital interventions required. This will assist in
determining local service standards.
Public
Mobile Investigating the approaches to mobile service provision of various Government Departments as well as the
Services
current status and locality and accessibility within the uMfolozi Municipality. This will also include, but not be
Investigation
limited to pension pay-out points, clinics and trading activities associated around them and other mobile services
towards the circulation of local income (Refer to the Spatial Planning Guidelines for the Promotion of Local
Income Circulation, KZN CoGTA, July 2009c).
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Establishment of The research and establishment of a municipal heritage register as both a requirement of the KwaZulu-Natal
a
Heritage Heritage Act No 10 of 1997 as well as vital tool in local cultural and tourism promotion (Refer to the Spatial
Register
Planning Guidelines for the Cultural Heritage Interpretation, KZN CoGTA, July 2009)

10.2.

Components of the next SDF Review

It is envisaged that the annual review of the municipal IDP and its related SDF do not involve an entirely new Spatial Development
Framework, but rather build on the current SDF by refining and adjusting the implementation direction as circumstances change
and new information become available. During the course of preparing this SDF, a number of key elements were identified to be
addressed during the next SDF review as far as possible:
Municipal Demarcation Boundaries – As indicated in Section 1.4, a portion of Ntambana Municipalities Ward 6 will soon dissolve
into the greater uMfolozi Municipality, as per the 2016 Demarcation boundaries of the Municipal Demarcation Board.Institutional
arrangements will have to be considered and its impacts on decision-making.
Cross Border Co-ordination – Interactive discussions with all the surrounding municipalities regarding the cross boundary coordination of key elements as discussed in Section 10.3. This should influence the consolidation of key regional environmental
management areas particularly on the borders of Mtubatuba, Hlabisa, Mthonjaneni/Ntambanana, uMhlathuze municipalities as
well as Hluhluwe-uMfolozi Game Reserve.
Updated Capital Investment Framework – Update of capital projects in terms of their relevance, budgets, locality and timeframes
for implementation toward more accurate indication of a Capital Investment Framework. It is envisaged that this will form a key
part of the next IDP/SDF review.
Incorporation of Additional Studies – Incorporation of available additional studies, especially the proposed Nzalabantu Town
Planning Scheme.
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) – As indicated in Section 7.3.1, the municipality does not have a SEA in place. It is
recommended that an SEA be included in the budget of the next SDF review.
Water Resource Management Plan – it is recommended that the municipality prepare a Water Resource Management Plan for its
dams as it is required by the National Water Act (Act No. 36 of 1998) and will need to be incorporated in the next SDF review.
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10.3.

Conclusion

This report is the Reviewed Spatial Development Framework for uMfolozi Municipality and is the result of a series of spatial
analysis, technical interactions with the Project Steering Committee as well as vital engagements with communities and sector
specific role players.
The uMfolozi SDF is intended to serve as the implementation and integration tool for the uMfolozi IDP Review for 2016/2017. It is
expected that the revised Umfolozi SDF serves as the basis to inform planning and public investment within the municipality for the
period 2016 to 2021.
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Annexure A
Detailed Report of Issues and Proposals from Traditional Councils

1. MBONAMBI TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 27 June 2016
Traditional
Leader
Not Yet been
Confirmed with
the Traditional
Council

War
Developmental Priori
d No Theme
ty
3, 5, 1. Water and A
6,
Sanitation
14,
16
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Issues

Proposals

1.1. Drought Prone Area

1.1.1. Find alternative methods for water
production.
Change local views and raise awareness on
the sustainability of water.
Maintain current dams and build more dams
for water storage purposes.
Create a 5km buffer around Nhlabane Lake to
protect it from human activities which could
contaminate the water.
1.2. Dry water standpipes
1.2.1. Checking and upgrading of standpipes
by King Cetshwayo District and uMfolozi
Municipality.
1.3. Some people still collect 1.4.1. Facilitation of water distribution to be
water from the river
done by the Induna. The upgrading of
1.4. Community depends on boreholes by the Municipality.
underground water, extracted
from boreholes, which are at
a critical state.
1.5.
Rugged
topography 1.5.1. The municipality to find a different pipe
limiting the provision of installation alternative to channel water to
water.
households.
1.6. Lack of water service 1.6.1. Alignment meetings to be conducted by
delivery
both municipalities.
1.7.
High
Densities
of 1.7.1. Provision of sanitation infrastructure by
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1. MBONAMBI TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 27 June 2016

2. Electricity

B

3. Environment E

4.
Land F
Allocation

uncontrolled
development,
municipality cant efficiently
provide sanitation services to
everyone.
Disease in the area caused
through lack of sanitation
infrastructure provision for
all.
2.2.
Illegal
electricity
connections

the local municipality.
Alignment with department of health, with
regards to mitigating health issues within the
area.

2.2.1. Ensure enforcement on illegal electricity
connections.

3.1. iLLegal mining within 3.1.1.
Stakeholder
engagement
with
RBM mining region along the Municipality,
RBM
and
local
police
coast
department, to regulate illegal mining
activities which create external costs to the
environment and the municipality.
3.2. Invasive plants damaging 3.2.1. Department of Agriculture and
grazing fields
Environment Affairs to assist.
3.3.
Dry
and
eroded 3.3.1. Installation of Water Reservoirs.
environment.
4.1. Unaddressed land reform 4.1.1. Department of Rural Development and
issues.
Land Reform to assist.
Urban Sprawl on unstable Formulation of a Land Use Scheme to control
landscapes
development, and the implementation of
commercial
centres
where
residential
development can be accommodated.
Allocation of land, on disaster Stakeholder engagement, with Town planners
prone areas by Induna.
and Izinduna on suitable land for residential
development.
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1. MBONAMBI TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 27 June 2016
5.
Economic D
Development

5.1. Residents travelling long 5.1.1.
The
Municipality
to
facilitate
distances to access economic investments opportunities in the area to foster
opportunities.
economic opportunities.
5.2. Lack of commercial
facilities.

6. Other

6.1. Poor road conditions
6.2.
Insufficient
social
facilities e.g. schools, crèches,
etc.
Poor access to KwaMbonambi
Town

C

6.1.1. Upgrading of roads by the municipality.
6.2.1. Increase the provision of social facilities.

Propose new road which cuts through forest
land, to provide access for people, to
KwaMbonambi Town. Liaise with SAPPI and
department of transport for consensus on
where that road should navigate.
Allocation of suitable sites for Formulation of Land Use Scheme, to clearly
cemeteries. Currently people make land for cemeteries and feasible access
walk through people’s houses to them.
during funerals due to high
densities.
1. MAMBUKA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 31 June 2016
Traditional
War
Leader
d No
CALL TO FIND
OUT

Developmental Priori
Theme
ty
1. Water and A
Sanitation
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Issues

Proposals

1.1. Drought Prone Area

1.1.1. Find alternative methods for water
production.
Change local views and raise awareness on
the sustainability of water.
Maintain current dams and build more dams
for water storage purposes.
Create a Buffers along rivers to protect
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1. MAMBUKA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 31 June 2016
development along flood prone areas.
1.2. Dilapidated boreholes

2. Electricity

B

1.3. Some people still collect
water from the river
1.4. Some people are located
to far from water tanks
1.5.
Rugged
topography
limiting the provision of
water.
1.6. Lack of water service
delivery
1.7. People are still using Pit
Latrines with no ventilation
systems, some households
have no access to sanitation
facilties.
2.2.
Illegal
electricity 2.2.1. Ensure enforcement on illegal electricity
connections
connections.

3. Environment E

3.3.
Dry
environment.

4.
Land F
Allocation

4.1. Issues with traditional
authority land being divided
between two municipalities.
Issues concerning the merge
with uMfolozi, due to lack of
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1.2.1. Checking and upgrading of boreholes by
King Cetshwayo District Municipality.
1.3.1. The Municipality to install boreholes for
residents.
1.4.1. Facilitation of water distribution to be
done by the Induna.
1.5.1. The municipality to find a different pipe
installation alternative to channel water to
households.
1.6.1. Alignment meetings to be conducted by
both municipalities.
1.7.1. Provision of sanitation infrastructure by
the local municipality.

and

eroded 3.3.1. Installation of Water Reservoirs.

4.1.1. Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform to assist with Cogta and the
Municipal Demarcation Board, to assess the
objections of the public, and find motivation
towards their decision, to ease tension from
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1. MAMBUKA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 31 June 2016
access to municipal offices in the public.
KwaMbonambi
Town
as
opposed
to
being
in
uMhlathuze.
5.
Economic D
Development

5.1. Residents travelling long
distances to access economic
opportunities.
5.2. Lack of commercial
facilities.

6. Other

6.1. Poor road conditions
6.1.1. Upgrading of roads by the municipality.
6.2.
Insufficient
social 6.2.1. Increase the provision of social facilities.
facilities e.g. schools, crèches,
etc.

C

5.1.1.
The
Municipality
to
facilitate
investments opportunities in the area to foster
economic opportunities.
Improvement
of
access
to
economic
opportunities, as well as the upgrading of
roads and public transportation system.

1. SOMOPHO TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 03 July 2016
Traditional
War
Leader
d No
CALL TO FIND
OUT

Developmental Priori
Theme
ty
1. Water and A
Sanitation
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Issues

Proposals

1.1. Drought Prone Area

1.1.1. Find alternative methods for water
production.
Change local views and raise awareness on
the sustainability of water.
Maintain current dams and build more dams
for water storage purposes.
Create a 5km buffer around Nhlabane Lake to
protect it from human activities which could
contaminate the water.
1.2. Limited water supply for 1.2.1. The Municipality should have a
Livestock and agricultural stakeholder engagement and plan of action
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1. SOMOPHO TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 03 July 2016

2. Electricity

B

3. Environment E

activities. Cows enter houses with regards to creation of water storage
forcefully in search for water. facilities in order to provide water for
livestock, especially during this drought
period.
1.3. Some people still collect 1.3.1. The Municipality to install boreholes for
water from the river
residents.
1.4. Some people are located 1.4.1. Facilitation of water distribution to be
to far from water tanks
done by the Induna.
1.5.
Rugged
topography 1.5.1. The municipality to find a different pipe
limiting the provision of installation alternative to channel water to
water.
households.
1.6. Lack of water service 1.6.1. Alignment meetings to be conducted by
delivery
both municipalities. Water Reservoirs should
be constructed to store water for the people
Allow efficient access to dams which do have
existing water in them, such as the one
located within Ndlomnyama.
1.7. People are still using Pit 1.7.1. Provision of sanitation infrastructure by
Latrines with no ventilation the local municipality.
systems, some households
have no access to sanitation
facilties.
2.2.
Illegal
electricity 2.2.1. Ensure enforcement on illegal electricity
connections
connections.
There are no sports fields The Municipality should formulate a wall-toconstructed for the people.
wall scheme and align its open space system
with it, to find feasible land for the
construction of sports fields within the area.

3.3.
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Dry

and

eroded 3.3.1. Installation of Water Reservoirs.
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1. SOMOPHO TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 03 July 2016
4.
Land F
Allocation

5.
Economic D
Development

environment.
4.1. Issues with traditional
authority land being divided
between two municipalities.
Issues concerning the merge
with uMfolozi, due to lack of
access to municipal offices in
KwaMbonambi
Town
as
opposed
to
being
in
uMhlathuze.
5.1. Residents travelling long
distances to access economic
opportunities.
5.2. Lack of commercial
facilities.
Issue with the delay of the
coal mine that was promised,
which would provide jobs for
the people.

There are not enough job
opportunities within the area,
those jobs that come are
normally temporary and do
not pay enough to support a
family.
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4.1.1. Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform to assist with Cogta and the
Municipal Demarcation Board, to assess the
objections of the public, and find motivation
towards their decision, to ease tension from
the public.

5.1.1.
The
Municipality
to
facilitate
investments opportunities in the area to foster
economic opportunities.
Improvement
of
access
to
economic
opportunities, as well as the upgrading of
roads and public transportation system.
There should be a stakeholder engagement
between the municipality and iButho coal, as
well as a public participation, informing the
people with the current status of the mines.
Furthermore, while there are still delays, there
should be skills development programs taking
place to build capacity within the community
and prepare them for the inception phase of
the project.
The LED unit should act proactively in
providing infrastructure projects which can
improve the economic sector of the region, and
provide jobs for the people.
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1. SOMOPHO TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 03 July 2016

6. Other

C

People lose most of the money
they make due to travelling to
Empangeni, to buy food, as
well as accessing pay points
which are not available within
the Somopha T.A land.
6.1. Poor road conditions
The road linking Empangeni and Somopho T.A
is very poor, which forces cars and buses to
take the longer route.
The P700 route coming from Ntambanana
municipality
to
Bhiliya,
extending
to
Dondotha should be tarred and maintained,
as a secondary corridor, which can provide
access to KwaMbonambi Town and HluhluweuMfolozi Game Reserve.
6.2.
Insufficient
social
facilities e.g. More importantly
there is no clinic
Community protests against
private investments within
area.

There
are
no
skills
development programs being
initiated, to ensure the people
sufficient skills to exploit
future business or economic
initiatives which could be
implemented within the area.
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Prioritisation of providing a clinic, as well as
other social services should be made by the
municipality.
The Municipality should attempt to change
local values with regards to the benefits of
private investment, furthermore Ingonyama
Trust should educate people about using
traditional land, by private investors and the
benefits it has for the people.
The municipality should develop skills
development information centres, which are
managed by the community, where everyones
details will be filed, with regards to the
existing skills they have and the skills they
would like to have. This will allow the
municipality to have an idea on the type of
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1. SOMOPHO TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 03 July 2016
programs to implement and easy access to
contacting the necessary people when jobs
start being implemented.
1. MHLANA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 10 June 2016
Traditional
War
Leader
d No
CALL TO FIND
OUT

Developmental Priori
Theme
ty
1. Water and A
Sanitation

Issues
1.1. Drought Prone Area

1.1.1. Find alternative methods for water
production.
Change local views and raise awareness on
the sustainability of water.
Maintain current dams and build more dams
for water storage purposes.
Create a 5km buffer around Nhlabane Lake to
protect it from human activities which could
contaminate the water.
1.2. Dilapidated boreholes
1.2.1. Checking and upgrading of boreholes by
Some people still collect water King Cetshwayo District Municipality.
from the river
1.4. Some people are located
to far from water tanks
IZIGODI
 Ntobisi-Ward 2
 Kwagcobo-Ward 8
1.5.
Rugged
topography
limiting the provision of
water.
1.6. There are existing Dams
in
the
following
areas,
however they don’t have
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Proposals

1.4.1. Facilitation of water distribution to be
done by the Induna.

1.5.1. The municipality to find a different pipe
installation alternative to channel water to
households.
1.6.1. Alignment meetings to be conducted by
both municipalities.
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1. MHLANA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 10 June 2016
water, and the rivers are also
dry:
IZIGODI
 Macambela-ward 10
 Matheni-Ward 10
 Mendo-Ward 10
The following Izigodi are
either in need of boreholes
are dams for water provision,
due to the insufficiency of
water within the areas.
IZIGODI
 Kwagcobo-Ward 8
 Mazawala-Ward 15
 Cilwane-Ward 13
 Nohaha-Ward 15
 Esphekepheke-Ward 13
 Ntuthunga 1- Ward 13
 Emanembeni- Ward 9
 Ntokeni-Ward 7
 Ntobisi-Ward 2
1.7. People are still using Pit
Latrines with no ventilation
systems, some households
have no access to sanitation
facilties.
There are existing Windmills
for water production in Ward
10 which are broken down
and not working.
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1.7.1. Provision of sanitation infrastructure by
the local municipality.

The municipality should prioritise the
management and revitalisation of existing
windmills to counteract the issue of the
drought. Furthermore they should look at
areas where they can implement such
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1. MHLANA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 10 June 2016

2. Electricity

B

windmills, the Induna in Ncotsheni has
requested that it be proposed within his
Isigodi.
electricity 2.2.1. Ensure enforcement on illegal electricity
connections.

2.2.
Illegal
connections

3. Environment E

3.3.
Dry
environment.

4.
Land F
Allocation

4.1. Issues with traditional
authority land being divided
between two municipalities.
Issues concerning the merge
with uMfolozi, due to lack of
access to municipal offices in
KwaMbonambi
Town
as
opposed
to
being
in
uMhlathuze.
5.1. Residents travelling long
distances to access economic
opportunities.
5.2. Lack of commercial
facilities.

5.
Economic D
Development

6. Other

C
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and

eroded 3.3.1. Installation of Water Reservoirs.

4.1.1. Department of Rural Development and
Land Reform to assist with Cogta and the
Municipal Demarcation Board, to assess the
objections of the public, and find motivation
towards their decision, to ease tension from
the public.

5.1.1.
The
Municipality
to
facilitate
investments opportunities in the area to foster
economic opportunities.
Improvement
of
access
to
economic
opportunities, as well as the upgrading of
roads and public transportation system.
Encroachment on sugar cane 5.3.1.
Propose
fencing
of agricultural
land
,
used
for
small activities, to ensure they don’t get stolen, and
commercial activities.
there is no conflict in land use development.
6.1. Poor road conditions, 6.1.1. Upgrading of roads by the municipality.
When its raining in eKusayiniWard15 cars can’t drive on
the roads,
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1. MHLANA TRADITIONAL COUNCIL: 10 June 2016
In Ward 13-Mvamanzi- The
main bridge is to low, when it
rains cars can’t drive past it.
(Isigodi-Mfusamvu-Ward7)
There is no hall and there is
no school in the vicinity.
Children walk long distances
to Cebekhulu.
(Isigodi-Ntweni)
A Thusong centre with home
affairs is seen as a demand
from the public.

6.2.1. Increase the provision of social facilities.

Prioritising the provision of essential social
services closer to where people are staying, to
minimise transport costs and frustration for
the elderly and disabled.
Issues with high crime in Increase security within the node, through
Dondotha
proposing a police station and being proactive
in imprisoning those who act against the law.
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